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Abstract. We generalize the construction of geometric super-
polynomials for unibranch plane curve singularities from our prior
paper from rank one to any ranks; explicit formulas are obtained
for torus knots. The new feature is the definition of counterparts
of Jacobian factors (directly related to compactified Jacobians) for
higher ranks, which is parallel to the classical passage from in-
vertible sheaves to vector bundles over algebraic curves. This is
an entirely local theory, connected with affine Springer fibers for
non-reduced (germs of) spectral curves. We conjecture and justify
numerically the connection of our geometric polynomials in arbi-
trary ranks with the corresponding DAHA superpolynomials for
any algebraic knots colored by columns.
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MODULES OVER PLANE CURVE SINGULARITIES 3
0. Introduction
We generalize the geometric superpolynomials for unibranch plane
curve singularities from [ChP] from rank one to any ranks; explicit
formulas are proved for torus knots. The key is the passage from the
Jacobian factors (local factors of compactified Jacobians) in rank one
to higher ranks, which is parallel to the classical passage from the
Jacobians to vector bundles over smooth algebraic curves. This is a
local theory, closely connected with affine Springer fibers with non-
reduced spectral curves and related to the Riemann Hypothesis from
[Ch4] when the Young diagrams are columns.
0.1. Flagged Jacobian factors. Flagged Jacobian factors J ℓR,rk of
rank rk are defined in (2.21), are certain increasing full ℓ–flags of stan-
dard modules M ⊂ Ork, where R is the ring of singularity, O its
normalization ring; standard modules are those generating Ork over O.
When ℓ=0 the dimension of dimkJ
ℓ=0
R,rk = rk
2δ for the arithmetic genus
δ of the singularity, which agrees with the classical formula rk2(g−1)+1
for smooth projective curves of genus g > 1. To match the DAHA su-
perpolynomials we do not divide by the action of (constant) GLrk in
Ork, which enlarges the dimension by rk2−1 versus the classical formula.
The geometric superpolynomials conjecturally coincide with DAHA
superpolynomials of the corresponding algebraic knots colored by rk–
columns (columns of hight rk) and are given directly in terms of J ℓR,rk.
The latter are quasi-projective varieties for rk=1 and constructible sets
for rk>1. Their projectivization is natural, but the boundary must be
omitted to ensure the connection with the DAHA-superpolynomials.
Presumably the boundary can be interpreted via standard modules of
lower ranks and is also related to DAHA (to be discussed somewhere).
The role of vector bundles and BunG is tremendous in modern math-
ematics and physics. Our approach can be potentially extended to any
reductive G. The spaces BunG are generally stacks and the stability
is of great importance for their theory. Our J ℓR,rk are constructible
sets for rk>1 (projective varieties minus some explicit quasi-projective
subvarieties). The liftability to standard modules is a certain analog of
(semi)stability, but its exact algebro-geometric meaning is not clarified
at the moment. Due to the local setting (local singularities instead
of curves), our J ℓR,rk are of a much more combinatorial nature than
the classical M(rk, d) classifying (stable) vector bundles of rank rk and
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degree d over smooth projective curves. It is even not impossible that
they are always paved by affine spaces for G = GL, but we do not
conjecture this. There is some parallelism with the theory of Schubert
varieties in the classical and affine settings, though J ℓR,rk (and the com-
binatorics involved) are of course more subtle due to the R–invariance.
0.2. Main Conjecture. Conjecture 2.12 states that the geometric su-
perpolynomials HsingR,rk(q, t, a) and H
mot
R,rk(q, t, a), describing flags of stan-
dard rank-rk modules, coincide up to some normalization factors (q, t–
powers) with each other and with the DAHA superpolynomials of the
corresponding algebraic knots colored by rk-column diagrams.
The singular geometric superpolynomials HsingR,rk(q, t, a) are defined in
(2.26) in terms of the Borel-Moore (relative) homology HBM2i , of quasi-
projective varieties J ℓR,rk[dev] formed by modulesM of fixed deviation
dev, which is the lattice index [M : Rrk] equal to dim(Ork/Rrk) −
dim(Ork/M); R is the ring of a given plane curve singularity. Up to a
power of t, they are the sums of the corresponding qdev t−iaℓ.
The motivic geometric superpolynomial HmotR,rk(q, t, a) from (2.27) is
a variant of HsingR,rk(q, t, a), where instead of employing homology, we
count points of J ℓR,rk over finite fields Fpm with the weights q
devaℓ. We
then set t = 1/pm, which coincides with the previous definition if J ℓR,rk
is paved by affine spaces.
The third superpolynomial is the DAHA oneHdahaL (ωrk; q, t, a), where
L is the link of the corresponding singularity up to isotopy. To be exact,
the construction of HdahaL is entirely algebraic; it is in terms of certain
pairs of relatively prime numbers. When these pairs are interpreted as
Newton’s pairs of plane curve singularities, the theorems from [Ch3,
ChD1, ChD2] state that the corresponding DAHA superpolynomials
actually depend only on L, which is a non-trivial statement even for
torus knots (though not too difficult to prove), i.e. they are topological
invariants of plane curve singularities.
By construction, our geometric superpolynomials, ORS polynomials
and orbital integral in the theory of affine Springer fibers depend on the
analytic type of singularities. The analytic classification of plane curve
singularities is much more involved than their topological classification.
The justification of our Main Conjecture is within reach (but not too
simple). One needs to compare the recurrence relations for the DAHA
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superpolynomials (following [Ch2]) with the behavior of the geometric
superpolynomials under monoidal transformations. This open a road
to verifying the Riemann Hypothesis from [Ch4] in the case of columns.
0.3. Connections and applications. The singular superpolynomials
and (conjecturally) those for DAHA provide a lot of geometric infor-
mation about R and J ℓR,rk. For instance, their Betti numbers can be
obtained as a = 0, q = 1 (when ℓ = 0), the Alexander polynomial
occurs when a = −1, t = q, the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the cor-
responding link L is for a 7→ −a, t = q and so on. Concerning the
motivic version, the specialization a = 0, q = 1, t = 1/pm gives the
orbital integrals in the nil-elliptic case (for G = GLrk). The whole
polynomial HdahaL (ω1; q, t, a) (for rk = 1) is conjectured to coincide
with the stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomial of L, uncolored and
reduced, upon some recalculation of parameters and normalization.
See [Kh, KhR1, Ras, Rou, Ma, ChD2, ChP].
We will not discuss these and other connection conjectures in this
paper, as well as the general DAHA-Jones theory. Concerning the
latter, see [Ch2, GN, Ch3, ChD1]; the most comprehensive work at this
point is [ChD2], the case of arbitrary colored iterated torus links. Note
that we consider only algebraic knots colored by columns. Algebraic
links are doable too; a challenge is to extend this and our previous
paper [ChP] to any rectangle diagrams for arbitrary algebraic links.
The positivity for such links conjectured in [ChD1, ChD2] matches
very well our geometric approach (and the RH Conjecture in [Ch4]).
See [ORS] and [GORS] for the ORS polynomials ; we compare them
at the end of [ChP] with our geometric (singular and motivic) super-
polynomials, though these constructions are different. See also [Ch4]
about connections with Kapranov’s zeta function and beyond. Some
origins of our geometric superpolynomials, including [LS, Pi, GM2], are
discussed in [ChP]. Papers [ObS, Ma, MoS] are about the important
particular case t = q (HOMFLY-PT polynomials). For physics ap-
proaches, see [DGR, AS, GS, DMS, FGS, GGS]; [AS] triggered [Ch2],
the super-duality [GS] generally results from M5–theory.
There are also connections with the Hilbert schemes of C2; see e.g.
[GN, GORS]. Rational DAHA are related to torus knots [Gor2, EGL].
There are some recent developments with Soergel modules [Mel]. Let
us also mention the theory of compactified Jacobians with direct links
to Fundamental Lemma; see [MY, MS].
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1. DAHA superpolynomials
In this section we will briefly summarize the necessary theory for
the reader to understand the definition of DAHA superpolynomials
for GLn. Note that DAHA-Jones polynomials are well defined for all
simple root systems and weights (see [ChD1]). The theory of DAHA
superpolynomials is so far for type A. Though there are some develop-
ments (mostly conjectures) for classical root systems and even a couple
of examples in type E; see [Ch2, ChP].
1.1. DAHA of type GLn. Let us begin with the definition of DAHA
itself. See [Ch1] for details (and justifications).
Definition 1.1. The double affine Hecke algebra HH (referred to as
DAHA) of GLn is an algebra over Cq,t
def
== C(q1/2, t1/2) generated by
T±1i , X
±1
j and π, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, which are subject to
the following relations:
(i) (Ti − t1/2)(Ti + t−1/2) = 0, TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1,
(ii) TiTk = TkTi if |i− k| > 1,
(iii) XjXk = XkXj (1 ≤ j, k ≤ n), TiXiTi = Xi+1 (i < n),
(iv) πXi = Xi+1π (1≤ i≤n−1) and πnXi = q−1Xiπn (1≤ i≤n),
(v) πTi = Ti+1π (1 ≤ i≤n − 2) and πnTi = Tiπn (1 ≤ i≤ n−1).

The subalgebra of HH generated by Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1 is isomorphic
to the (non-affine) Hecke algebra of type GLn. The following self-
duality is the key in DAHA theory. Let us define pairwise commutative
Yi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) inductively as follows:
Y1 = πTn−1 · · ·T1 and Yi+1 = T
−1
i YiT
−1
i .
The subalgebras HX and HY generated by Ti, Xj and Ti, Yj, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are isomorphic to the extended affine Hecke
algebra of type GLn (and to each other) and the aforementioned duality
is given by an anti-involution of HH, sending
ϕ : Xj ↔ Y
−1
j (1≤j≤n), Ti 7→ Ti(1≤ i <n) and fixing q
1/2, t1/2.
Projective PSL2(Z). Along with ϕ, the symmetries of HH include an
action of the braid group B3 on three strands. Its two generators act
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as follows:
τ+(Xi) = Xi, τ+(Y1 · · ·Yi) = q
−i/2(X1 · · ·Xi)(Y1 · · ·Yi),(1.1)
τ−(Yi) = Yi, τ−(X1 · · ·Xi) = q
i/2 (Y1 · · ·Yi) (X1 · · ·Xi),
where τ+, τ− fix Ti and q
1/2, t1/2. They satisfy τ+τ
−1
− τ+ = τ
−1
− τ+τ
−1
− ,
the defining relations of B3. This group is naturally a central extension
of PSL2(Z); the covering map is
τ+ 7→
(
1 1
0 1
)
, τ− 7→
(
1 0
1 1
)
.(1.2)
We will call it projective PSL2(Z) ; this is due to Steinberg. See [Ch1],
Section 3.7 for details. We note that τ+ is the conjugation of Yi by the
Gaussian γ = q
∑n
i=1 x
2
i /2, where we put formally Xi = q
xi.
1.1.1. Polynomial representation. We use here and below the standard
basis {ǫj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n} in Rn, supplied with the inner product (ǫi, ǫj) =
δij. Let αi = ǫi − ǫi−1 be simple roots for gln, {α = ǫi− ǫj , i < j}
the set of positive roots, ρ = (1/2)
∑
α>0 α, W = S
n the symmetric
group, si = (i, i + 1) simple reflections. The fundamental roots are
ωi = ǫ1 + ǫ2 + ... + ǫi. Note that (ρ, ǫi) = (n − (2i − 1))/2, (ρ, ωi) =
i(n − i)/2, (ρ, ǫi − ǫj) = j − i. The lattices Q,P are correspondingly
formed by integer linear combinations of {α}, {ωi}. Dominant weights
are b =
∑
biωi bi ∈ Z+; the notation is b ∈ P+.
Affine Weyl group. Let R˜ = {[α, j], α ∈ R, j ∈ Z} be the affine root
system of type A. Affine positive roots are for j > 0 or with α > 0 if
j = 0. The extended Weyl group Ŵ is the semidirect product W⋉P ,
where the action in Cn+1 ∋ [z, ζ ] is:
(wb)([z, ζ ]) = [w(z), ζ − (z, b)] for w ∈ W, b ∈ P.(1.3)
It contains W˜
def
== 〈si, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1〉 where α0 = [1,−θ], where
θ = ǫ1 − ǫn is the maximal positive root. Ŵ is naturally isomorphic to
W˜⋊Π for Π
def
== P/Q. Setting ŵ = πmw˜ ∈ Ŵ for m ∈ Z, w˜ ∈ W˜ , the
length ℓ(ŵ) of ŵ is the length of any reduced decomposition of w˜ in
terms of simple reflections si(0≤ i≤n). Then Π is the subgroup of Ŵ
of the elements of length 0.
Coinvariant. For ŵ = πmw˜ ∈ Ŵ and a reduced decomposition w˜ =
siℓ · · · si1 of length ℓ = ℓ(ŵ), we set Tŵ = π
mTiℓ · · ·Ti1 . There is a
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unique presentation of any H ∈ HH as a sum of (
∏
X
uj
j )Tw(
∏
Y
vj
j ),
where uj, vj ∈ Z, w ∈ W ; this is a DAHA counterpart of the PBW
Theorem. We use this to define the coinvariant
{·}ev : HH → Cq,t, {Xj}ev= t
−(ρ,ǫj), {Yj}ev= t
(ρ,ǫj), {Ti}ev= t
1/2.(1.4)
By construction: {ϕ(H)}ev = {H}ev for H ∈ HH.
The coinvariant factors through the polynomial representation X
of HH. Let χ be the following one-dimensional character of the affine
Hecke algebra HY : χ(Ti) = {Ti}ev = t1/2, χ(Yj) = {Yj}ev. Then
X
def
== IndHHHY (χ). We will use the following projection of HH onto X :
HH ∋ H 7→ H ⇓
def
== Ĥ(1) ∈ X ,(1.5)
where Ĥ is the image of H in End(X ). The coinvariant is then
{H}ev = {H⇓}ev, where the latter evaluation sends Xj 7→ {Xj}ev.
1.1.2. Macdonald Polynomials. The polynomial representation is given
explicitly by the Demazure-Lusztig operators :
Ti = t
1/2si + (t
1/2 − t−1/2)(Xαi − 1)
−1(si − 1), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(1.6)
The elements Xb become the multiplication operators in X ; π
m ∈ Π
act via the general formula ŵ(Xb) = Xŵ(b) for ŵ ∈ Ŵ , where X[b,j]
def
==
qjXb. The starting point of the DAHA theory was adding T0 here for
α0 = [1,−θ], where θ = ǫ1 − ǫn is the maximal positive root.
The E and P–polynomials. The nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomi-
als Eb for b ∈ P are eigenvectors of Ŷj (the images of Yj in End(X )).
This definition fixes them uniquely up to proportionality for generic
q, t ; the normalization is to make the coefficient of Xb equal to 1.
The symmetric Macdonald polynomials Pb are defined for dominant
b =
∑
biωi, bi ∈ Z+. In terms of Eb, one has: Pb = PEb, where
P
def
==
(∑
w∈W
tℓ(w)
)−1 ∑
w∈W
tℓ(w)/2Tw is the t-symmetrizer.
See [Ch1], (3.3.14). The coefficient of Xb is 1 in Pb as well.
Actually, the fundamental weights ωi are the key for us in this paper.
Then Eωi = Xωi and Pωi =
∑
b∈W (ωi)
Xb for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For instance,
Pω1 = Pǫ1 =
∑n
i=1Xi.
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The following evaluation formula (the Macdonald Evaluation Con-
jecture) is important for DAHA superpolynomials:
Pb(t
−ρ) = t−(ρ,b)
∏
α>0
(α,b)−1∏
j=0
(1− qjtXα(tρ)
1− qjXα(tρ)
)
,(1.7)
where X[b,j](t
c)
def
== qjt(b,c). The evaluation can be here Pb(t
±ρ), but the
corresponding evaluation formulas for Eb must be exactly at t
−ρ; see
(3.3.16) from [Ch1].
1.2. DAHA-Jones theory.
1.2.1. Algebraic knots. In this section, we briefly review the necessary
aspects of algebraic knots. See e.g. [EN] for details.
Let C be the germ of a unibranch plane curve singularity at 0 ∈ C2.
The intersection of C with a small S3 centered at 0 is the corresponding
algebraic knot L = LC, called the link of C. All algebraic knots are it-
erated torus knots, but generally iterated torus knots are not algebraic.
The Newton-Puiseux presentation of C is as follows:
y = x
s1
r1 (c1 + x
s2
r1r2
(
c2 + . . .+ x
sl
r1r2···rl
)
) centered at 0.(1.8)
The pairs {ri, si} are known as Newton pairs. They are positive integers
such that gcd(r, s) = 1; cj here are assumed sufficiently general.
The torus knot T (r, s) is for one pair {r, s}. Topologically, it lies on
the surface of a torus and wraps r times around the torus longitudinally
and s times around latitudinally. Due to the isotopy T (r, s) = T (s, r),
we may assume r > s. For any l, let
~r = {r1, . . . rl}, ~s = {s1, . . . sl},(1.9)
a1 = s1, ai = ai−1ri−1ri + si (i = 2, . . . , l).
The pairs {aj, rj} are topological invariants of LC, the Newton pairs
are not.
The knot LC can be described topologically as follows:
T (~r,~s)
def
== Cab(~a,~r)(©) =
(
Cab(al, rl) · · ·Cab(a2, r2)
)(
T (r1,s1)
)
.(1.10)
Here© is unknot and Cab is the cabling defined as follows. For any ori-
ented knot K embedded in the 3-sphere consider a small torus around
K which does not intersect itself. Then Cab(a, b)(K) is the knot cre-
ated by placing T (a, b) on this torus with a proper framing. We omit
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details, but let us remark that we can assume now that r1 > s1 only
for the first pair of indices; see e.g. [EN, ChD1].
1.2.2. Main construction. Now we will review DAHA-Jones polynomials
and DAHA superpolynomials. The main source for this content is
[ChD1].
Generally, for any polynomial F in fractional powers of q and t,
its tilde-normalization F˜ is the result of F divided by the lowest q, t-
monomial, assuming it is well defined. We will use the notation q•t• for
a monomial factor (possibly with fractional exponents) in terms of q, t.
We will also use the tilde-normalization for superpolynomials, where
the lowest q, t-monomial is chosen from the those terms without the
third parameter a (i.e. at a = 0).
The following theorem is from [ChD1]; it is stated there for arbitrary
root systems (see also references there). Recall (1.4) and (1.5), the
definitions of the coinvariant and the projection onto X .
Theorem 1.2. (i) Given two strictly positive sequences ~r,~s of length
l as in (1.9), let γi ∈ PSL2(Z) be the element whose representative is
any matrix with the first column (ri, si)
tr (tr indicates transpose). Let γ̂i
be a lift of γi to the projective PSL2(Z) (= B3) via the homomorphism
(1.2). For a dominant weight b of GLn, the DAHA-Jones polynomial is
JDGLn~r,~s (b ; q, t) = JD~r,~s (b ; q, t)
def
==(1.11) {
γ̂1
(
· · ·
(
γ̂l−1
((
γ̂l(Pb)/Pb(t
−ρ)
)
⇓
)
⇓
)
· · ·
)}
ev
.
It does not depend on the particular choice of the lifts γi and γ̂i. The
tilde-normalization J˜D~r,~s (b ; q, t) is well defined and is a polynomial in
terms of q, t with the constant term 1.
(ii) Now consider a given dominant b =
∑n
i=1 biωi from (i) as a
(dominant) weight for any glm provided m ≥ n − 1. We make the
convention that ωn = 0 upon the restriction to gln−1.
Given sequences ~r,~s as above, there exists a DAHA–superpolynomial
H~r,~s (b ; q, t, a) belonging to Z[q, t±1, a] and satisfying the relations
H~r,~s (b; q, t, a=−t
m+1)= J˜D
GLm
~r,~s (b; q, t) for any m≥n−1;(1.12)
its a–constant term is automatically tilde-normalized. Here one suf-
ficiently large m uniquely determines H~r,~s. This polynomial depends
only on the isotopy class of T (~r,~s) and the color b (the corresponding
Young diagram). 
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It is important (theoretically and practically) that one can use here
non-symmetric Eb in place of the symmetric Pb; this results in the same
super-polynomial. The E–polynomials are actually beyond Lie theory;
so using E–polynomials is an advantage for the theory of DAHA su-
perpolynomials, and a clear challenge for other approaches. Compu-
tationally, the programs written in terms of E–polynomials are much
faster (though not n! times faster).
1.2.3. Khovanov-Rozansky homology. Concerning the topological invari-
ance of H~r,~s (b; q, t, a), it is expected from [ChD1] that H~r,~s coincides
with the reduced stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomial of the corre-
sponding knot; see [KhR1], [KhR2], [Kh]. To be precise, it is conjec-
tured that
H~r,~s (ω1 ; q, t, a)st = K˜hRstab(qst, tst, ast).(1.13)
The subscript st indicates that we have made the substitution to the
standard topological parameters given by
t = q2st, q = (qsttst)
2, a = a2sttst,
q2st = t, tst =
√
q/t, a2st = a
√
t/q.(1.14)
K˜hRstab is the reduced KhRstab polynomial divided by the smallest
power of ast and then by q
•
stt
•
st such that K˜hRstab(ast=0) ∈ Z+[qst, tst]
and the constant term of this polynomial equals 1.
The stable KhR–polynomials are sufficiently understood only in the
uncolored case, so the DAHA construction must be restricted to b = ω1
here. The minuscule weights may be managed in the categorification
theory , though explicit formulas (to compare with our ones) are still not
available. The reduced setting is also a problem. Generally, formulas
for KhR–polynomials are quite a challenge; for uncolored torus knots,
there is recent progress based on Soergel modules [Mel].
2. Main conjecture
2.1. Jacobian factors. The extension of the theory of compactified
Jacobians and its (entirely) local version, the theory of Jacobian factors,
to modules of arbitrary rank is not very straightforward. We mainly
follow [PS, GP] for the rank-one definitions, but there are changes due
to rk > 1. For instance the Jacobian factor now becomes a (locally)
constructible set, not a projective variety as for rk = 1 (in the absence
of flags). Its definition as a single space becomes significantly less
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direct than for rk = 1, but is still not too involved. The points are
R–modules of deviation 0, “non-liftable” to standard ones, which are
the modules of full rank over the normalization O of the ring R of a
given singularity. Some explicit quasi-projective subvarieties must be
removed from the corresponding compactified Jacobian factor .
This compactification is of obvious importance, but not actually nec-
essary to define our geometric superpolynomial. We need only its image
in the Grothendieck ring of varieties over C, where it becomes a union
(sum) of the strata formed by standard modules of fixed deviations
(without any lift). The latter are quasi-projective varieties. Let us
mention without going into detail that our definition of Jacobian fac-
tors in any ranks is connected with the theory of affine Springer fibers
for non-reduced spectral curves (their germs, to be precise).
2.1.1. Rank one modules. Let k be any field; k its algebraic closure,
O = k[[z]], K = k((z)), R be any k–subalgebra of O containing some
principle ideal (zm) = zmO ⊂ O. We will not assume for now that R
is a ring of a plane curve singularity, which is by definition an algebra
with two generators over k and with k((z)) as its field of fractions.
The corresponding semigroup is Γ = ΓR
def
== {ν(x), x ∈ R} for the
valuation ν(x) that is the minimal z–degree. The δ–invariant (the
arithmetic genus) of R is then δ = δR
def
== dimk(O/R) = |Z+ \ ΓR|,
where | · | is the cardinality. We will call Z+ \ ΓR the set of gaps
and denote it GR. Let c = cR be the conductor of R, the smallest
integer such that (zc) = zcO ⊂ R. One has, c ≤ 2δ, where the equality
holds exactly for Gorenstein R (including plane curve singularities);
this equality is equivalent to δ = |ΓR \ (c+ Z+)|.
2.1.2. Standard modules. For any nonzero R–submodule M ⊂ O, its
O–degree , the degree with respect to O is degO(M)
def
==dimk(O/M).
One has degOR = δ. For arbitrary submodules M ⊂ K, we set:
degO(M)
def
== dimk(O/(O ∩M))− dimk(M/(O ∩M)).(2.1)
This definition is a natural counterpart of the degree of a divisor at a
given point (here at z = 0) in the smooth situation. Actually, we will
mostly need the deviation of M from R, which is
dev(M)
def
== −degR(M) = δ − degO(M).(2.2)
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Let ∆M = ∆(M)
def
== ν(M); it is a Γ–module, i.e. by definition Γ+∆ ⊂
∆. The conductor cM of M is naturally the smallest c ∈ Z+ such that
zcO ⊂M . Equivalently, it is the smallest c such that ∆M ⊃ c+ Z+.
We call it standard if Γ ⊂ ∆M , i.e. M contains some x ∈ 1 + zO.
For standard M : degO(M)= |Z+\∆M |, dev(M)= |∆M\Γ|. We will use
the notations degO(∆) and dev(∆) for the right-hand sides here when
∆ = ∆M and for any standard Γ-module ∆ (not necessarily the set of
valuations of a module over R).
Invertible modules are standard ones with one generator (thus the
generator must be an element of 1 + zO). Accordingly, 1) ∆M = Γ,
2) dev(M) = 0 and 3) cM = c for invertibleM ; vice versa, any standard
M satisfying one of these three conditions is invertible. The latter
implication is obvious for the first two equalities and the invertibility
follows from cM = c due to the following general lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For any standard R–module M , cM ≤ c− dev(M).
Proof. We follow [PS], but need a bit different form of their condition
(ii) from Section 1. Also, we provide the proof since this lemma is
an important particular step of the generalization (below) to arbitrary
ranks. Since cM−1 is missing in ∆M (so missing in Γ too), all cM−1−γ
for any γ ∈ Γ are not in ∆M , and one has:
δ − dev(M) = |Z+ \∆M | ≥ |{γ ∈ Γ | ν(γ) < cM}|
= |{γ ∈ Γ | ν(γ)<c}| − |{γ ∈ Γ | cM ≤ ν(γ)<c}| ≥ δ − (c− cM).

Any module M can be canonically transformed to a standard one
M◦ as follows: M◦ = z−nM for n =min∆M . Indeed, degO(z
nM)=
degO(M) + n and dev(z
nM) = dev(M) − n for any M,n. We set
∆◦M = ∆(M
◦) = ∆− n and write dev◦(M) = dev(M◦), c◦M = cM◦ .
Using the map π : M 7→ zdev(M)M , the set of standard R–modules
M can be identified with the set of all R–modules of degree δ = δR
(equivalently, of deviation 0). The latter modules have conductors at
least c (and therefore at least 2δ). Indeed, cπ(M) = c
◦
M + dev(M) ≤ c
due to the lemma. Respectively, we set π(∆)
def
== ∆ + dev(∆) for any
standard ∆.
This observation readily identifies the set of standard modules con-
sidered under π with the projective variety πJR of all R–invariant sub-
spaces of co-dimension δ in O/zcO. It is called M in [PS]. They
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actually consider O/z2δO, but this results in the same variety. Recall
that c = 2δ for Gorenstein R.
We will identify πJR when necessary with the set of all standard
modules denoted by J = JR. We also write M =M
◦ instead of saying
that M is standard. For standard ∆, let
J(∆)
def
== {M =M◦ | ∆(M) = ∆}; also we represent:(2.3)
π(∆) = ∆+ dev(∆) = {d1 < d2 < . . . < dδ} ∪ {2δ + Z+}.(2.4)
Using the theory of Schubert varieties and following [PS],
Closure (πJ(∆)) ⊂
⋃
∆′
πJ(∆′) for ∆′ such that d′i ≥ di,(2.5)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ δ.
By the closed fiber of an R–module M , we mean M = M/mM for
the maximal ideal m ⊂ R. Its dimension over k will be called the
Nakayama rank . The Γ–rank of ∆=∆M is the number of generators
bi of ∆ over Γ. These generators are exactly all primitive (indecom-
posable) elements, i.e. those not in the form a + γ for a ∈ ∆ and
0 < γ ∈ Γ. Equivalently, they can be introduced by the following
conditions: ∆ \ {bi} are Γ–modules. The Γ–rank of ∆ is no greater
than ̟
def
== min{γ > 0 | γ ∈ Γ}, the multiplicity of the singularity
associated with R.
Lemma 2.2. The Nakayama rank dimkM of any M is no greater than
the Γ–rank of ∆M , and no greater than ̟. If the primitive elements
of ∆ = ∆M are all smaller than the first non-primitive element in ∆,
then the Nakayama rank coincides with the Γ–rank.
Proof. The images of the elements mi ∈ M such that ν(mi) are
primitive generate M . If the primitive elements of ∆M are all smaller
than the first non-primitive element in ∆ then the images of the mi
will form a basis for M . 
Example 2.3. The simplest example of a module M with maximal
possible Nakayama rank ̟ is M=O. Then ∆M = Z+, {0, 1, . . . , ̟−1}
are primitive elements. For any 0 ≤ i < ̟, one can diminish this
module M = O as follows. Let O〈i〉 =
(
⊕i−1j=0ke
′
j
)
⊕ zi+1O for e′j =
zj + λjz
i, where λj ∈ k (0≤j≤ i− 1) are any (free) parameters. Then
∆(O〈i〉) = Z+\{i} and the primitive elements are {0, 1, . . . , ̟−1}\{i};
so the Nakayama rank of O〈i〉 is ̟ − 1 and it depends on i (free)
parameters.
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
Admissibility. A Γ–module ∆ is called admissible if there exists M
such that ∆M = ∆. All Γ– modules are admissible for monomial
R (quasi-homogeneous singularities); see [PS]. Monomial R are k–
subalgebras in O generated by pure monomials za. This is a significant
simplification of the general theory of ∆ and M ; non-admissible ∆
occur even for the simplest planar non-monomial R [Pi].
2.1.3. Standard flags. These are the key objects in [ChP]. A flag
−→
M =
{M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Mℓ} of R–modules Mi ⊂ O as above is called full
ν–increasing if the corresponding ∆–flag
−→
∆ = ∆(
−→
M) = {∆0 ⊂ ∆1 ⊂
. . . ⊂ ∆ℓ} for ∆i = ∆(Mi) is full increasing, i.e. satisfies the following:
∆i = ∆i−1 ∪ {gi}, g1 < g2 < . . . < gℓ, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.(2.6)
It is called standard if it is full ν–increasing and M0 is standard (i.e.
∆0 ⊃ Γ), which automatically implies that all Mi are standard. We
will call such (standard) flags simply ℓ–flags and define the length of
−→
M by l(
−→
M) = ℓ.
The set J ℓ of all standard ℓ–flags
−→
M is called the flagged Jacobian
factor in [ChP]. It can be supplied with a natural structure of a quasi-
projective variety due to following proposition, which is actually Propo-
sition 2.3 from [ChP] (somewhat related to [ORS], Section 2.1). Its
proof there did not use that R is of planar (with 2 generators), so we
will omit it (and the corresponding equations of J ℓ).
For an arbitrary module M , we set M{i} = M ∩ (zi), which is
obviously an R–module, M
{i}
the image of M{i} in M . One has:
dimM{g}/M{g+1} = 1 for g ∈∆M and 0 otherwise. These dimensions
can drop to 0 upon taking the closed fiber, which is the reduction
modulo m.
Proposition 2.4. (i) For a full increasing ∆–flag
−→
∆ =
{
∆0⊂ ∆1 =
∆0 ∪ {g1} ⊂ · · · ⊂ ∆ℓ =∆0 ∪ {g1, . . . , gℓ}
}
, all ∆0 ∪ {gi} for 1≤ i≤ ℓ
are Γ–modules. This implies that for any standard flag
−→
M of length ℓ,
one has: mMℓ ⊂ Mi for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Accordingly, these R–modules Mi
are uniquely determined by their images M
′
i
def
==Mi/mMℓ in M ℓ, which
follows from Nakayama Lemma.
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(ii) An arbitrary standard module M of Nakayama rank dimkM ≥ ℓ
appears as the top module Mℓ = M in at least one ℓ–flag for some
−→
∆ .
Such Mℓ form a projective subvariety in JR due to the upper semicon-
tinuity of Nakayama rank. Given
−→
∆ and Mℓ, all possible M0 are in
one-to-one correspondence with k–subspaces M
′
0 6⊂ M
{1}
ℓ of codimen-
sion ℓ such that
dim k (M
′
0+M
{gi}
ℓ )/(M
′
0+M
{gi+1}
ℓ ) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.(2.7)
(iii) Given
−→
∆ and a standard Mℓ, the corresponding ℓ–flags
−→
M exist
if and only if
dim kM
{gi}
ℓ /M
{gi+1}
ℓ = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.(2.8)
These flags can be identified via Nakayama Lemma with full ℓ–flags of
k–subspaces M
′
0⊂ . . .⊂M
′
i⊂ . . .⊂M ℓ such that
M
′
i+M
{gi+1}
ℓ =M ℓ for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ− 1.(2.9)
Provided (2.8) and given M0, this space is biregular to A
ℓ(ℓ−1)/2. 
Example 2.3 can be interpreted as follows. All 1-flags (for ℓ = 1)
with M1 = O are {M0 = O〈i〉 ⊂ O = M1}. Given i, the corresponding
subspaces of O/z̟O ∼= k̟ of codimension 1 must contain (zi+1) but
not (zi). Thus the space of such flags is biregular to Ai, which matches
Example 2.3. Here i ≥ 1; note that the removal of i = 0 from Z+
makes the corresponding module non-standard.
Proposition 2.4 identifies J ℓ with the space of pairs{
Mℓ ∈ J〈ℓ〉, {M
′
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}
}
,
where (a) J〈ℓ〉 ⊂ J is a projective subvariety πJ of modules of Nakayama
rank no smaller than ℓ considered under the map π above, (b) M
′
0 ⊂
M ℓ is a k–subspace of codimension ℓ such that M0 6⊂ M
{1}
ℓ , and (c)
{M
′
} is any full flag in M ℓ/M
′
0. Following the notation for rk = 1
above, we will denote this variety by πJ ℓ or simply by J ℓ.
Note that allowing M 0 ⊂ M
{1}
ℓ means that we consider all flags,
not only standard; Mℓ will be always assumed standard when we apply
the map π above. This gives the following projectivization Ĵ ℓ of J ℓ
(of πJ ℓ to be exact). It is a bundle over J〈ℓ〉 with the fibers that are
Grassmannians Gr(n, n− ℓ) for n = dimkM ℓ equipped with (any) full
ℓ–flags in the corresponding quotient spaces.
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The following general identification is helpful to describe the bound-
ary Ĵ ℓ \J ℓ:
{
−→
M | l(
−→
M) = ℓ, Mℓ =M, Mℓ−1 ⊂ zM }(2.10)
∼= {
−→
M ′ | l(
−→
M ′) = ℓ− 1, M ′ℓ−1 = z
−ωM{1} }.
Here ω = ωM =min {∆M \{0}}, so z−ωM{1} is a standard module
corresponding to (∆M \ {0}) − ω for the pointwise subtraction of ω.
The Nakayama rank of this module is no smaller than that ofM minus
1 by construction. Thus the boundary can be generally interpreted via
the map M 7→ z−̟M{1} and its counterparts for higher M{i}.
We will also note that given
−→
∆, conditions (2.8) are necessary and
sufficient for a standard Mℓ to have an extension to a standard flag
−→
M
with such
−→
∆. This of course results in the admissibility of ∆0 and all
∆i for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and also in admissibility of ∆0 ∪ {gi}.
Using the standard facts from the theory of Schubert varieties (see
[PS]), we arrive at the following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Given
−→
∆, the closure in J ℓ of the corresponding sub-
variety
J ℓ(
−→
∆)
def
== {
−→
M | ∆(
−→
M) =
−→
∆}
belongs to the union of J ℓ(
−→
∆ ♭) for {g♭i}, which are not now assumed
increasing in the sense of (2.6), such that :
(a) πℓ(∆ℓ) and πℓ(∆
♭
ℓ) satisfy conditions (2.5) for πℓ(∆) = ∆+
dev(∆ℓ), (b) πℓ(∆0) and πℓ(∆
♭
0) satisfy the same condition, and (c)
g♭i ≥ gi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
If Mℓ is fixed, then the union above is over all flags
−→
∆ ♭ with stan-
dard ∆♭0 and {g
♭
i} satisfying conditions (b, c); it coincides with the cor-
responding closure. If Mℓ and M0 are fixed, then this closure is the
union over all permutations {g♭i} of the initial (increasing) set {gi},
where relations (2.9) are omitted. Also, the embedding of the closures
of the subvarieties corresponding to such {g♭i} are with respect to the
Bruhat ordering of permutations (generated by consecutive transposi-
tions of the pairs gi < gj). 
The simplest example is as follows. Let {g♭i = gℓ−i}, i.e. it is the
decreasing ordering of the initial (increasing) sequence. Then for fixed
Mℓ,M0, a unique flag of vector spaces exists for such {g♭i} in Mℓ/M0
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from Proposition 2.4, (iii), which is formed by the images of M
{gi}
ℓ . So
this is one point in this case and it belongs to all closures corresponding
to any intermediate {g♭i}. When ℓ = 2 (for 2–flags), this point is the
whole boundary.
2.2. Higher ranks. Let us consider now R–submodules M ⊂ Ork
for rk ≥ 1 such that K · M = Krk. From now on, we fix an O–basis
{ǫi, 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1} ⊂ Ork and the standard form (ǫi, ǫj) = δij .
2.2.1. Basic definitions. As in the case of rk = 1, the O–degree ofM⊂
Ork is naturally degO(M)
def
==dimk(Ork/M); for arbitrary submodules
M⊂ Krk of rank rk over K, we set:
degO(M)
def
== dimk (O
rk/(Ork ∩M))− dimk (M/(O
rk ∩M)).(2.11)
The deviation of M from Rrk is dev(M)
def
== rk · δ−degO(M).
The projections ofM onto ǫi, their ∆–modules and the correspond-
ing deviations are:
M〈i〉
def
== (M, ǫi), ∆
〈i〉=∆〈i〉(M)=∆(M〈i〉),
dev〈i〉(M) = dev(∆〈i〉) for 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1.(2.12)
These definitions significantly depend on the choice of the basis {ǫi}.
∆–Components. There is another way to associate a sequence of Γ–
modules to M; it will be the main tool for us. It requires a choice of
cumulative valuation υ : Krk → R, extending the valuation ν above:
υ(
∑
i
miǫi)=min
i
{ν(mi)+υ(ǫi)} for mi∈K, 0≤ i≤rk−1,(2.13)
where υi
def
== υ(ǫi) can generally be arbitrary real numbers. The condi-
tions 0 ≤ υi 6= υj < 1 for i 6= j are sufficient below and will be imposed
unless stated otherwise. Generally, one needs the following weaker re-
lations: υi − υj 6∈ Z for i 6= j. The default will be: υi
def
== i/rk; though
they will be multiplied by rk in the last two sections of the paper.
For such υ and 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1, the ∆–components are Γ–modules
defined as follows. Setting here and below ∆(M)
def
== υ(M),
∆(i)(M)={a ∈ Z+ | a+υi ∈ ∆(M)}, dev
(i)=dev(∆(i)(M)).(2.14)
We will also use the notation ∆
(i)
M = ∆
(i)(M) or simply ∆(i) when there
is no fear of confusion. It is immediate to check that ∆(i) ⊂ ∆〈i〉. If
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υi − υj ∈ Z for some i 6= j, then we face wall-crossing , which will not
be studied in this work. Generally speaking, the Z–commensurable
components of υ must be considered, which are Γ–modules. We will
need their number to be rk (maximal possible) in this paper.
The stratification of JR,rk in Section 2.2.3 will be based on {∆(i)}; the
modules {∆〈i〉} will be mostly needed in this paper to define the map
st below, in (2.20). Importantly,
∑rk−1
i=0 dev
(i) = dev(M), as well as the
analogous formula
∑rk−1
i=0 deg
(i) = degO(M), where deg
(i)= deg∆(i)=
|Z+\∆(i)| and degO(M). These relations generally do not hold for ∆〈i〉.
It is interesting to examine the dependence of {∆(i)} upon the change
of basis {ǫi} 7→ {ǫ̂i} without varying the numbers υi. This is actually
close to tropical geometry . Let us provide the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. We fix υ such that 0 ≤ υ0 < υ1 < . . . < υrk−1 < 1 and
an algebraic closure k of k. Let M ⊂ Ork be an R-module such that
K ·M = Krk. Define an upper-triangular linear substitution on M as
follows: ǫi 7→ ǫ̂i= ǫi+
∑
j<i c
j
i ǫj, where c
j
i ∈ k (apart from some finite
set of affine hyperplanes). If M̂
def
== {
∑rk−1
i=0 (y, ǫi)ǫ̂i | y ∈ M}, then
ν(M̂) has the following components:
∆̂(0) = ∆(0) ∪ . . . ∪∆(rk−1), ∆̂(1) =
⋃
i 6=j {∆
(i) ∩∆(j)}, . . . ,
∆̂(rk−2) =
⋃
i
{
∩j 6=i∆
(j)
}
, ∆̂(rk−1) = ∆(0) ∩ . . . ∩∆(rk−1).
If k is infinite, k is not needed here: cji ∈ k. Also, lower-triangular
substitutions ǫi 7→ ǫ̂i=ǫi+
∑
j>i c
j
i ǫj, do not influence ∆
(i).
Proof. The case of upper-triangular transformations involving two
neighboring ǫi, ǫi+1 is sufficient to consider for both claims. Suppose
y = tmǫi + ct
mǫi+1 + t
m
∑
j>i+1 ajǫj mod (t
m+1)O2, and y′ = tnǫi+1 +
tn
∑
j>i+1 bjǫj mod (t
n+1)O2 where c, aj, bj are constants. The corre-
sponding valuations are then m+υi and n+υi+1. It suffices to consider
elements only in the form of y and y′.
Obviously lower-triangular substitutions will not change the valua-
tions y and y′. Let us justify the first claim. Given y, let’s first assume
that elements of the form of y′ appear only for n 6= m. Then a single
change ǫi+1 7→ ǫi+1 + αǫi for α ∈ k
∗ will preserve the valuation of y if
α+ c 6= 0 and will change the valuation of y′ to n+ υi. Thus n will be
added to ∆(i) and will disappear from ∆(i+1) in this case.
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Note that if α + c = 0 here, then m ∈ ∆(i) and n ∈ ∆(i+1) will
be transposed, so a different transformation will occur. Therefore for
k = F2, moving n from ∆
(i) to ∆(i+1) is not possible over k if c = 1
and more general substitutions (not only upper-triangular) must be
considered or, as in the lemma, one may use k.
Now given y, suppose y′ exists with n = m, which means that m ∈
∆(i) ∩ ∆(i+1). Then m remains in both, ∆(i) and ∆(i+1), upon the
substitution above for any α.
We see that the resulting components for α + c 6= 0 become ∆(i) ∪
∆(i+1),∆(i) ∩∆(i+1). Then we will iterate by considering another pair
of neighboring indices and so on. A sufficiently large extension of k is
generally necessary here for finite k. 
Note that the sum of cardinalities of ∆̂(i) \ (N + Z+) for sufficiently
large N coincides with that for ∆(i) \ (N + Z+) calculated for ∆(i).
It is clear combinatorially and because this sum is the dimension of
M/(zN)Ork.
Conductors. Accordingly, we have two different sequences of conduc-
tors {c〈i〉} and {c(i)}, those for M〈i〉 and, correspondingly, for M(i).
Then c(i) is no smaller than c〈i〉:
C({∆(i)})
def
==
rk−1∑
i=0
(zc(i)O)ǫi ⊂ C({∆
〈i〉})
def
==
rk−1∑
i=0
(zc〈i〉O)ǫi.(2.15)
The simplest examples of modules M are direct sums. Let ∆(i) =
∆(Mi) for some Mi ⊂ O (i.e. ∆
(i) are admissible). Then ∆(i)(M) =
∆〈i〉(M) for M=⊕rk−1i=0Mi
def
==
∑rk−1
i=0 Miǫi, and
∑rk−1
i=0 (z
c(i)O)ǫi= c(M).
The coincidence ∆(i)=∆〈i〉 for all i is a special feature of direct sums.
Let c(υ) be the smallest number c such that (c+R+)∩υ(O
rk) belongs
to υ(M) and C(υ)
def
== {v ∈ Ork | υ(v)≥ c(υ)}. The usual conductor
C(M) of a module M extends C(υ):
C(υ) ⊂ C(M)
def
== {y ∈M | yO ⊂M}.(2.16)
Indeed, C(υ) is an O–module inside M and therefore inside C(M).
Definition 2.7. We call an R–submoduleM pure with respect to {ǫi}
if C(M)=⊕rk−1i=0 (z
niO)ǫi for n0 ≤ n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nrk−1. Any submoduleM
becomes pure upon a proper substitution {ǫi 7→ ǫ̂i} in y ∈ M for some
basis {ǫ̂i} of Ork. The numbers ni are uniquely defined by M. 
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Upper-triangular substitutions from Lemma 2.6 do not alter C(M)
and transform pure modules to pure ones (for a fixed basis {ǫi}); the
numbers n0, . . . , nrk−1 remain unchanged. Recall that upon sufficiently
general substitutions, we have:
∆̂(0) ⊃ ∆̂(1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ ∆̂(rk−1).(2.17)
Note that ∆̂(i) are standard for standard ∆(i).
These embeddings readily give that c(i) ≤ c(j) for i < j, c(i) ≤ ni;
also, c(rk−1) = nrk−1. Combining (2.16) with Lemma 2.1, we conclude
that for standard {∆(i), i = 0, . . . , rk − 1} one has:
ni ≤ nrk−1 = c(rk−1) = c(υ) ≤ c− |∆̂
(rk−1) \ Γ| ≤ c = cR.(2.18)
Note that υ(C(M)) is a Z+–module inside υ(M) = ∪
rk−1
i=0∆
(i). Thus
it belongs to ∪rk−1i=0 (c(i) + Z+), but they do not generally coincide.
2.2.2. Standard modules. We call M standard (or rk–standard) if M
generates Ork over O, equivalently, the image of M in Ork/ zOrk gen-
erates Ork/ zOrk. In this case we can find yi ∈ M ∩ (ǫi + zOrk) for
0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1. This gives that M is standard if and only if all
∆(i)(M) are standard (i.e. contain 0) for any choice of the valuation
υ. It is always assumed to satisfy the conditions υi−υj 6∈ Z for i 6= j,
and we impose relations 0≤υ0<. . .<υrk−1<1 unless stated otherwise.
Recall that degO(M)=degO(∆M)= |Z+\∆M |, dev(M)=dev(∆M )=
|∆M \Γ| for standard modules M ⊂ O. We set for standard M:
dev(M)
def
== rk · δ − dimOrk/M =
rk−1∑
i=0
dev(∆
(i)
M).
A generalization of the inequality from Lemma 2.1, the key for mak-
ing JR a projective variety, is as follows:
Lemma 2.8. For a standard R-moduleM, rk ·c ≥ dev(M)+
∑rk−1
i=0 ni,
where C(M)=⊕rk−1i=0 (z
niO)ǫ′i for n0 ≤ n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nrk−1 and some O–
basis {ǫ′i}. Also, ni ≤ c = cR, which is due to (2.18).
Proof. We can assume that M is pure and relations (2.17) hold.
Observe that z−1C(M) ∩M = C(M) because if y ∈ z−1C(M) ∩M,
then y(1+ zO) ⊂M and this means y ∈ C(M). The reverse inclusion
is clear.
For every j ∈ Γ, we choose an arbitrary xj ∈ R such that ν(xj) = j.
Then
(
⊕i,j k(zni−1/xj) ǫi
)
∩M = {0}, where 0 ≤ j ≤ ni, j ∈ Γ.
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Indeed, for any y in this intersection, let xj be the element with
maximal j in its decomposition; it can appear with several ǫi. Then
xjy ∈ z
−1C(M) ∩M = C(M) and dimOrk/M ≥
∑rk−1
i=0 |Γ ∋ γ < ni|.
However, |{Γ∋γ<n}| ≥ δ−c+ n as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and
rk · δ − dev(M) = dimOrk/M≥
rk−1∑
i=0
(δ − c+ ni),
which gives the required inequality. 
Generalizing invertible modules in rk = 1, we now introduce mini-
mal modules M , which by definition are standard and have exactly rk
generators over R. Equivalently, ∆(i)(M) = Γ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1.
These modules form a “big cell” in the variety of all standard ones, to
be introduced below.
There is a natural action of A ∈ GL(rk,K) on any modules M
defined via the corresponding substitutions:
A :M ∋ y =
∑
i
ciǫi 7→
∑
i
ciai, Ai = (a0, . . . , ark−1),(2.19)
i.e. ǫi are replaced by the corresponding columns of A. IfA ∈ GL(rk,O),
then A(M) ⊂ On (we always assume in this paper that M ⊂ Ork),
standard modules go to standard and minimal ones go to minimal.
For any submodule M′ ∈ Ork, we set
d′〈i〉
def
== min∆〈i〉=min∆((M′)〈i〉),(2.20)
st : M′ ∋ y′ =
∑
i
ciǫi 7→ y = st(y
′) =
∑
i
z−d
′〈i〉ciǫi ∈M,
π{d′〈i〉} :M∋ y=
∑
i
ciǫi 7→
∑
i
zd
′〈i〉ciǫi ∈M
′, st◦π{d′〈i〉} = id.
Here the image of st is an R–submoduleM = diag(z−d
′〈i〉)(M′) in Ork;
it is generally not standard.
Definition 2.9. (A) A submodule M˜ ⊂ Ork is called liftable if there
exists A ∈ GL(rk,O) such thatM′ = A(M˜) and conditions (a, b) hold:
(a) M′ is pure with respect to the basis {ǫi}, which means that its
conductor is in the form C(M′) = ⊕rk−1i=0 (z
n′i)ǫi and also the inequalities
0≤n′0≤ . . . ≤n
′
rk−1 are imposed;
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(b) M = st(M′) is standard and pure for {ǫi}, which includes the
inequalities n0≤ . . . ≤nrk−1, and also d′〈0〉 ≥ d′〈1〉 ≥ . . . ≥ d′〈rk−1〉≥
0, where {d′〈i〉} for M′ are from (2.20).
(B) One has that d′〈i〉=n′i−ni due toM = st(M
′) in (b) for all i. If
there exists σ ∈ N such that d′〈i〉=σ−ni for i<i∗, 0≤d′〈i∗〉+ni∗<σ,
and d′〈i〉 = 0 for i > i∗ for some 0 ≤ i∗ ≤ rk−1, then M
′ and the
corresponding M˜ from its GL(rk,O)–orbit are called σ–minimal liftable.
(C) Vice versa, given a standard pure M, some ∂ ≥ dev(M) and
σ ≥ c, there exists a unique σ–minimal sequence {d0 . . . drk−1} such that
n′i = ni + di are non-decreasing (as for {ni}), and d0 + . . .+ drk−1 = ∂.
Then pure M′ of deviation dev(M)− ∂ is defined as the image of the
map πd : M ∋ y =
∑
ciǫi 7→ y′ =
∑
ciz
diǫi. The module M is then
st(M′) from (b). 
Actually, σ = c is sufficient in this paper. An important particular
case is when n′0 = · · · = n
′
rk−1 = c in (a), i.e. M˜ and M
′ are with
the conductor (zc)Ork. Then c–minimal liftable modules for these {n′i}
are simply all liftable ones. Indeed, M = st(M′) is standard and
d′〈i〉= c−ni. We need only to check that d′〈rk−1〉 ≥ 0, which holds
automatically due to (2.18). The inverse of st is π :M ∋ y=
∑
ciǫi 7→
y′=
∑
ciz
c−niǫi in this case.
Generally st−1 is πd :M∋ y =
∑
ciǫi 7→ y′ =
∑
ciz
diǫi for di = d
′〈i〉;
the inequalities for {di} mean that it flattens the conductor of M
toward making it totally flat, i.e. toward zconstOrk for some const.
Concerning the σ–minimality, the inequalities for {di} alone may be
insufficient to ensure that there is only one such set for a givenM sub-
ject to dev(M˜) = dev(M)− ∂ = dev(M′) from (C). The minimality
condition there means that we are supposed to do full flattening up to
σ of the conductor consecutively for i = 0, 1, . . . .
2.2.3. Jacobian factors and cells. Let us fix a valuation υ. Recall that
∆(M)
def
== υ(M) = ∪i{υi + ∆(i)} for υi = υ(ǫi), and degO(M) =
deg {∆(i)} =
∑rk−1
i=0 deg (∆
(i)), which is the codimension of M in Ork.
Here deg∆ = |Z+ \∆| for Γ–modules ∆ ⊂ Z+.
Given a collection {∆(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ rk− 1} of standard Γ–modules, the
corresponding ∆–cell J {∆(i)} = JR,rk{∆(i)} is a set of all standard
modules M ⊂ Ork with ∆(M) = {υi + ∆(i)}. If ∆ = ∪i{υi + ∆(i)},
then we will sometimes use the notation Jrk(∆) instead of J {∆(i)}.
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It has a natural structure of a quasi-projective variety. Indeed, such
M can be identified with R–invariant subspaces in Ork/zcOrk of co-
dimension deg {∆(i)} satisfying the following “jump-conditions”:
We set M{r}
def
== {y ∈ M | υ(y) ≥ r} for r ∈ R+, which are
R–submodules of M. Let ε > 0 be a real number smaller than any
|υi − υj| for i 6= j. Then the spaces M{r}/M{r+ε} modulo zcOrk must
be one-dimensional exactly at r ∈ ∆(M)\υ(zcOrk) and {0} otherwise.
The following spaces do not depend on the choice of the valuation:
J [d]=JR,rk[d]
def
== {M | dev(M) = d}, J =JR,rk
def
== ∪dJ [d],(2.21)
dev(M)=
rk−1∑
i=0
dev(∆(i)), ∆(M)={υi +∆
(i), 0≤ i≤rk−1}.
For our Main Conjecture the definition of JR,rk as a disjoint union
of quasi-projective varieties is sufficient. However it is important to
extend the interpretation of the rank-one JR above as a “single variety”
to any ranks, including the description of the boundaries of the ∆–cells.
This is what we proceed to do now.
Jacobian factor as a single variety. For a submodule M ⊂ Ork,
let MO = M⊗RO = {
∑
j Oyj, yj ∈ M} and AutO(M)
def
== {A ∈
GL(rk,O) | A(M) =M}. Then
A(MO) =MO, A(C(M)) = C(M) for A ∈ AutO(M).(2.22)
See e.g. [Ar] for constructible sets and algebraic spaces.
Proposition 2.10. (i) For σ = c = cR, let J condR,rk be a set of all c–
liftable modules M˜ of conductor (zc)Ork. Then the set of corresponding
pure M′ can be identified with all pure standard M via the map st and
its inverse π :M∋ y =
∑
ciǫi 7→ y′ =
∑
ciz
c−niǫi.
Let M = st(M′) for such M′. Then AutO(M′) = πAutO(M)π−1
and the union of GL(rk,O)–orbits of pure standardM, which is JR,rk,
can be identified with the union of GL(rk,O)–orbits of their π–images,
which is J condR,rk . The latter is a union of connected constructible sets
corresponding to M˜ with the same conductor (zc)Ork and fixed devi-
ations dev(M˜), which is compatible with the natural quasi-projective
structure of the spaces JR,rk[d] for d = dev(M).
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(ii) For σ = c = cR, let J δ·rkR,rk be a set of all c–minimal liftable
modules M˜ such that dev(M˜)=0, equivalently, dimO(Ork/M˜)=δ · rk.
Then
∑rk−1
i=0 d
′〈i〉 = dev(M) for the corresponding pure M = st(M′)
from Definition 2.9, where the inverse of st (for pure M,M′) is now
πd :M∋ y =
∑
ciǫi 7→ y
′ =
∑
ciz
d′〈i〉ǫi.
As above, AutO(M′) = πdAutO(M)π
−1
d and the union of GL(rk,O)–
orbits of pure standard M, which is JR,rk, can be identified as a set
with the union orbits of the GL(rk,O)–orbits of their πd–images, which
is J δ·rkR,rk. The latter is a constructible subset in the projective variety of
all R–invariant k–vector subspaces in (O/(zc))rk of co-dimension δ ·rk,
which is compatible with the quasi-projective structure of JR,rk[d].
Proof. For (i), we need to check that AutO(M′) = πAutO(M) π−1,
where M = st(M′), M′ = π(M), the first is standard and both mod-
ules are pure. The problem is that π GL(rk,O) π−1 does not generally
belong to GL(rk,O). It is the same problem for (ii) with πd instead
of π. However, if the stabilizers are identified, then the corresponding
GL(rk,O)–orbits will be identified too. Let us show that the image of
JR,rk under π (or πd) is naturally a constructible sets, which is com-
patible with the natural quasi-projective structure above of JR,rk[d].
Let us begin with π. Using (2.22), C(M) = zcπ−1(Ork), which im-
plies that Aπ−1 (Ork) = π−1 (Ork) and π Aπ−1 (Ork) = Ork. This gives
the required identification. The set J condR,rk is naturally a union of pro-
jective spaces minus some their quasi-projective subspaces formed by
non-liftable submodules; thus they are constructible sets. This gives
(i).
This argument (the usage of the conductors) becomes a bit more
technical for (ii). As above, we need to check that πdAπ
−1
d ∈ GL(rk,O),
explicitly, d′〈i〉− d′〈j〉+ ν(aij) ≥ 0 for A = (aij). The indices are arbi-
trary here, but it suffices to assume that i > j because aij ∈ O. Since
d′〈i〉 − d′〈j〉 + ν(aij) = (nj − ni) + (n′i − n
′
j) + ν(aij), the following
inequalities are needed for the proof: ν(aij) ≥ (ni − nj) − (n
′
i − n
′
j).
The invariance of C(M) gives that ν(aij) ≥ ni−nj for A ∈ AutO(M),
and the inequalities n′i − n
′
j ≥ 0 are imposed in (ii) for i > j.
We did not use the minimality in this argument. It is needed only
for the uniqueness of the passage from standard pure M to liftable
pureM′ of deviation δ · rk , i.e. for making this in terms dev(M) only.
Concerning the identification of JR,rk with J δ·rkR,rk, the latter makes the
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former a constructible subset in the projective variety of R–invariant
vector subspaces in (O/(zc))rk of co-dimension δ · rk. Here we need
to remove all non-c-liftable ones, which form a certain quasi-projective
subvariety (described by algebraic (in)equalities). In the case of rk = 1,
all modules of dev = 0 are liftable to standard ones. 
Part (ii) provides a counterpart of the projective variety π(JR) =
πJR
defined after Lemma 2.1, though this is now less canonical.
First, we need to impose the purity of the conductors with respect
to the basis {ǫi}, and the resulting identification is only due to the
isomorphism of the corresponding GL(rk,O)–orbits.
Second, we need to impose the c–minimality condition to make the
passage from M to M′ depending only on M. Third, J δ·rkR,rk is a con-
structible set now, not a projective or quasi-projective variety.
As far as the count of points over finite fields is concerned, JR,rk
and J δ·rkR,rk give the same. However generally, we have two different
definitions, which can be identified only “orbit-wise”. In contrast to
the former (the main in this particular paper), J δ·rkR,rk opens a road to
an important theory of (relative) boundaries of the natural cells there
(for instance, ∆–cells), similar to the Schubert calculus.
The space J condR,rk is quite interesting too. By construction, it is a
union of pieces (not a connected variety) in contrast to J δ·rkR,rk, even for
rk = 1. The conductor of modules is fixed there, which is zcOn, but the
deviations are not fixed. Correspondingly, the closure here is relative ,
restricted only to the modules with coinciding conductors. In J δ·rkR,rk,
conductors generally change upon taking the limits, which cannot be
seen in J condR,rk . However the map π : JR,rk 7→ J
cond
R,rk is simpler than
πd and is given entirely in terms of the (pure) conductors of M; πd
requires some special choice of {di}.
The simplest cases of stable modules M are minimal ones and O–
invariant modules. There is only one standard O–invariant module,
which is Ork. Accordingly, its image in J condR,rk is z
cOrk and its πd–
image in J δ·rkR,rk is z
δOrk. Minimal modules remain unchanged under
both projections.
Following [PS], let us outline the proof of the connectivity of the clo-
sure J
δ·rk
R,rk of J
δ·rk
R,rk in Gr(δ · rk, (O/z
cO)rk) over the field k of zero char-
acteristic (though the latter is not strictly necessary). Any GL(rk,O)–
invariant closed subset in J
δ·rk
R,rk contains at least one R–module fixed
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by the action of the upper triangle unipotent group
U= exp{a=(ai,j)∈Mat(rk,O) | ai,j=0 for i>j, ai,i∈(z)}.
We use that the orbits of U are affine spaces. Note that this action
preserves conductors of pure modules because they are of the form
⊕zn
′
iOrk for non-decreasing {n′i}. So it preserves the space of pure
modules and its closure in J
δ·rk
R,rk. We consider pure M
′ ∈ J δ·rkR,rk only
with non-increasing {d′〈i〉} in Lemma 2.9, (b). Sufficiently general
elements A ∈ U transform M′ to pure M′′ with pairwise equal d′′〈i〉.
Recall that d〈i〉 is the minimal power of z in the projection ofM onto
ǫi. Therefore, if such an orbit is a single U–invariant module, then it
can be only zδOrk. This gives the required connectivity.
The simplest example. Let R = k[[z2, z3]], rk = 2. Then δ = 1, c = 2
and R–invariant 2–dimensional subspaces in 4–dimensional O2/z2O2
form Gr(2, k4), since the R–invariance here holds automatically. It is
a quadric in P5 over k, and is a disjoint union of the cells A4, A3, 2A2,
A1 and A0=pt. Using these cells, J δ·rkR,rk is a constructible set obtained
by removing A2 ∪ A1 from it, i.e. J δ·rkR,rk = P
4 \ A1, which is not a
quasi-projective variety.
Indeed, we need to remove one GL(2,O)–orbit of non-liftable V ′0 =
ǫ0O + zǫ0O mod z2O2, which is naturally a union of the following
two families of modules for λ1,20 ∈ k: V˜1 = (ǫ1 + λ
1
0zǫ0)O + zǫ1O and
V˜2 = (ǫ0 + λ
1
0ǫ1 + λ
2
0zǫ1)O + (zǫ0 + λ
1
0zǫ1)O. For V
′
0 , which is pure:
n′0 = 0, n
′
1 = 2, d
′〈0〉 = 0, d′〈1〉 = 2, st(V0) = ǫ0O + ǫ1O.
It is non-liftable, because the inequality d′〈0〉 ≥ d′〈1〉 required for
the liftability is violated. Recall that πd must flatten the conductor
(zn0)e0 + (z
n1)e1, which is not the case. Indeed, V
′
0 coincides with its
conductor, n0 = 0 = n1 and therefore d
′〈0〉 must coincide with d′〈1〉
for the liftability.
The modules V˜1,2 are z–invariant too, so they coincide with their
conductors. However they are not pure and must be first transformed
to V ′0 before applying st. Recall that {d
′〈i〉} and st were defined for
any modules. For instance, d′〈0〉 = 1, d′〈1〉 = 0 for V˜1 and st(V˜1) =
(ǫ1 + λ
1
0ǫ0)O + zǫ0O + zǫ1O. This module is not standard and cannot
be standard because the initial pure V ′0 is not. Generally, applying st
does not make much sense before the passage to pure M′.
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Let us give an example of a liftable family. Let V˜3 = (ǫ0 + λ
1
0ǫ1 +
λ20zǫ1)O + (zǫ0 + λ
1
1zǫ1)O with λ
1
1 6= λ
1
0. If λ
1
1 = λ
1
0, then we arrive at
V˜2. The substitution is ǫ
′
0 = ǫ0+λ
1
0ǫ1, ǫ
′
1 = ǫ0+λ
1
1ǫ1. The corresponding
pure V ′3 is (ǫ
′
0+λ
2
0z
ǫ′0−ǫ
′
1
λ1
0
−λ1
1
)O+zǫ′1O with n
′
0=0, n
′
1=1, d
′〈0〉=0, d〈1〉=1.
Its st–lift to a standard one is (ǫ′0 + λ
2
0z
ǫ′
0
−ǫ′
1
/z
λ1
0
−λ1
1
)O + ǫ′1O.
2.2.4. Flagged Jacobian factors. The definitions closely follow those in
the case of rk = 1. We need to choose a valuation υ, but will later
see that this actually does not influence flagged Jacobian factors up to
some canonical identifications. As above, we assume that
0 ≤ υ(ǫ0) = υ0 < . . . < υ(ǫrk−1) = υrk−1 < 1.
Recall that ∆(M)
def
== υ(M). A flag
−→
M = {M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Mℓ}
of standard R–modules Mi ⊂ Ork is called full υ–increasing if the
corresponding ∆–flag
−→
∆ = ∆(
−→
M) = {∆0 ⊂ ∆1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ ∆ℓ} is full
increasing for ∆i
def
== ∆(Mi), i.e. by definition satisfies the following:
∆i = ∆i−1 ∪ {gi}, g1 < g2 < . . . < gℓ, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, gi ∈ υ(O
rk).(2.23)
It is called a standard flag if it is full υ–increasing and M0 is stan-
dard, which automatically implies that all Mi are standard. We will
call such standard flags simply ℓ–flags and write l(
−→
M) = ℓ.
Jacobian rk–factors. The set J ℓ = J ℓR,rk of all standard ℓ–flags
−→
M
will be called rank-rk flagged Jacobian factor . One has:
J ℓ = ∪dJ
ℓ[d ], J ℓ[d ]
def
== {
−→
M ∈ J ℓ | dev(M0)=d},(2.24)
J ℓ[d ] = ∪−→
∆ , dev(∆0)=d
J ℓ(
−→
∆), J ℓ(
−→
∆)
def
== {
−→
M | ∆(
−→
M) =
−→
∆}.
For fixed d and/or
−→
∆, these spaces are naturally quasi-projective
varieties. One can extend Proposition 2.10 to introduce a counter-
part of J δ·rkR,rk for arbitrary ℓ > 0 as a “connected space”, which is
set-theoretically isomorphic to J ℓR,rk. We will omit details; a proper
generalization of Proposition 2.4 is needed here.
2.3. Main Conjecture. We will now state the Main Conjecture. The
definition of J ℓR,rk and all constructions above were for any R, however
the geometric interpretation of DAHA superpolynomials is conjectured
(and known in quite a few examples) only for plane curve singularities.
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Though see [ChD1] concerning pseudo-algebraic knots, where the geo-
metric superpolynomials can be expected too.
2.3.1. Plane curve singularities. Let us restrict ourselves to subrings
R ⊂ O with two (algebraic) generators over the base field k. For
such plane curve singularities , R is Gorenstein, c = 2δ and also there
is an isomorphism Z+ \ Γ ∋ g 7→ c − g ∈ Γ \ {c + Z+}. We men-
tion that this relation provides an explicit formula for ∆(M∗), where
M∗
def
== {y ∈ K | yM ∈ R}. It is given in terms of ∆(M). The sim-
plest example is for invertible modules; then M∗ is invertible and “∗”
is the involution x 7→ −x of the corresponding generalized Jacobian.
We will not use the dual modules in this paper; see e.g. [GM1].
However this is an important feature and let us provide here at least
their definition in the case of any ranks.
We need a non-degenerate form in krk; the natural choice is (ǫi, ǫj) =
δi,j. It was already used in (2.12) in a similar context: M〈i〉 = (M, ǫi).
Then we extend (·, ·) to Krk and set M∗ = {y˜ ∈ Krk | (y˜,M) ∈
R}. This module contains ⊕rk−1i=0 (M
〈i〉)∗ǫi and its conductor is exactly
Ork for any standard M. Assuming that M is pure with C(M) =
⊕rk−1i=0 (z
ni)ǫi, one has: M∗ ⊂ ⊕
rk−1
i=0 z
−niOǫi.
We find it convenient to use below the realization of Ork as the ring
extension O˜ = O[z1/rk ] (and K˜ = K(z1/rk)). Then naturally,
ǫi = z
i/rk, υ(ǫi) = i/rk, 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1.(2.25)
This interpretation is not really necessary in this particular paper.
However it clarifies sometimes the nature of our considerations. For
the ∗–duality, one can take (x˜, y˜) = trK(x˜y˜), the trace of K˜/K, where
x˜, y˜ ∈ K˜. For such a choice of the form (·, ·), the definition of M∗
generalizes the classical definition of the different ideal of an extension
of local fields.
2.3.2. Changing the valuation. As above, k will be an arbitrary field
(unless stated otherwise). We fix a basis {ǫi, 0 ≤ i ≤ rk− 1} in krk and
the evaluation υ extending ν (z–valuation) in K, uniquely determined
by υi = υ(ǫi). As in the previous sections, we always assume that
0 ≤ υ0 < . . . < υrk−1 < 1. Obviously, the modules ∆〈i〉 (projections
onto ei) are simply permuted accordingly. However the transformations
of the corresponding Γ–modules ∆(i) upon such permutations can be
nontrivial. This actually does not influence rank-rk flagged Jacobian
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factors too much; they can be identified for different choices of the
valuation. We will provide the following lemma, which explains how
this can be done.
Lemma 2.11. The construction of the flagged Jacobian factors does
not depend on the particular choice of {υi} chosen as above. Further-
more, any flag
−→
M of modules satisfying inequalities (2.23) for gi only
within Z–orbits (i.e. only when gi − gj ∈ Z) can be canonically trans-
formed to an increasing flag , where gi < gj for any i < j.
Proof. The first claim is obvious. Let us justify the second. As
above,
−→
∆ will be the ∆–flag of
−→
M: ∆i = ∆i−1 ∪ {gi}. However now
we allow gi to be added to the corresponding ∆ with respect to some
permutation w = {i1, i2, . . .} of their indices, assuming that the initial
(increasing) order is preserved in w within all Z–orbits.
Let I be a set I = {i◦, . . . , i•} of consecutive indices in w such that
gi − gj 6∈ Z for i 6= j ∈ I and maximal in the following sense. Let
iin = i◦−1, iout = i•+1, gin = giin , gout = giout. We assume that gi−gin
and gout− gj are in N for some i, j ∈ I. Given such I, let us transform
−→
M to make gi increasing.
We change υi (they can become beyond [0, 1]) to ensure the inequal-
ities |gi − gj | < 1 for all i, j ∈ I. Then automatically gin < I < gout.
Let us now sort the indices of I:
i′◦ = min(I), (i◦ + 1)
′ = min(I \ {i′◦}) and so on till i
′
• = max(I).
Accordingly, ∆′i′◦=∆in ∪ {gi′◦}, ∆
′
i′=∆
′
(i−1)′ ∪ {gi′}, ∆
′
i′•
=∆i• .
We are going to modify
−→
M to obtain
−→
M′ with
−→
∆ ′ = {∆′i′}. The
modules Min and Mout for iin, iout (and those before the former and
after the latter) will remain unchanged. Using that |gi − gj| < 1 in I,
let us switch from {υi = υ(ǫi)} to the opposite one {υ
op
i = υrk−i−1}.
I.e. the valuation υ is changed by the opposite one; now υopi > υ
op
j if
i < j. We will use υopi only within I.
Then filtration inMout corresponding to υop is as follows: M
{g}op
out =
{y ∈Mout | υop(y) ≥ g}. Using it, we set:
M′i′
def
==M
{gi′}op
out for i
′
◦ ≤ i
′ ≤ i′• .
This first module here isM′i′◦ . It is a one-dimensional R–submodule
in Mout/Min with the ∆–set ∆′i′◦ = ∆in ∪ {gi′◦}. The existence of
such modules for any ∆0 ∪ {gi} is a general fact; cf. ∆0 ∪ {gi} from
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Proposition 2.4, (i). However generally they are not unique such. Using
υop, we define them canonically , which is possible only because gi here
are all from different Z–orbit.
Then we go to the resulting flag
−→
M′, find there another I and proceed
by induction. Strictly speaking, this procedure depends on the way we
pick I–sets, but it can be made canonical upon some combinatorial
considerations, which we omit.
2.3.3. Bad reduction. One of the key corollaries of our Main Conjecture
2.12 (below) is that the geometric superpolynomials are actually topo-
logical invariants of plane curve singularities. Analytic classification of
such singularities is much more involved than the topological classifica-
tion (and is not finished). This triggers important questions concerning
the topological invariance of various constructions here and in the re-
lated theory of affine Springer fibers. The theory of bad reductions
of plane curve singularities modulo prime numbers up to topological
invariance is an important example.
Considering plane curve singularities topologically, i.e. up to isotopy
of their links, one can always find the corresponding ring R to be
defined over Z. Furthermore, for any prime p, there exists R over Z in
the same topological class such that the corresponding Γ of R ⊗Z Fp
coincides with that over C. Classically, the places of good reduction
are prime numbers p where a given manifold remains smooth. This
definition is of course not applicable as such, but at least Γ must remain
unchanged modulo p.
This is the weakest possible definition of good reduction. We call a
prime p a place of good reduction in the strong sense if there exists R′
over Z topologically equivalent to R ⊗R C such that all Piontkowski-
type cells J ℓR′,rk{
−→
∆} do not change their bi-regular type when going
from C to Fp (via Z). This is what we use (and check) practically.
We note that [Ch4] hints that the weak definition can be insufficient
for flags. Heuristic (indirect) arguments there indicate that p = 2 can
be a place of bad reduction for R = Z[[z4, z6 + z7]] for 1–flags (ℓ = 1)
and rk = 1, but we have not checked this so far. Actually, the ring
R has bad reduction modulo p = 2, but R′ = Z[[z4 + z5, z6]] of the
same topological type has a good reduction at p = 2. Presumably,
p = 2 is always a place of bad reduction for 1–flags for any R′ over
Z of the same topological type as R. Actually, this example is more
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important for [Ch4] than for our present paper; we simply stick to the
strong understanding of bad reduction in the following conjecture.
2.3.4. Geometric superpolynomials. The notation is from this and pre-
vious sections; R ⊂ O = C[[z]] is a ring of a given unibranch plane
curve singularity C, which will be considered over Z in (ii) below.
The corresponding link of C is given by the sequence of Newton pairs
~r,~s. In terms of the latter, H~r,~s (ωrk; q, t, a) is the DAHA superpolyno-
mial for the Young diagram corresponding to ωrk, the rk–column, which
is a topological invariant of the link of C. For standard submodules, rk
is their rank and ℓ = 0, 1, · · · is the length of the flags of such modules,
which are
−→
M = {M0 ⊂ . . . ⊂Mℓ} satisfying conditions (2.23).
Conjecture 2.12. Let R ⊂ O be defined over Z. The correspond-
ing rank-rk flagged Jacobian factor J ℓR,rk is a union of quasi-projective
varieties J ℓR,rk[d], where d is dev(M0) for standard flags
−→
M.
(i) Considering J ℓR,rk[d] over C, by H
BM
j (J
ℓ
R,rk[d]) we mean Borel-
Moore homology , i.e. relative singular homology of J ℓR,rk[d] compacti-
fied by one point pt (relative with respect to pt).
We conjecture that the odd homology HBM2i+1(J
ℓ
R,rk[d]) vanishes for all
i, d ≥ 0 and that H~r,~s (ωrk; q, t, a) coincides with the singular superpoly-
nomial defined as follows:
HsingR,rk(q, t, a)
def
==
∑
d,i,ℓ
dim
R
(
HBM2i (J
ℓ
R,rk[d])
)
qd+ℓ tδ·rk
2−iaℓ.(2.26)
(ii) Let prime p be a place of good reduction in the strong sense
for R ⊂ O over Z. Accordingly, the varieties J ℓR,rk[d] will be now
considered as schemes (and then reduced) over F = Fpm form ∈ N. The
number of F–points of a scheme X over F will be denoted by |X(F)|.
The motivic superpolynomial is:
HmotR,rk(q, t, a)
def
== tδ·rk
2
∑
d,ℓ
|J ℓR[d](F) | q
d+ℓaℓ.(2.27)
Letting 1/t = pm, we conjecture that HmotR,rk(q, t, a) = H~r,~s (ωrk; q, t, a).

The range of the indices in (i) is 0 ≤ d ≤ δ · rk, 0 ≤ i ≤ δ · rk2 and
ℓ is from 0 to rk · (s1r2 · · · rℓ − 1), where we assume that s1 < r1. It
is the same in (ii) for d, ℓ. This can be readily seen for HsingR,rk,H
mot
R,rk,
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and is not difficult to check for H~r,~s. The product s1r2 · · · rℓ here is the
multiplicity of the singularity.
If the varieties J ℓR,rk[d] are paved by affine spaces over C and over
F, then conjectures in (i) and (ii) are essentially equivalent. Many
Piontkowski-type cells J ℓR,rk(
−→
∆) are affine spaces. They are all affine
spaces for torus knots. However in rk > 1, all non-torus R (non-quasi-
homogeneous singularities) starting with R = C[[z4, z6 + z7]] always
have such cells that are not affine spaces in all examples we considered.
This does not mean that J ℓR,rk[d] cannot be paved by affine spaces; we
do not have counterexamples and the structure of the Piontkowski-type
cells indicates that this is not impossible.
3. Torus knots
The purpose of this section is to prove that J ℓR,rk(
−→
∆) are affine spaces
and compute their dimension in the case R = k[[zp, zq]], where p and q
are coprime and p < q. This can be used to verify Conjecture 2.12, but
this is not done at the moment for rk > 1 (see [Mel] for rk = 1). We
note that the affineness of J ℓR,rk(
−→
∆) can be justified using the theorem
of Bialynicki-Birula for varieties with a C∗–action.
3.1. Main claims. We will use the conventions from (2.25) with mi-
nor modifications. For instance, we use p, q instead of r, s above and
multiply the valuation and all ∆ by rk to simplify notations.
3.1.1. Basic definitions. We will consider rank-rk R-modules to be em-
bedded in the ring O˜ = k[[z]](z1/rk) and the valuation υ(zj/rk) = j will
be used , so our ∆ will be rank-rk Γ˜–modules over Γ˜
def
== rk · Γ = υ(R).
This valuation is the one from (2.25) multiplied by rk.
All modulesM will be assumed standard of rank rk. Recall thatM
is standard if O˜M = O˜, equivalently, ∆ = ∆(M) = υ(M) is standard,
i.e. ∆ contains 0, 1, · · · , rk − 1. For a standard Γ˜–module ∆:
∆ =
⋃ rk−1
i=0
(
∆˜(i)
)
, ∆˜(i) = {x ∈ ∆ : x = i mod rk}.(3.1)
Recall from (2.14), that ∆(i) are the components of ∆, which are
standard rank-one modules over Γ. One has:
∆(i) = {(x− i)/rk | x ∈ ∆˜(i)}.
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Each ∆(i) has a p-basis in the sense of [Pi]. Explicitly, there exists a
unique p-tuple (ai,0, ..., ai,p−1) such that
∆(i) =
⋃ p−1
j=0 (ai,j + pN), ai,j = jq mod p, where 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
We call the set
{rk · ai,j + i | 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1}(3.2)
the p-basis of ∆; notice the multiplication by rk.
We will use the definition of the quasi-projective varieties J ℓR,rk(∆)
from Section 2.2.3. Since the ring remains the same through this sec-
tion, we mostly omit R here; also we set Jrk(∆) = J ℓ=0R,rk(∆).
3.1.2. Theorems 3.1,3.2. Let γ∆(b)
def
== |[b,∞)\∆| be the gap counting
function. Here the interval [b,∞) is a subset of N. We need γ∆ in order
to state the following theorems, to be proven later.
Theorem 3.1. Let ∆ be a rank-rk module over Γ˜ = υ(k[[zp, zq]]) =
rk ·
(
Z+p + Z+q
)
. Then JR(∆) = J ℓ=0R,rk(∆) is biregular to the affine
space A
∑rk−1
i=0 Ni, where
Ni =
p−1∑
j=0
(γ∆(rk · ai,j + i)− γ∆(rk · ai,j + i+ rk · q)).

If g ∈ N \∆ and ∆ ∪ {g} is Γ˜-module, we define
µ∆,g
def
== dim
(
J 1rk{∆,∆ ∪ {g}}
)
− dim (Jrk(∆))
to be the dimension change. The following theorem is the flagged
generalization of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let
−→
∆ = {∆i} be a rank-rk standard flag of length ℓ
defined in (2.23) but now with respect to υ above and Γ˜. Then J ℓR,rk(
−→
∆)
is biregular isomorphic to an affine space AN with
N = dim (Jrk(∆0)) +
ℓ−1∑
i=0
µ∆i,gi+1, where:
µ∆,g = γ∆′(g)− γ∆′(g+ rk · p)− (γ∆′(g+ rk · q)− γ∆′(g+ rk · p+ rk · q)).
Here ∆ = ∆i, g = gi+1; more generally, ∆ is any rank-rk Γ˜-module
such that ∆′ = ∆ ∪ {g} is also a Γ˜-module.
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3.1.3. Reduction algorithm. The following algorithm plays an important
role in our proof of the theorems. Given the p-basis for ∆ as in formula
(3.2), we define the following elements of k[[z]](z1/rk):
mi,j = z
rk·ai,j+i
rk +
∑
rk·ai,j+i+k 6∈∆
λi,jk z
rk·ai,j+i+k
rk ,(3.3)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ p − 1 and the λi,jk are variables (the
cardinality of the set of λi,jk is
∑
i,j γ∆(rk · ai,j + i)).
One can show that for all standard modules there exists a set of
generators of the same form as the mi,j . This results from the following
reduction algorithm.
Suppose y ∈ k[[z]](z1/rk) and let y0 = y. Then define inductively,
yk+1= yk if k 6∈ ∆ and set sk = 0. If k ∈ ∆, then find the monomial,
ckz
k
rk , with power k/rk in yk and the element sk ∈ R such that skmi,j=
ckz
k
rk+. . . for one of the generators mi,j (it may not be unique). Then
we let yk+1 = yk−skmi,j. Finally, the sequence of elements yk ∈ O
converges to an element y∞, which has the form
∑
l∈N\∆ dℓz
l/rk for
some coefficients dk.
In general, the result of the reduction algorithm will depend on the
choices made. We will make it canonical as follows. For k ∈ ∆, there
is a unique choice of i, j and l such that k = rk · p · l + rk · ai,j + i.
Letting sk = (z
p)l, the reduction algorithm becomes canonical. Only
this version will be used below.
Definition 3.3. For any element y ∈ k[[z]](z1/rk), let R∆(y) be the
result of the reduction algorithm above applied to y with the conventions
from the previous paragraph. In this case R∆ is a C-linear projection,
i.e. R∆(R∆(y)) = R∆(y).
Later, we will need R∆ for length-one flags (pairs) {∆0 ⊂ ∆1}. In
this case, we will use the notation Ri
def
== R∆i, i = 0, 1.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is similar to the proof of the rank-one
case in [Pi]. Let M be the module generated by the elements (3.3). It
is necessary to characterize when υ(M) = ∆. To this end we need to
study the syzygies of the leading terms of the mi,j .
3.2.1. Syzygies of k[Γ] -modules. Let k[Γ] be the k-span of the set {zγ |
γ ∈ Γ}. Similarly, we define k[∆] as the k-span of {z
l
rk | l ∈ ∆}; it is
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a module over k[Γ] via multiplication. The following Lemma extends
Lemma 4 in [Pi] to rank-rk modules.
Lemma 3.4. For a rank-rk standard Γ˜–module ∆, let
A =
(
z
rk·a0,0
rk , ..., z
rk·ark−1,p−1+p−1
rk
)
∈ k[∆]rk·p
be a generating set of a k[Γ]–module k[∆] ordered such that the valu-
ations are increasing. Then there exists a minimal generating set of
syzygies of A consisting of vectors of the form
v = (0, ..., 0, zγi , 0, ..., 0,−zγj , 0, ..., 0) ∈ k[Γ]rk·p
with A · v = 0, where · is the usual dot product.
Proof. Since ∆ = ∪∆˜(i) we have that
k[∆] = ⊕rk−1i=0 k[∆˜
(i)].
Using the connection ∆˜(i) = rk · ∆(i) + i, we apply Lemma 4 of [Pi]
to k[∆(i)] to obtain a minimal basis of syzygies and then modify the
powers accordingly to receive a minimal basis of syzygies of k[∆˜(i)].
From the direct sum decomposition above, we then have a minimal
basis of syzygies of k[∆]. 
Definition 3.5. For ~r = (ri,j) ∈ Rrk·p, let σ = min{υ(ri,j)+rk ·ai,j+i}.
The initial vector in(~r) is as follows: in(~r) = (ζi,j) with ζi,j equal to the
monomial of lowest degree in ri,j if ν(ri,j) + rk · ai,j + i = σ and 0
otherwise. 
The proof of the following lemma is essentially from [Pi].
Lemma 3.6. Let M be an R-module generated by {mi,j}, V be a
subset of ⊕rk·pk=0R such that the initial vectors {in(~r) | ~r ∈ V } of V
linearly generate the syzygies of the set {z
rk·ai,j+i
rk } of k[∆].
Then υ(M) = ∆ if and only if for each ~r = (ri,j) ∈ V the initial
terms in
∑
ri,jmi,j cancel, i.e., υ(
∑
ri,jmi,j) > σ and for every i and
j, there exists pi,j ∈ R such that υ(pi,jmi,j) > σ and
∑
ri,jmi,j =∑
pi,jmi,j. If such pi,j exist, then the element
∑
pi,jmi,j ∈M is called
a higher order expression for
∑
ri,jmi,j. 
The following properties of R∆ from [Pi] can be readily extended to
the rank-rk case. First, R∆(y) = 0 if and only if y ∈ M. Second, if
R∆(y) = 0, we may write y + f = 0 since R∆(y) = y + f for some
f ∈M. In this case −f is a higher order expression for y.
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3.2.2. Jrk(∆) is affine. By combining Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.6, and
Proposition 5 from [Pi], the coincidence υ(M) = ∆ holds if and only if
T i,j
def
== zqmi,j − z
(αi,j+1−αi,j)pmi,j+1 =
∞∑
k=1
ci,jk z
rk·ai,j+i+rk·q+k
rk ,(3.4)
T i,p−1
def
== zqmi,p−1 − z
(q−αi,p−1)pmi,0 =
∞∑
k=1
ci,p−1k z
rk·ai,p−1+p−1+rk·q+k
rk
for j < p− 1 have higher order expressions. Here αi,j is defined as the
unique integer satisfying ai,j = jq − αi,jp. Note that we have
ci,jk = χ(rk · ai,j + i+ k)λ
i,j
k − χ(rk · ai,j+1 + i+ k)λ
i,j+1
k ,
where χ is the characteristic function of N\∆.
As previously mentioned, we may use R∆ to obtain higher order
expressions for y ∈ M. In particular, we must have R∆(T i,j) = 0,
since T i,j ∈ M. Following Piontkowski, let c˜i,jk be the coefficients
of R∆(T
i,j). The reduction algorithm changes ci,jk only by adding a
polynomial in the variables λi,jl for l < k. If either χ(rk ·ai,j+ i+k) = 0
or χ(rk · ai,j+1 + i + k) = 0, then we have that z(rk·ai,j+i+rk·q+k)/rk is
eliminated during the reduction algorithm. Indeed,
rk · ai,j + i+ k + rk · q = rk · ai,j+1 + i+ k + rk · (αi,j+1 − αi,j)p,
rk · ai,p−1 + i+ k + rk · q = rk · ai,0 + i+ k + rk · (q − αi,p−1)p.
We conclude then that the coefficients of R∆(T
i,j) have the form
c˜i,jk = λ
i,j
k − λ
i,j+1
k + polynomial in λ
i,j
l for l < k.
Equations c˜i,jk = 0 are necessary and sufficient for υ(M) = ∆; their
number is
∑
i,j γ∆(rk · ai,j + i + rk · q). Since c(∆) = maxi,j{rk · ai,j +
i − rk · (p − 1)}, one has R∆(T i,j) = 0 for at least for one pair of
indices. Therefore some λi,jk can be explicitly solved for in terms of a
certain collection of free λi,jl . We obtain that Jrk(∆) is the graph of
a regular function on an affine space and therefore it is isomorphic to
affine space. Its dimension is
rk−1∑
i=0
p−1∑
j=0
(γ∆(rk · ai,j + i)− γ∆(rk · ai,j + i+ rk · q)).

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3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let
−→
∆ be a rank-rk standard flag of
length ℓ for Γ˜. The key is the justification of this theorem for
−→
∆ of
length 1 i.e. for
−→
∆ = {∆0 ⊂ ∆1}, where ∆1 = ∆0 ∪ {g}. Then
iterations will be used to obtain the general formula. Our proof follows
[ChP] (in the rank-1 case).
We begin by noting that there exist integers u, v such that g+rk ·p =
rk · au,v + u; indeed, ∆1 is a module over Γ˜. Therefore the p-basis for
∆1 can be obtained from the p-basis for ∆0 by replacing rk · au,v + u
with g.
In addition to the mi,j from (3.3), we introduce the following element
of k[[z]](z1/rk) corresponding to g:
h
def
== zg/rk +
∑
g+k 6∈∆
λhkz
g+k
rk .
As above, λhk are considered variables.
In the case of flags, the module generated by
S = {mi,j : 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1}
will be denoted by M0. Let M1 be the module generated by
(S\{mu,v}) ∪ {h}.
The conditions required for these two modules M0,M1 to form an
element of J 1rk(
−→
∆) are as follows: υ(M0) = ∆0, υ(M1) = ∆1, and
M0 ⊂M1. Here υ(M) = ∆0 and υ(N ) = ∆1 are, by the last section,
equivalent to R0(T
i,j) = 0 and R1(Q
i,j) = 0, where
Qi,j =


T i,j
if g+rk·p is not equal to
rk·ai,j+i or rk·ai,j+1+i,
zqh− z(αi,j+1−αh)pmi,j+1 if g + rk · p = rk · ai,j + i,
zqmi,j − z(αh−αi,j)ph if g + rk · p = rk · ai,j+1 + i,
where j < p − 1 and αh = αu,v + 1. For j = p − 1, Qi,p−1 is defined
similarly (see T i,p−1 above).
We will show below that when M0 ⊂ M1 the equations resulting
from the coefficients of R0(T
i,j) = 0 are actually redundant once we
consider the equations from coefficients of R1(Q
i,j) = 0. Hence we just
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need to find the conditions ensuringM0 ⊂M1. For this, we introduce
F
def
== mu,v − (z
p)h =
∞∑
k=1
dkz
rk·au,v+u+k
rk .
Proposition 3.7. SupposeM0 andM1 are rank-rk R-modules defined
as above. Then M0 ⊂M1 if and only if R1(F ) = 0.
Proof. We have M0 ⊂ M1 if and only if mu,v ∈ M1. But this is
true if and only if R1(mu,v) = 0, which holds if and only if R1(F ) = 0.
Indeed, F is the first step in the reduction algorithm for mu,v. 
Let d˜k be the coefficients of R1(mu,v). It follows from 3.7 that d˜k = 0
is necessary for M0 ⊂ M1. Similar to the analysis of the c˜
i,j
k in the
previous section, we have
d˜k = λ
u,v
k − λ
h
k + polynomial in λ
∗
ℓ , ℓ < k.
Combining these equations with the equations from R1(Q
i,j) = 0 (iden-
tical to those from the last section), we solve them for some λ variables
in terms of a certain fixed collection of free λ–variables. This gives the
required; cf. the end of the previous theorem.
3.3.1. Computing µ∆,g. To compute µ∆,g we need to show that the
equations resulting from the coefficients of R∆0(T
i,j) = 0 are redundant
once the equations from R∆1(Q
i,j) = 0 are imposed.
Definition 3.8. Let P be an element of a rank-rk R-module M ⊂
k[[z]](z1/rk) such that P has polynomial coefficients in terms of the λ–
variables. The coefficient ideal I(P ) of P is the ideal generated by the
coefficients of P in the polynomial ring over the λ–variables. 
The basic property of I we will need is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. One has: I(Rυ(M)(rP )) ⊂ I(Rυ(M)(P )), where r ∈ R
and P is as above.
Proof. For any rank-rk module, there exists c ∈ N such that for all
a > c we have za/rk ∈ M. Therefore a certain finite truncation of rP
is sufficient to determine Rυ(M)(rP ). Hence we may assume that r is a
polynomial in R. Furthermore, since Rυ(M) is C-linear we may assume
that r = zk for some k ∈ Γ.
The reduction algorithm for rP is exactly parallel to that for P
with valuations shifted by rk · k until the first i 6∈ υ(M) such that
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i + rk · k ∈ υ(M). The remaining coefficients of Rυ(M)(rP ) will be
sums of multiples of the coefficients of Rυ(M)(P ). This implies that
I(Rυ(M)(rP )) ⊂ I(Rυ(M)(P )). 
Continuing with the proof of the theorem, note that T i,j = Qi,j
except when ai,j = au,v and ai,j+1 = au,v. Recall that u, v are integers
such that g + rk · p = rk · au,v + u. Hence we only need to check that
I(R0(T
u,v)) ⊂ I(R1(Q
u,v)),
I(R0(T
u,v−1)) ⊂ I(R1(Q
u,v−1))
to show that the equations from R0(T
u,v) = 0 and R0(T
u,v−1) = 0 are
redundant. Thus we need to relate R0 and R1.
Lemma 3.10. IfM0 ⊂M1, then R0(T u,v)=R1(T u,v) and R0(T u,v−1)=
R1(T
u,v−1).
Proof. Observe that R0(T
u,v)−R1(T u,v) =
∑′
i,j ri,jmi,j + sF, where
ri,j, s ∈ R and by
′ we indicate that the pair i = u, j = v is omitted.
Applying R1 to each side we obtain
R0(T
u,v)− R1(T
u,v) = R1(sF );
here the left-hand side is an eigenvector for R1 and all the ri,jmi,j
belongs to M1. By the previous lemma, I(R1(sF )) ⊂ I(R1(F )). By
Lemma 3.7, R1(F ) = 0. Hence R1(sF ) = 0. The proof for T
u,v−1 is
identical. 
3.3.2. The end of the proof. Now we will show that I(R0(T
u,v−1)) =
I(R1(Q
u,v−1)). Consider the difference
T u,v−1 −Qu,v−1 = −z(αu,v−αu,v−1)pF.
Applying R1 to both sides and using Lemmas 3.7,3.9,3.10, we obtain
R0(T
u,v−1) = R1(Q
u,v−1), which implies I(R0(T
u,v−1)) = I(R1(Q
u,v−1)).
Let us check that I(R0(T
u,v)) ⊂ I(R1(Qu,v)). Now we consider:
T u,v − zpQu,v = zqF.
Applying R1 to both sides and Lemmas 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10, we arrive at
R0(T
u,v) = R1(z
pQu,v). However I(R1(z
pQu,v)) ⊂ I(R1(Qu,v)) due to
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Lemma 3.9. The case for j = p−1 is similar. Finally, we may calculate:
µ∆,g = γ∆1(g)− γ∆1(g + rk · p)− γ∆1(rk · au,v−1 + u+ rk · q)
−γ∆1(g + rk · q) + γ∆1(rk · au,v−1+u+rk · q) + γ∆1(g+rk · p+rk · q)
= γ∆1(g)− γ∆1(g+rk · p)− (γ∆1(g+rk · q)− γ∆1(g+rk · p+rk · q)).
4. Examples for Γ=〈4, 6, 6+v〉
This section is devoted to numerical confirmations of our Main Con-
jecture in the case of the (simplest) series of non-torus plane curve
singularities with the rings R = C[[z4, z6 + zv]] for odd v > 6. Then
δ=6+ v−1
2
−1 and Γ = 〈4, 6, 6 + v〉 for such R.
4.1. Numerical simulations.
4.1.1. General remarks. We will use the realization of Ork as the ring
extension O˜ = O[z1/rk ]; see (2.25). Namely, we set:
ǫi = z
i/rk, υi = υ(ǫi) = i/rk, 0 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1.(4.1)
Recall from (2.14) that for an arbitrary Γ–module ∆ ∈ o˜ or for any
∆ = ∆(M) = υ(M),
∆(i)={a ∈ Z+ | a+υi∈∆}, dev
(i)=dev(∆(i)), dev(∆)=
rk−1∑
i=0
dev(i).
Thus standard ∆–modules in ∪rk−1i=1 {υi + Z} are determined by col-
lections {∆(i)} of usual standard Γ–modules in Z+ and their number
is κrk, where κ is the number of usual standard Γ–modules.
D–sets and D†–sets. We define the D–sets D(M) for standard rank-
one M , the sets of added gaps, as ∆(M) \ Γ; then dev(M) = |D(M)|.
Accordingly, D(i) = ∆(i) \ Γ, but we mostly use in this section
D(M)
def
== rk ·
(
υ(M) \
(
∪rk−1i=0 {
i
rk
+ Γ}
))
= ∪rk−1i=0 {i+ rk ·D
(i)},
dev(∆(M)) =
rk−1∑
i=0
|D(i)| = |D(M)|, dev(M) = |D(M)|.(4.2)
Notice multiplication by rk, which is convenient to avoid denomina-
tors. The deviation is zero for minimal standard modules (minimal
are inverse for rk = 1), and it is rk ·δ for the greatest standardM = O˜.
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For standard flags, we will set D = D(
−→
M) = {Dj , 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}, where
Dj = D(Mj). Accordingly, J ℓR,rk[D] (notice using [·]) is a subvariety
of flags of modules with a given D–flag D = D(
−→
M).
The elements of D from (4.2) are called primitive if they cannot be
represented in the form γ+g for 0 6= γ ∈ rk·Γ and g ∈ D∩{0, . . . , rk−1}.
The notation will be D†; D can be obviously uniquely recovered from
D†. We set D† = {D†j} for flags.
The tables. We discuss the rings R = C[[z4, z6+ zv]] only in the case
rk = 2; the total number of Γ–modules is then from 252 = 625 for v = 7
to 412 = 1681 for v = 15 (when Γ = 〈4, 6, 21〉), the greatest example
we reached. Recall that we multiply by rk = 2 the valuation υ in this
section (υ extends ν in R) to avoid the denominators in the outputs,
i.e. the “natural” D(M) and D(M)† defined in terms of initial υ (with
υi = i/rk) are those below divided by rk = 2.
The number of cells grows significantly for flags, so we mostly ana-
lyzed numerically only 0, 1–flags (ℓ = 0, 1); the a–degree is 6 for the
whole series. Some partial confirmations of our conjecture were ob-
tained beyond ℓ = 0, 1 for sufficiently small or large powers of q. We
note that the corresponding equations of the cells can have thousands
of monomials in the examples considered below even without flags,
and the monomials themselves can be long due to the large number of
λ–variables.
If v ≤ 15 (i.e. till Γ= 〈4, 6, 21〉), then our conjecture is checked nu-
merically for ℓ = 0, 1 (i.e. for a0, a1) and also when t = 1 for any pow-
ers of a. The DAHA superpolynomials can be calculated smoothly for
these and even more involved examples, but they are long; for instance,
there are 24649 q, t, a–monomials in the DAHA superpolynomial for
rk = 2, v = 15.
Due to such a size, we provide only some portions of our calculations
in this paper, mostly focusing on an important phenomenon of non-
affine cells , which is of independent interest. Such cells always occur
for non-torus singularities in rk > 1 (in all examples we reached); they
influence the formulas of geometric superpolynomials in quite nontriv-
ial ways. The validity of our conjecture in the presence of non-affine
Piontkowski-type cells is a very good test; needless to say that our
conjecture holds in all example we calculated.
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For the following, the maximal dimension of the cells is reached for
D = ∅; it equals ∂
def
== 4δ for rk = 2. Also, 2δ is the maximal deviation
|D| of standard modules (reached for M = O˜); we will set
κ
def
== |Dℓ| = |D0|+ ℓ for a D-flag D = {D0, . . . , Dℓ}.(4.3)
4.1.2. Our approach. We begin our analysis of the cells J ℓR,rk[D] with
the straightforward elimination of the λ–variables, essentially due to
Piontkowski. Namely our computer program produces equations for
(generalized) λ–variables and then eliminates all variables, occurring
linearly in at least one of the equations with a constant coefficient. We
express then such λ–variables in terms of the remaining ones in these
equations and eliminate them in the remaining equations. We call such
elimination/reduction straightforward.
In this process, the program does not look for possible linear changes
of variables, i.e. for linear combinations of λ–variables that can be
eliminated this way (by a straightforward substitution); finding them
is generally quite a challenge numerically and even theoretically. If such
a procedure eliminates all variables involved, then the corresponding
cell is affine (biregular isomorphic to some AN ). If not, i.e. when no
further reduction of λ–variables (or even those in terms of their linear
combinations) is possible, the cell can be still affine; we then continue
using more advanced algebraic tools. Statistically, the instances where
the straightforward reduction of λ–variables does not eliminate (solve)
all equations are actually relatively rare. For singularities of torus type,
such a reduction is always sufficient (and all cells are affine).
In the cases when straightforward substitutions are insufficient, called
below potentially non-affine , the program switches to exact algebraic
analysis of the remaining equations. Fortunately the number of re-
maining equations is generally small and they are not very involved in
the examples we considered. The (biregular) types of such cells are ex-
actly determined, which is combined (to double-check) with the count
of points modulo p = 3. This prime number is a place of good reduction
for the whole family R = C[[z4, z6 + zv]]. We provide all potentially
non-affine cells for v = 7, 9, 15 If the resulting cell is affine, then the
symbol of the corresponding type is A in the tables below.
The number of the variables remaining after the straightforward
elimination of λ–variables minus the number of remaining equations
will be called potential dimension and denoted by ∂ − d; recall that
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∂
def
== 4δ for rk = 2. The potential codimension will be then denoted by
d; this is mostly important practically than theoretically, but certainly
reflects well the complexity of the cell. This d coincides with the actual
codimension of resulting cells for types A,X, Y, Z,W in Table 4.2.2 (A
stands for affine cells).
Providing all potentially non-affine cells is quite reasonable for us;
this includes all non-affine cells and affine ones where the affineness is
not straightforward, which can be helpful in (future) general theory.
There is extensive literature devoted to algebraic varieties which are
affine because of non-trivial reasons; we face similar problems.
The table below for Γ= 〈4, 6, 15〉 and ℓ = 0, 1 provides the pairs of
primitive presentations D† (with primitive elements only) for 0, 1–flags
D† = {D†0, D
†
1} in all cases where the straightforward elimination of
λ-variables is insufficient. When ℓ = 0 (the case of single modules),
i.e. we have a single D†, we put {D†, D†}. The next table gives all
such primitive D† for ℓ= 0 (i.e. without flags) for Γ = 〈4, 6, 21〉. We
omit the intermediate cases 6 + v = 17, 19. There are no new types
there vs. those for Γ=〈4, 6, 17〉. Also, only type N there is missing for
Γ=〈4, 6, 15〉. We conjecture that Table 4.2.2 contains all possible types
of cells (for any flags) that can occur for the whole series 〈4, 6, 6 + v〉.
4.1.3. Field with 1 element. This is the case of t = 1. We note that
if t= 1 and a= −tn+1 =−1, then the DAHA-Jones polynomials and
superpolynomials become trivial. However for rk = 1, one can switch
here to q = 1 due to the super-duality. Importantly, the substitution
t 7→ q leads to another case of “field with one element”; see [Ch4].
The following general observation can be proved for the series R =
C[[z4, z6+zv]]. There exists no greater than one equation with nonzero
constant term where no single λ–variable occurs only linearly. The
constant term is actually ±2 (if nonzero) in the normalization when
the coefficients of all monomials are relatively prime integers (all of
them); p = 2 is the place of bad reduction for this series. This claim
formally includes non-admissible flags; then this equation is (always)
of the form 0 = 2. The presence of such an equation for any module
in a flag (in this family of rings) gives that there will be no other such
equations of this type for the whole flag.
Making now t = 1, we obtain that only the flags with such equations
contribute 0 to the superpolynomial evaluated at t = 1 (as well as non-
admissible ones do for any t). The corresponding (symbols of) types
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from Table 4.2.2 are X,Z, L. Let us call them C∗–types, adding the
non-admissible cells to this category too. In the cases A, Y,W,M,N ,
called below C–types , the contribution to the geometric superpolyno-
mial at t = 1 is always 1 (amqκ, to be exact). Thus the contribution at
t = 1 is expected to be always 0 (for types X, Y, Z) or 1 otherwise due
to our conjecture on the types for the whole family R = C[[z4, z6+zv]].
This gives that the superpolynomial (any powers of a) at t = 1 can
be found if one knows the types C,C∗ for single D = D0 (no flags).
Namely, a flag D is of type C∗ (and therefore contributes 0) if and
only if at least one Di is of such type; otherwise it is of type C (and
then contributes 1). We have a draft of justification of this claim for
R = C[[z4, z6+ zv]]. This seems more general than just for this family.
Also, for any R, our Main Conjecture gives that if at least one rank-
one component D
(j)
i is non-admissible (the whole flag can be still ad-
missible), then its contribution to the geometric superpolynomial at
t = 1 is zero, i.e. it is a non-affine cell of C∗–type. Indeed, a DAHA
superpolynomial at t = 1 for rk > 1 is that of rank one raised to the
rkth power, an important symmetry of DAHA superpolynomials.
Finally, the passage from single modules to flags is essentially com-
binatorial at t = 1. One only needs to know the list of D–flags, which
is an interesting combinatorial problem in its own right, and the corre-
sponding C∗–types for single D (which can be further reduced to the
case rk = 1). For instance, the knowledge of non-admissible modules is
not needed here (C∗–types include them); let us add some details here.
Unusual non-admissibility. It is important to note that it is not true
for rk > 1 that a D–flag D = {Di} is non-admissible, i.e. does not
correspond to any flag
−→
M, (if and) only if one of Di is non-admissible ,
which always holds in the examples we reached for rk = 1. The C∗–
types (non-admissible D are included in this class) have this “only if”
property, at least for the families we calculated, but this is not always
true for non-admissibility. Let us provide examples.
There are (only) 2 such nonadmissible 1–flags for R=C[[z4, z6+ z9]]
with admissible components (both). Their (full) {D0, D1} are:
{[5, 18, 22, 26, 34, 35], [5, 14, 18, 22, 26, 34, 35]},
{[4, 5, 18, 22, 26, 34, 35], [4, 5, 14, 18, 22, 26, 34, 35]}.
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Recall that we always multiply D(M) by 2 in any outputs in this sec-
tion. The corresponding primitive D†i are:
{{5, 18, 22}, {5, 14, 18}}, {{4, 5, 18, 22}, {4, 5, 14, 18}}.
The cell-types for all four D–modules above are X . There are 6, 10
nonadmissible 1–flags with admissible components correspondingly for
R = C[[z4, z6 + z11,13]] and no such pairs for R = C[[z4, z6 + z7]]. The
types for the components Di(i = 0, 1) of such non-admissible pairs are
always X in the examples we calculated. Generally, type C∗ is expected
here due to the discussion above, not only X .
4.2. Non-affine cells for v=9, 15.
4.2.1. The case of v=9. The first table gives all potentially non-affine
cells for R = C[[z4, z6 + zv]] and Γ = 〈4, 6, 15〉, where one table entry
contains 1) D† = {D†0, D
†
1} (they are coinciding for ℓ = 0), 2) the
corresponding potential dimensions of J ℓ=1R,rk[D] and 3) the types. One
needs the table of types (we provide) to calculate the actual dimension.
Recall that the potential dimension is ∂ − d, which is the number
of variables minus the number of equations upon the straightforward
elimination of λ–variables.
In all tables below we sort the entries with respect to the κ-deviations
κ from 0 to 2δ; the order is from left to right and then down. Recall that
κ is |D1|; it cannot be seen from |D
†
1| , but can be readily calculated in
terms of D†1.
Types of cells for R = C[[z4, z6 + z9]] when ℓ = 0, 1:
{18, 22, 35},{4, 18, 22, 35}: 34,A  {18, 22, 35},{5, 18, 22}: 33,X  
{19, 23, 34},{5, 19, 23, 34}: 32,A {4, 18, 22, 35},{4, 18, 22, 35}: 32,A
{4, 18, 22, 35},{4, 5, 18, 22}: 34,X {4, 18, 22, 35},{4, 14, 18, 35}: 33,A
{4, 18, 22, 35},{4, 18, 22, 23}: 33,A {4, 18, 22, 35},{4, 18, 22, 27}: 32,A
{5, 18, 22},{5, 18, 22}: 31,X {5, 18, 22},{4, 5, 18, 22}: 33,X
{5, 18, 22},{5, 18, 22, 23}: 32,X {5, 18, 22},{5, 18, 22, 27}: 31,X
{5, 19, 23, 34},{5, 19, 23, 34}: 30,A {5, 19, 23, 34},{5, 15, 19, 34}: 32,A
{5, 19, 23, 34},{5, 19, 22, 23}: 31,A {5, 19, 23, 34},{5, 19, 23, 26}: 30,A
{14, 18, 35},{4, 14, 18, 35}: 33,A {14, 18, 35},{5, 14, 18}: 32,X
{15, 19, 34},{4, 15, 19}: 32,X {15, 19, 34},{5, 15, 19, 34}: 31,Y
{18, 22, 27},{4, 18, 22, 27}: 31,A {18, 22, 27},{5, 18, 22, 27}: 30,X
{4, 5, 18, 22},{4, 5, 18, 22}: 31,X {4, 5, 18, 22},{4, 5, 18, 22, 23}: 32,X
{4, 5, 18, 22},{4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 31,X {4, 14, 18, 35},{4, 14, 18, 35}: 31,A
{4, 14, 18, 35},{4, 5, 14, 18}: 33,X {4, 14, 18, 35},{4, 14, 18, 23}: 32,A
{4, 14, 18, 35},{4, 14, 18, 27}: 31,A {4, 15, 19},{4, 15, 19}: 30,X
{4, 15, 19},{4, 5, 15, 19}: 32,X {4, 15, 19},{4, 15, 19, 22}: 31,X
{4, 15, 19},{4, 15, 19, 26}: 30,X {4, 18, 22, 27},{4, 18, 22, 27}: 29,A
{4, 18, 22, 27},{4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 32,X {4, 18, 22, 27},{4, 14, 18, 27}: 31,A
{4, 18, 22, 27},{4, 18, 19, 22}: 30,A {4, 18, 22, 27},{4, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29,A
{5, 14, 18},{5, 14, 18}: 30,X {5, 14, 18},{4, 5, 14, 18}: 32,X
{5, 14, 18},{5, 14, 18, 23}: 31,X {5, 14, 18},{5, 14, 18, 27}: 30,X
{5, 15, 19, 34},{5, 15, 19, 34}: 29,Y {5, 15, 19, 34},{4, 5, 15, 19}: 31,X
{5, 15, 19, 34},{5, 15, 19, 22}: 30,Y {5, 15, 19, 34},{5, 15, 19, 26}: 29,Y
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{5, 18, 22, 27},{5, 18, 22, 27}: 28,X {5, 18, 22, 27},{4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 31,X
{5, 18, 22, 27},{5, 14, 18, 27}: 30,X {5, 18, 22, 27},{5, 18, 19, 22}: 29,X
{5, 18, 22, 27},{5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28,X {14, 18, 27},{4, 14, 18, 27}: 30,Y
{14, 18, 27},{5, 14, 18, 27}: 29,Z {15, 19, 26},{4, 15, 19, 26}: 29,X
{15, 19, 26},{5, 15, 19, 26}: 28,Y {4, 5, 14, 18},{4, 5, 14, 18}: 30,X
{4, 5, 14, 18},{4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 31,X {4, 5, 14, 18},{4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 30,X
{4, 5, 15, 19},{4, 5, 15, 19}: 29,X {4, 5, 15, 19},{4, 5, 15, 19, 22}: 30,X
{4, 5, 15, 19},{4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29,X {4, 5, 18, 22, 27},{4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 29,X
{4, 5, 18, 22, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 31,X {4, 5, 18, 22, 27},{4, 5, 18, 19, 22}: 30,X
{4, 5, 18, 22, 27},{4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29,X {4, 14, 18, 27},{4, 14, 18, 27}: 28,Y
{4, 14, 18, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 30,L {4, 14, 18, 27},{4, 10, 14, 27}: 30,A
{4, 14, 18, 27},{4, 14, 18, 19}: 29,Y {4, 14, 18, 27},{4, 14, 18, 3, 27}: 28,Y
{4, 15, 19, 26},{4, 15, 19, 26}: 27,X {4, 15, 19, 26},{4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 30,X
{4, 15, 19, 26},{4, 11, 15, 26}: 29,X {4, 15, 19, 26},{4, 15, 18, 19}: 28,X
{4, 15, 19, 26},{4, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27,X {5, 14, 18, 27},{5, 14, 18, 27}: 27,Z
{5, 14, 18, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 29,L {5, 14, 18, 27},{5, 10, 14, 27}: 29,X
{5, 14, 18, 27},{5, 14, 18, 19}: 28,Z {5, 14, 18, 27},{5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27,Z
{5, 15, 19, 26},{5, 15, 19, 26}: 26,Y {5, 15, 19, 26},{4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29,X
{5, 15, 19, 26},{5, 11, 15, 26}: 28,Y {5, 15, 19, 26},{5, 15, 18, 19}: 27,Y
{5, 15, 19, 26},{5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26,Y {10, 14, 27},{5, 10, 14, 27}: 28,X
{11, 15, 26},{4, 11, 15, 26}: 28,X {11, 15, 26},{5, 11, 15, 26}: 27,Y
{14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27,Y {14, 18, 23, 27},{5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 26,Y
{4, 5, 14, 18, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 27,L {4, 5, 14, 18, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 30,X
{4, 5, 14, 18, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28,L {4, 5, 14, 18, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27,L
{4, 5, 15, 19, 26},{4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 27,X {4, 5, 15, 19, 26},{4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 29,X
{4, 5, 15, 19, 26},{4, 5, 15, 18, 19}: 28,X {4, 5, 15, 19, 26},{4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27,X
{4, 10, 14, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 29,X {4, 11, 15, 26},{4, 11, 15, 26}: 26,X
{4, 11, 15, 26},{4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 28,X {4, 11, 15, 26},{4, 11, 15, 18}: 27,X
{4, 11, 15, 26},{4, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26,X {4, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 25,Y
{4, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28,M {4, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27,Y
{4, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 14, 15, 18}: 26,Y {4, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25,Y
{5, 10, 14, 27},{5, 10, 14, 27}: 26,X {5, 10, 14, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 28,X
{5, 10, 14, 27},{5, 10, 14, 19}: 27,X {5, 10, 14, 27},{5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26,X
{5, 11, 15, 26},{5, 11, 15, 26}: 25,Y {5, 11, 15, 26},{4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 27,X
{5, 11, 15, 26},{5, 11, 15, 18}: 26,Y {5, 11, 15, 26},{5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25,Y
{5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 24,Y {5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27,M
{5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26,Y {5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{5, 14, 15, 18}: 25,Y
{5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24,Y {10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26,Y
{10, 14, 23, 27},{5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 25,Y {4, 5, 10, 14, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 26,X
{4, 5, 10, 14, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 19}: 27,X {4, 5, 10, 14, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26,X
{4, 5, 11, 15, 26},{4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 25,X {4, 5, 11, 15, 26},{4, 5, 11, 15, 18}: 26,X
{4, 5, 11, 15, 26},{4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25,X {4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 25,M
{4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27,M {4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 26,M
{4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27},{4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25,M {4, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 24,Y
{4, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26,M {4, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 10, 14, 15}: 25,Y
{4, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24,Y {5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 23,Y
{5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 25,M {5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{5, 10, 14, 15}: 24,Y
{5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23,Y {4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 23,M
{4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 24,M {4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27},{4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23,M
Potentially non-affine {D†0,D
†
1} for rk = 2,Γ = 〈4, 6, 15〉
The types are explained below. Recall that the number before the
type is ∂ − d, which is the number of variables minus the number
of equations upon the straightforward elimination of λ–variables. It
coincides with the dimension of a cell unless for types L,M,N . In
these cases the actual codimension is not d; it is d − 1 for L,M and
d − 2 for N , though type N does not appear for Γ = 〈4, 6, 15〉. We
note that only types A,X occur for Γ = 〈4, 6, 13〉 for any flags. Type
N appears for the first time for Γ = 〈4, 6, 17〉. No new types occur for
〈4, 6, 19〉 and 〈4, 6, 21〉 at least as ℓ = 0, 1. See the conjecture on types
below.
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We omit the tables for 17 and 19 and provide dimensions only for
13 (a = 0). See the online Appendix to the paper for the case of 15
for ℓ = 0, 1. For ℓ = 0, 1 and partially for any ℓ, our Main Conjecture
was checked for 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 (quite a test of our conjecture and the
validity of our programs).
4.2.2. The conjecture on types. We conjecture that admissible flags for
the family C[t4, t6+ tv] can be only those from Table 4.2.2. Concerning
the notations there, “+” means a set-theoretical disjoint union. Type
Z is a union of two copies of affine spaces AN \ AN−1 as an algebraic
variety (i.e. disconnected). The cells of types L,N are (geometrically)
connected; the corresponding intersections are straightforward. Note
that we need only the set-theoretical presentation to determine the
contributions of cells to the geometric H–polynomial.
The spaces AN∨AN and AN+1∨AN are the unions of these two affine
spaces with the “natural” intersection AN−1. Set-theoretically (or in
the Grothendieck ring of varieties over C) these cells can be presented
as AN+ǫ + (AN \ AN−1) for ǫ = 0, 1.
Type W requires more comment; geometrically it is the union of
three copies of AN where the intersection of the first and the third
coincides with the total (triple) intersection. This is reflected in the
contribution of W to the superpolynomial from the table (actually the
class of W in the Grothendieck ring).
Recall that potential dimension is denoted by ∂−d and d is potential
codimension ; ∂
def
== 4δ for rk = 2. The contribution of an affine cell
(called type A) to the geometric superpolynomial is simply qκtd (then
d coincides with the actual codimension), where κ is from (4.3).
label type in terms of N = ∂ − d contribution to H
A  AN qκ td
X  AN \AN−1 qκ(td − td+1)
Y  AN ∨ AN qκ(2td − td+1)
Z  (AN \AN−1) + (AN \ AN−1) qκ(2td − 2td+1)
W AN ∨ AN ∨ AN qκ(3td − 2td+1)
L  (AN+1 \ AN) + (AN \ AN−1) qκ(td−1 − td+1)
M  AN+1 ∨ AN qκ(td−1 + td − td+1)
N  AN+2+(AN+1\ AN )+(AN \ AN−1) qκ(td−2 + td−1− td+1)
Table 1: Non-affine types for rk = 2, Γ = 〈4, 6, 6 + v〉
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4.2.3. The case of v=15. Counting the dimensions of 1–flags becomes
very long for R = C[[z4, z6+ z15]], so we calculated all of them only for
0–flags (ℓ = 0). Potentially non-affine cells will be provided, they are
of interest. Also, one can see some combinatorial patterns, when going
through the tables of types we provide in this paper for the family
C[[z4, z6 + zv]] as well as patterns of non-admissible modules.
Types of cells for R = C[[z4, z6 + z15]] when ℓ = 0:
{ 4, 30, 34, 47}: 44,A  { 5, 30, 34}: 43,X  { 5, 31, 35, 46}: 42,A  
{ 4, 5, 30, 34}: 43,X { 4, 26, 30, 47}: 43,A { 4, 27, 31}: 42,X
{ 4, 30, 34, 39}: 41,A { 5, 26, 30}: 42,X { 5, 27, 31, 46}: 41,Y
{ 5, 30, 34, 39}: 40,X { 4, 5, 26, 30}: 42,X { 4, 5, 27, 31}: 41,X
{ 4, 5, 30, 34, 39}: 41,X { 4, 23, 27}: 41,X { 4, 26, 30, 39}: 40,Y
{ 4, 27, 31, 38}: 39,X { 5, 22, 26}: 41,X { 5, 23, 27, 46}: 40,Y
{ 5, 26, 30, 39}: 39,Z { 5, 27, 31, 38}: 38,Y { 4, 5, 22, 26}: 41,X
{ 4, 5, 23, 27}: 40,X { 4, 5, 26, 30, 39}: 39,L { 4, 5, 27, 31, 38}: 39,X
{ 4, 19, 23}: 40,X { 4, 22, 26, 39}: 39,Y { 4, 23, 27, 38}: 38,Z
{ 4, 26, 30, 35, 39}: 37,Y { 5, 18, 22}: 40,X { 5, 19, 23, 46}: 39,Y
{ 5, 22, 26, 39}: 38,Z { 5, 23, 27, 38}: 37,W { 5, 26, 30, 35, 39}: 36,Y
{ 4, 5, 18, 22}: 40,X { 4, 5, 19, 23}: 39,X { 4, 5, 22, 26, 39}: 38,L
{ 4, 5, 23, 27, 38}: 37,L { 4, 5, 26, 30, 35, 39}: 37,M { 4, 15, 19}: 39,X
{ 4, 18, 22, 39}: 38,Y { 4, 19, 23, 38}: 37,Z { 4, 22, 26, 35, 39}: 36,W
{ 4, 23, 27, 34, 38}: 35,Y { 5, 14, 18}: 39,X { 5, 15, 19, 46}: 38,Y
{ 5, 18, 22, 39}: 37,Z { 5, 19, 23, 38}: 36,W { 5, 22, 26, 35, 39}: 35,W
{ 5, 23, 27, 34, 38}: 34,Y { 4, 5, 14, 18}: 39,X { 4, 5, 15, 19}: 38,X
{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 39}: 37,L { 4, 5, 19, 23, 38}: 36,L { 4, 5, 22, 26, 35, 39}: 35,N
{ 4, 5, 23, 27, 34, 38}: 35,M { 4, 14, 18, 39}: 37,Y { 4, 15, 19, 38}: 36,Z
{ 4, 18, 22, 35, 39}: 35,W { 4, 19, 23, 34, 38}: 34,W { 4, 22, 26, 31, 35}: 33,Y
{ 5, 14, 18, 39}: 36,Z { 5, 15, 19, 38}: 35,W { 5, 18, 22, 35, 39}: 34,W
{ 5, 19, 23, 34, 38}: 33,W { 5, 22, 26, 31, 35}: 32,Y { 4, 5, 14, 18, 39}: 36,L
{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 38}: 35,L { 4, 5, 18, 22, 35, 39}: 34,N { 4, 5, 19, 23, 34, 38}: 33,N
{ 4, 5, 22, 26, 31, 35}: 33,M { 4, 11, 15, 38}: 35,X { 4, 14, 18, 35, 39}: 34,W
{ 4, 15, 19, 34, 38}: 33,W { 4, 18, 22, 31, 35}: 32,W { 4, 19, 23, 30, 34}: 31,Y
{ 5, 10, 14, 39}: 35,X { 5, 11, 15, 38}: 34,Y { 5, 14, 18, 35, 39}: 33,W
{ 5, 15, 19, 34, 38}: 32,W { 5, 18, 22, 31, 35}: 31,W { 5, 19, 23, 30, 34}: 30,Y
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 39}: 35,X { 4, 5, 11, 15, 38}: 34,X { 4, 5, 14, 18, 35, 39}: 33,N
{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 34, 38}: 32,N { 4, 5, 18, 22, 31, 35}: 31,N { 4, 5, 19, 23, 30, 34}: 31,M
{ 4, 10, 14, 35, 39}: 33,Y { 4, 11, 15, 34, 38}: 32,Y { 4, 14, 18, 31, 35}: 31,W
{ 4, 15, 19, 30, 34}: 30,W { 4, 18, 22, 27, 31}: 29,Y { 5, 10, 14, 35, 39}: 32,Y
{ 5, 11, 15, 34, 38}: 31,Y { 5, 14, 18, 31, 35}: 30,W { 5, 15, 19, 30, 34}: 29,W
{ 5, 18, 22, 27, 31}: 28,Y { 4, 5, 10, 14, 35, 39}: 32,M { 4, 5, 11, 15, 34, 38}: 31,M
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 31, 35}: 30,N { 4, 5, 15, 19, 30, 34}: 29,N { 4, 5, 18, 22, 27, 31}: 29,M
{ 4, 10, 14, 31, 35}: 30,Y { 4, 11, 15, 30, 34}: 29,Y { 4, 14, 18, 27, 31}: 28,W
{ 4, 15, 19, 26, 30}: 27,Y { 5, 10, 14, 31, 35}: 29,Y { 5, 11, 15, 30, 34}: 28,Y
{ 5, 14, 18, 27, 31}: 27,W { 5, 15, 19, 26, 30}: 26,Y { 4, 5, 10, 14, 31, 35}: 29,M
{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 30, 34}: 28,M { 4, 5, 14, 18, 27, 31}: 27,N { 4, 5, 15, 19, 26, 30}: 27,M
{ 4, 10, 14, 27, 31}: 27,Y { 4, 11, 15, 26, 30}: 26,Y { 4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 25,Y
{ 5, 10, 14, 27, 31}: 26,Y { 5, 11, 15, 26, 30}: 25,Y { 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 24,Y
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 27, 31}: 26,M { 4, 5, 11, 15, 26, 30}: 25,M { 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 25,M
{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 24,Y { 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 23,Y { 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 23,M
Potentially non-affine D† for Γ = 〈4, 6, 21〉
4.3. R=C[[z4, z6+z7]], ℓ=0.
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4.3.1. Potentially non-affine cells. Let us begin with the list of all po-
tentially non-affine cells for R = C[[z4, z6 + z7]] and their dimensions,
i.e. when the affineness cannot be established using straightforward
elimination of the λ–variables.
Types of cells for R = C[[z4, z6 + z7]] when ℓ = 0:
{ 4, 14, 18, 31}: 30,A { 5, 14, 18}: 29,X { 4, 14, 18, 31}: 28,A
{ 4, 5, 14, 18}: 30,X { 4, 14, 18, 19}: 29,A { 4, 14, 18, 23}: 28,A
{ 5, 14, 18}: 27,X { 4, 5, 14, 18}: 29,X { 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28,X
{ 5, 14, 18, 23}: 27,X { 4, 14, 18, 23}: 27,A { 5, 14, 18, 23}: 26,X
{ 4, 5, 14, 18}: 27,X { 4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28,X { 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 27,X
{ 4, 14, 18, 23}: 25,A { 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 28,X { 4, 10, 14, 23}: 27,A
{ 4, 14, 15, 18}: 26,A { 4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25,A { 5, 14, 18, 23}: 24,X
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 27,X { 5, 10, 14, 23}: 26,X { 5, 14, 15, 18}: 25,X
{ 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24,X { 4, 10, 14, 23}: 26,A { 5, 10, 14, 23}: 25,X
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 25,X { 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 27,X { 4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 26,X
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25,X { 4, 10, 14, 23}: 24,A { 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 26,X
{ 4, 10, 14, 15}: 25,A { 4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24,A { 5, 10, 14, 23}: 23,X
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 25,X { 5, 10, 14, 15}: 24,X { 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23,X
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 23,X { 4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 24,X { 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23,X
Potentially non-affine D† for Γ = 〈4, 6, 13〉
4.3.2. Dimensions and deviations. Let us give the dimensions and devia-
tions κ of the cells for R = C[[z4, z6+ z7]] for single modules, i.e. when
ℓ = 0, κ = |D|. In this example, the dimensions always coincide with
potential dimensions ∂ − d, which is not true for R = C[[z4, z6 + z9]]
and any further members of this family. After primitive D†, we put the
dimension of the corresponding cell and then the deviation |D| (which
can not be readily seen since with use primitive D†). The ordering is
from left to right and then downward. The symbol na means that the
flag is non-admissible. Recall that Γ = 〈4, 6, 13〉, δ = 8, ∂ = 4δ = 32
and the maximal deviation is κ = 2δ = 16 in this case. This table must
be used together with the list of non-affine cells, which are all of type
A or X (see above).
Dimensions and deviations for R = C[[z4, z6 + z7]], ℓ = 0:
{ } : 32,0  { 30} : 31,1  { 31} : 30,1  
{ 4} : na,2 { 5} : na,2 { 18} : 31,2
{ 19} : 30,2 { 22} : 30,2 { 23} : 29,2
{ 30, 31} : 28,2 { 4, 18} : 31,3 { 4, 22} : na,3
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{ 4, 31} : na,3 { 5, 19} : 30,3 { 5, 23} : na,3
{ 5, 30} : na,3 { 14} : 30,3 { 15} : 29,3
{ 18, 22} : 29,3 { 18, 31} : 29,3 { 19, 23} : 28,3
{ 19, 30} : 28,3 { 22, 31} : 27,3 { 23, 30} : 26,3
{ 4, 5} : na,4 { 4, 14} : 30,4 { 4, 18, 22} : 30,4
{ 4, 18, 31} : 29,4 { 4, 19} : na,4 { 4, 22, 31} : na,4
{ 4, 23} : na,4 { 5, 15} : 29,4 { 5, 18} : na,4
{ 5, 19, 23} : 29,4 { 5, 19, 30} : 28,4 { 5, 22} : na,4
{ 5, 23, 30} : na,4 { 10} : 29,4 { 11} : 28,4
{ 14, 18} : 28,4 { 14, 31} : 28,4 { 15, 19} : 27,4
{ 15, 30} : 27,4 { 18, 19} : 28,4 { 18, 22, 31} : 27,4
{ 18, 23} : 26,4 { 19, 22} : 26,4 { 19, 23, 30} : 25,4
{ 22, 23} : 24,4 { 4, 5, 18} : na,5 { 4, 5, 19} : na,5
{ 4, 5, 22} : na,5 { 4, 5, 23} : na,5 { 4, 10} : 29,5
{ 4, 14, 18} : 29,5 { 4, 14, 31} : 28,5 { 4, 15} : na,5
{ 4, 18, 19} : 29,5 { 4, 18, 22, 31} : 28,5 { 4, 18, 23} : 27,5
{ 4, 19, 22} : na,5 { 4, 19, 23} : na,5 { 4, 22, 23} : na,5
{ 5, 11} : 28,5 { 5, 14} : na,5 { 5, 15, 19} : 28,5
{ 5, 15, 30} : 27,5 { 5, 18, 19} : 28,5 { 5, 18, 22} : na,5
{ 5, 18, 23} : na,5 { 5, 19, 22} : 27,5 { 5, 19, 23, 30} : 26,5
{ 5, 22, 23} : na,5 { 6} : 28,5 { 7} : 27,5
{ 10, 14} : 27,5 { 10, 31} : 27,5 { 11, 15} : 26,5
{ 11, 30} : 26,5 { 14, 18, 31} : 27,5 { 14, 19} : 26,5
{ 14, 23} : 25,5 { 15, 18} : 26,5 { 15, 19, 30} : 25,5
{ 15, 22} : 24,5 { 18, 19, 22} : 25,5 { 18, 19, 23} : 24,5
{ 18, 22, 23} : 23,5 { 19, 22, 23} : 22,5 { 2} : 28,6
{ 3} : 27,6 { 4, 5, 14} : na,6 { 4, 5, 15} : na,6
{ 4, 5, 18, 19} : 28,6 { 4, 5, 18, 22} : na,6 { 4, 5, 18, 23} : na,6
{ 4, 5, 19, 22} : na,6 { 4, 5, 19, 23} : na,6 { 4, 5, 22, 23} : na,6
{ 4, 6} : 28,6 { 4, 10, 14} : 27,6 { 4, 10, 31} : 27,6
{ 4, 11} : na,6 { 4, 14, 18, 31} : 28,6 { 4, 14, 19} : 27,6
{ 4, 14, 23} : 26,6 { 4, 15, 18} : 27,6 { 4, 15, 19} : na,6
{ 4, 15, 22} : na,6 { 4, 18, 19, 22} : 27,6 { 4, 18, 19, 23} : 26,6
{ 4, 18, 22, 23} : 25,6 { 4, 19, 22, 23} : na,6 { 5, 7} : 27,6
{ 5, 10} : na,6 { 5, 11, 15} : 26,6 { 5, 11, 30} : 26,6
{ 5, 14, 18} : 27,6 { 5, 14, 19} : 26,6 { 5, 14, 23} : na,6
{ 5, 15, 18} : 26,6 { 5, 15, 19, 30} : 26,6 { 5, 15, 22} : 25,6
{ 5, 18, 19, 22} : 26,6 { 5, 18, 19, 23} : 25,6 { 5, 18, 22, 23} : na,6
{ 5, 19, 22, 23} : 24,6 { 6, 10} : 26,6 { 6, 31} : 26,6
{ 7, 11} : 25,6 { 7, 30} : 25,6 { 10, 14, 31} : 26,6
{ 10, 19} : 25,6 { 10, 23} : 24,6 { 11, 15, 30} : 25,6
{ 11, 18} : 24,6 { 11, 22} : 23,6 { 14, 15} : 24,6
{ 14, 18, 19} : 24,6 { 14, 18, 23} : 23,6 { 14, 19, 23} : 22,6
{ 15, 18, 19} : 23,6 { 15, 18, 22} : 22,6 { 15, 19, 22} : 21,6
{ 18, 19, 22, 23} : 20,6 { 2, 4} : 27,7 { 2, 6} : 26,7
{ 2, 31} : 27,7 { 3, 5} : 26,7 { 3, 7} : 25,7
{ 3, 30} : 26,7 { 4, 5, 10} : na,7 { 4, 5, 11} : na,7
{ 4, 5, 14, 18} : 27,7 { 4, 5, 14, 19} : 26,7 { 4, 5, 14, 23} : na,7
{ 4, 5, 15, 18} : 26,7 { 4, 5, 15, 19} : na,7 { 4, 5, 15, 22} : na,7
{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22} : 27,7 { 4, 5, 18, 19, 23} : 26,7 { 4, 5, 18, 22, 23} : na,7
{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23} : na,7 { 4, 6, 10} : 25,7 { 4, 6, 31} : 26,7
{ 4, 7} : na,7 { 4, 10, 14, 31} : 26,7 { 4, 10, 19} : 26,7
{ 4, 10, 23} : 25,7 { 4, 11, 15} : na,7 { 4, 11, 18} : 25,7
{ 4, 11, 22} : na,7 { 4, 14, 15} : 25,7 { 4, 14, 18, 19} : 26,7
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{ 4, 14, 18, 23} : 25,7 { 4, 14, 19, 23} : 24,7 { 4, 15, 18, 19} : 25,7
{ 4, 15, 18, 22} : 24,7 { 4, 15, 19, 22} : na,7 { 4, 18, 19, 22, 23} : 23,7
{ 5, 6} : na,7 { 5, 7, 11} : 24,7 { 5, 7, 30} : 25,7
{ 5, 10, 14} : na,7 { 5, 10, 19} : 25,7 { 5, 10, 23} : na,7
{ 5, 11, 15, 30} : 25,7 { 5, 11, 18} : 24,7 { 5, 11, 22} : 24,7
{ 5, 14, 15} : 24,7 { 5, 14, 18, 19} : 25,7 { 5, 14, 18, 23} : 24,7
{ 5, 14, 19, 23} : 23,7 { 5, 15, 18, 19} : 24,7 { 5, 15, 18, 22} : 23,7
{ 5, 15, 19, 22} : 23,7 { 5, 18, 19, 22, 23} : 22,7 { 6, 10, 31} : 25,7
{ 6, 19} : 24,7 { 6, 23} : 23,7 { 7, 11, 30} : 24,7
{ 7, 18} : 23,7 { 7, 22} : 22,7 { 10, 14, 19} : 23,7
{ 10, 14, 23} : 23,7 { 10, 15} : 22,7 { 10, 19, 23} : 21,7
{ 11, 14} : 22,7 { 11, 15, 18} : 22,7 { 11, 15, 22} : 21,7
{ 11, 18, 22} : 20,7 { 14, 15, 18} : 21,7 { 14, 15, 19} : 20,7
{ 14, 18, 19, 23} : 19,7 { 15, 18, 19, 22} : 18,7 { 2, 4, 6} : 24,8
{ 2, 4, 31} : 26,8 { 2, 5} : na,8 { 2, 6, 31} : 25,8
{ 2, 19} : 25,8 { 2, 23} : 24,8 { 3, 4} : na,8
{ 3, 5, 7} : 23,8 { 3, 5, 30} : 25,8 { 3, 7, 30} : 24,8
{ 3, 18} : 24,8 { 3, 22} : 23,8 { 4, 5, 6} : na,8
{ 4, 5, 7} : na,8 { 4, 5, 10, 14} : na,8 { 4, 5, 10, 19} : 25,8
{ 4, 5, 10, 23} : na,8 { 4, 5, 11, 15} : na,8 { 4, 5, 11, 18} : 24,8
{ 4, 5, 11, 22} : na,8 { 4, 5, 14, 15} : 24,8 { 4, 5, 14, 18, 19} : 26,8
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23} : 25,8 { 4, 5, 14, 19, 23} : 24,8 { 4, 5, 15, 18, 19} : 25,8
{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22} : 24,8 { 4, 5, 15, 19, 22} : na,8 { 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23} : 24,8
{ 4, 6, 10, 31} : 24,8 { 4, 6, 19} : 25,8 { 4, 6, 23} : 24,8
{ 4, 7, 11} : na,8 { 4, 7, 18} : 24,8 { 4, 7, 22} : na,8
{ 4, 10, 14, 19} : 24,8 { 4, 10, 14, 23} : 24,8 { 4, 10, 15} : 23,8
{ 4, 10, 19, 23} : 23,8 { 4, 11, 14} : 23,8 { 4, 11, 15, 18} : 23,8
{ 4, 11, 15, 22} : na,8 { 4, 11, 18, 22} : 22,8 { 4, 14, 15, 18} : 23,8
{ 4, 14, 15, 19} : 22,8 { 4, 14, 18, 19, 23} : 22,8 { 4, 15, 18, 19, 22} : 21,8
{ 5, 6, 10} : na,8 { 5, 6, 19} : 24,8 { 5, 6, 23} : na,8
{ 5, 7, 11, 30} : 23,8 { 5, 7, 18} : 23,8 { 5, 7, 22} : 23,8
{ 5, 10, 14, 19} : 23,8 { 5, 10, 14, 23} : 23,8 { 5, 10, 15} : 22,8
{ 5, 10, 19, 23} : 22,8 { 5, 11, 14} : 22,8 { 5, 11, 15, 18} : 22,8
{ 5, 11, 15, 22} : 22,8 { 5, 11, 18, 22} : 21,8 { 5, 14, 15, 18} : 22,8
{ 5, 14, 15, 19} : 21,8 { 5, 14, 18, 19, 23} : 21,8 { 5, 15, 18, 19, 22} : 20,8
{ 6, 10, 19} : 22,8 { 6, 10, 23} : 22,8 { 6, 15} : 21,8
{ 6, 19, 23} : 20,8 { 7, 11, 18} : 21,8 { 7, 11, 22} : 21,8
{ 7, 14} : 20,8 { 7, 18, 22} : 19,8 { 10, 11} : 20,8
{ 10, 14, 15} : 20,8 { 10, 14, 19, 23} : 19,8 { 10, 15, 19} : 18,8
{ 11, 14, 15} : 19,8 { 11, 14, 18} : 18,8 { 11, 15, 18, 22} : 17,8
{ 14, 15, 18, 19} : 16,8 { 2, 4, 5} : na,9 { 2, 4, 6, 31} : 23,9
{ 2, 4, 19} : 25,9 { 2, 4, 23} : 24,9 { 2, 5, 6} : na,9
{ 2, 5, 19} : 24,9 { 2, 5, 23} : na,9 { 2, 6, 19} : 23,9
{ 2, 6, 23} : 23,9 { 2, 15} : 22,9 { 2, 19, 23} : 21,9
{ 3, 4, 5} : na,9 { 3, 4, 7} : na,9 { 3, 4, 18} : 24,9
{ 3, 4, 22} : na,9 { 3, 5, 7, 30} : 22,9 { 3, 5, 18} : 23,9
{ 3, 5, 22} : 23,9 { 3, 7, 18} : 22,9 { 3, 7, 22} : 22,9
{ 3, 14} : 21,9 { 3, 18, 22} : 20,9 { 4, 5, 6, 10} : na,9
{ 4, 5, 6, 19} : 24,9 { 4, 5, 6, 23} : na,9 { 4, 5, 7, 11} : na,9
{ 4, 5, 7, 18} : 23,9 { 4, 5, 7, 22} : na,9 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 19} : 23,9
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23} : 23,9 { 4, 5, 10, 15} : 22,9 { 4, 5, 10, 19, 23} : 23,9
{ 4, 5, 11, 14} : 22,9 { 4, 5, 11, 15, 18} : 22,9 { 4, 5, 11, 15, 22} : na,9
{ 4, 5, 11, 18, 22} : 22,9 { 4, 5, 14, 15, 18} : 23,9 { 4, 5, 14, 15, 19} : 22,9
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23} : 23,9 { 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22} : 22,9 { 4, 6, 10, 19} : 22,9
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{ 4, 6, 10, 23} : 22,9 { 4, 6, 15} : 22,9 { 4, 6, 19, 23} : 22,9
{ 4, 7, 11, 18} : 21,9 { 4, 7, 11, 22} : na,9 { 4, 7, 14} : 21,9
{ 4, 7, 18, 22} : 21,9 { 4, 10, 11} : 21,9 { 4, 10, 14, 15} : 21,9
{ 4, 10, 14, 19, 23} : 21,9 { 4, 10, 15, 19} : 20,9 { 4, 11, 14, 15} : 20,9
{ 4, 11, 14, 18} : 20,9 { 4, 11, 15, 18, 22} : 19,9 { 4, 14, 15, 18, 19} : 19,9
{ 5, 6, 10, 19} : 21,9 { 5, 6, 10, 23} : na,9 { 5, 6, 15} : 21,9
{ 5, 6, 19, 23} : 21,9 { 5, 7, 11, 18} : 20,9 { 5, 7, 11, 22} : 21,9
{ 5, 7, 14} : 20,9 { 5, 7, 18, 22} : 20,9 { 5, 10, 11} : 20,9
{ 5, 10, 14, 15} : 20,9 { 5, 10, 14, 19, 23} : 20,9 { 5, 10, 15, 19} : 19,9
{ 5, 11, 14, 15} : 19,9 { 5, 11, 14, 18} : 19,9 { 5, 11, 15, 18, 22} : 18,9
{ 5, 14, 15, 18, 19} : 18,9 { 6, 10, 15} : 19,9 { 6, 10, 19, 23} : 19,9
{ 6, 11} : 18,9 { 6, 15, 19} : 17,9 { 7, 10} : 18,9
{ 7, 11, 14} : 18,9 { 7, 11, 18, 22} : 17,9 { 7, 14, 18} : 16,9
{ 10, 11, 14} : 17,9 { 10, 11, 15} : 16,9 { 10, 14, 15, 19} : 15,9
{ 11, 14, 15, 18} : 14,9 { 2, 4, 5, 6} : na,10 { 2, 4, 5, 19} : 23,10
{ 2, 4, 5, 23} : na,10 { 2, 4, 6, 19} : 22,10 { 2, 4, 6, 23} : 22,10
{ 2, 4, 15} : 22,10 { 2, 4, 19, 23} : 22,10 { 2, 5, 6, 19} : 21,10
{ 2, 5, 6, 23} : na,10 { 2, 5, 15} : 21,10 { 2, 5, 19, 23} : 21,10
{ 2, 6, 15} : 20,10 { 2, 6, 19, 23} : 20,10 { 2, 11} : 19,10
{ 2, 15, 19} : 18,10 { 3, 4, 5, 7} : na,10 { 3, 4, 5, 18} : 22,10
{ 3, 4, 5, 22} : na,10 { 3, 4, 7, 18} : 21,10 { 3, 4, 7, 22} : na,10
{ 3, 4, 14} : 21,10 { 3, 4, 18, 22} : 21,10 { 3, 5, 7, 18} : 20,10
{ 3, 5, 7, 22} : 21,10 { 3, 5, 14} : 20,10 { 3, 5, 18, 22} : 20,10
{ 3, 7, 14} : 19,10 { 3, 7, 18, 22} : 19,10 { 3, 10} : 18,10
{ 3, 14, 18} : 17,10 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 19} : 20,10 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 23} : na,10
{ 4, 5, 6, 15} : 21,10 { 4, 5, 6, 19, 23} : 22,10 { 4, 5, 7, 11, 18} : 19,10
{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22} : na,10 { 4, 5, 7, 14} : 20,10 { 4, 5, 7, 18, 22} : 21,10
{ 4, 5, 10, 11} : 20,10 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 15} : 20,10 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23} : 21,10
{ 4, 5, 10, 15, 19} : 20,10 { 4, 5, 11, 14, 15} : 19,10 { 4, 5, 11, 14, 18} : 20,10
{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22} : 19,10 { 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19} : 20,10 { 4, 6, 10, 15} : 19,10
{ 4, 6, 10, 19, 23} : 20,10 { 4, 6, 11} : 19,10 { 4, 6, 15, 19} : 19,10
{ 4, 7, 10} : 19,10 { 4, 7, 11, 14} : 18,10 { 4, 7, 11, 18, 22} : 18,10
{ 4, 7, 14, 18} : 18,10 { 4, 10, 11, 14} : 18,10 { 4, 10, 11, 15} : 17,10
{ 4, 10, 14, 15, 19} : 17,10 { 4, 11, 14, 15, 18} : 16,10 { 5, 6, 10, 15} : 18,10
{ 5, 6, 10, 19, 23} : 19,10 { 5, 6, 11} : 18,10 { 5, 6, 15, 19} : 18,10
{ 5, 7, 10} : 18,10 { 5, 7, 11, 14} : 17,10 { 5, 7, 11, 18, 22} : 17,10
{ 5, 7, 14, 18} : 17,10 { 5, 10, 11, 14} : 17,10 { 5, 10, 11, 15} : 16,10
{ 5, 10, 14, 15, 19} : 16,10 { 5, 11, 14, 15, 18} : 15,10 { 6, 7} : 16,10
{ 6, 10, 11} : 16,10 { 6, 10, 15, 19} : 15,10 { 6, 11, 15} : 14,10
{ 7, 10, 11} : 15,10 { 7, 10, 14} : 14,10 { 7, 11, 14, 18} : 13,10
{ 10, 11, 14, 15} : 12,10 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 19} : 19,11 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 23} : na,11
{ 2, 4, 5, 15} : 20,11 { 2, 4, 5, 19, 23} : 21,11 { 2, 4, 6, 15} : 19,11
{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23} : 20,11 { 2, 4, 11} : 19,11 { 2, 4, 15, 19} : 19,11
{ 2, 5, 6, 15} : 18,11 { 2, 5, 6, 19, 23} : 19,11 { 2, 5, 11} : 18,11
{ 2, 5, 15, 19} : 18,11 { 2, 6, 11} : 17,11 { 2, 6, 15, 19} : 17,11
{ 2, 7} : 16,11 { 2, 11, 15} : 15,11 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 18} : 18,11
{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22} : na,11 { 3, 4, 5, 14} : 19,11 { 3, 4, 5, 18, 22} : 20,11
{ 3, 4, 7, 14} : 18,11 { 3, 4, 7, 18, 22} : 19,11 { 3, 4, 10} : 18,11
{ 3, 4, 14, 18} : 18,11 { 3, 5, 7, 14} : 17,11 { 3, 5, 7, 18, 22} : 18,11
{ 3, 5, 10} : 17,11 { 3, 5, 14, 18} : 17,11 { 3, 6} : 16,11
{ 3, 7, 10} : 16,11 { 3, 7, 14, 18} : 15,11 { 3, 10, 14} : 14,11
{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15} : 17,11 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23} : 19,11 { 4, 5, 6, 11} : 18,11
{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19} : 19,11 { 4, 5, 7, 10} : 18,11 { 4, 5, 7, 11, 14} : 16,11
{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22} : 17,11 { 4, 5, 7, 14, 18} : 18,11 { 4, 5, 10, 11, 14} : 17,11
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{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15} : 16,11 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19} : 17,11 { 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18} : 16,11
{ 4, 6, 7} : 17,11 { 4, 6, 10, 11} : 16,11 { 4, 6, 10, 15, 19} : 16,11
{ 4, 6, 11, 15} : 15,11 { 4, 7, 10, 11} : 15,11 { 4, 7, 10, 14} : 15,11
{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18} : 14,11 { 4, 10, 11, 14, 15} : 13,11 { 5, 6, 7} : 16,11
{ 5, 6, 10, 11} : 15,11 { 5, 6, 10, 15, 19} : 15,11 { 5, 6, 11, 15} : 14,11
{ 5, 7, 10, 11} : 14,11 { 5, 7, 10, 14} : 14,11 { 5, 7, 11, 14, 18} : 13,11
{ 5, 10, 11, 14, 15} : 12,11 { 6, 7, 10} : 13,11 { 6, 7, 11} : 12,11
{ 6, 10, 11, 15} : 11,11 { 7, 10, 11, 14} : 10,11 { 2, 3} : 16,12
{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15} : 16,12 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23} : 18,12 { 2, 4, 5, 11} : 17,12
{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19} : 18,12 { 2, 4, 6, 11} : 16,12 { 2, 4, 6, 15, 19} : 17,12
{ 2, 4, 7} : 16,12 { 2, 4, 11, 15} : 15,12 { 2, 5, 6, 11} : 15,12
{ 2, 5, 6, 15, 19} : 16,12 { 2, 5, 7} : 15,12 { 2, 5, 11, 15} : 14,12
{ 2, 6, 7} : 14,12 { 2, 6, 11, 15} : 13,12 { 2, 7, 11} : 12,12
{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14} : 15,12 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22} : 17,12 { 3, 4, 5, 10} : 16,12
{ 3, 4, 5, 14, 18} : 17,12 { 3, 4, 6} : 16,12 { 3, 4, 7, 10} : 15,12
{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18} : 15,12 { 3, 4, 10, 14} : 14,12 { 3, 5, 6} : 15,12
{ 3, 5, 7, 10} : 14,12 { 3, 5, 7, 14, 18} : 14,12 { 3, 5, 10, 14} : 13,12
{ 3, 6, 7} : 13,12 { 3, 6, 10} : 12,12 { 3, 7, 10, 14} : 11,12
{ 4, 5, 6, 7} : 16,12 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 11} : 14,12 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19} : 15,12
{ 4, 5, 6, 11, 15} : 14,12 { 4, 5, 7, 10, 11} : 13,12 { 4, 5, 7, 10, 14} : 14,12
{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18} : 13,12 { 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15} : 12,12 { 4, 6, 7, 10} : 13,12
{ 4, 6, 7, 11} : 12,12 { 4, 6, 10, 11, 15} : 11,12 { 4, 7, 10, 11, 14} : 10,12
{ 5, 6, 7, 10} : 12,12 { 5, 6, 7, 11} : 11,12 { 5, 6, 10, 11, 15} : 10,12
{ 5, 7, 10, 11, 14} : 9,12 { 6, 7, 10, 11} : 8,12 { 2, 3, 4} : 15,13
{ 2, 3, 5} : 14,13 { 2, 3, 6} : 13,13 { 2, 3, 7} : 12,13
{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11} : 13,13 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19} : 15,13 { 2, 4, 5, 7} : 14,13
{ 2, 4, 5, 11, 15} : 13,13 { 2, 4, 6, 7} : 13,13 { 2, 4, 6, 11, 15} : 12,13
{ 2, 4, 7, 11} : 11,13 { 2, 5, 6, 7} : 12,13 { 2, 5, 6, 11, 15} : 11,13
{ 2, 5, 7, 11} : 10,13 { 2, 6, 7, 11} : 9,13 { 3, 4, 5, 6} : 14,13
{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10} : 12,13 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18} : 13,13 { 3, 4, 5, 10, 14} : 12,13
{ 3, 4, 6, 7} : 12,13 { 3, 4, 6, 10} : 11,13 { 3, 4, 7, 10, 14} : 10,13
{ 3, 5, 6, 7} : 11,13 { 3, 5, 6, 10} : 10,13 { 3, 5, 7, 10, 14} : 9,13
{ 3, 6, 7, 10} : 8,13 { 4, 5, 6, 7, 10} : 11,13 { 4, 5, 6, 7, 11} : 10,13
{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15} : 9,13 { 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14} : 8,13 { 4, 6, 7, 10, 11} : 7,13
{ 5, 6, 7, 10, 11} : 6,13 { 2, 3, 4, 5} : 12,14 { 2, 3, 4, 6} : 11,14
{ 2, 3, 4, 7} : 10,14 { 2, 3, 5, 6} : 10,14 { 2, 3, 5, 7} : 9,14
{ 2, 3, 6, 7} : 8,14 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 7} : 10,14 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15} : 9,14
{ 2, 4, 5, 7, 11} : 8,14 { 2, 4, 6, 7, 11} : 7,14 { 2, 5, 6, 7, 11} : 6,14
{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} : 9,14 { 3, 4, 5, 6, 10} : 8,14 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14} : 7,14
{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10} : 6,14 { 3, 5, 6, 7, 10} : 5,14 { 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11} : 4,14
{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} : 7,15 { 2, 3, 4, 5, 7} : 6,15 { 2, 3, 4, 6, 7} : 5,15
{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7} : 4,15 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11} : 3,15 { 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10} : 2,15
{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} : 0,16
Dimensions and deviations for rk = 2,Γ = 〈4, 6, 13〉
4.3.3. The superpolynomial at a=0. The formulas above used together
with the list of types (can be A =affine or X) give the complete por-
tion a = 0 of the corresponding DAHA superpolynomial. Recall that
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conjecturally the latter coincides with the stable reduced Khovanov-
Rozansky polynomial for Cab(13, 2)T (3, 2) colored by ω2. Though the
theory of colored (and reduced) KhR–polynomials is not sufficiently
developed (and no formulas are known for iterated knots). One has:
r = {3, 2}, s = {2, 1}, H{3,2},{2,1}(ω2; q, t, a=0) =
1+ qt+ q2t+ q3t+ qt2+2q2t2+2q3t2+2q4t2+ q2t3+3q3t3+4q4t3+3q5t3+
q2t4+2q3t4+5q4t4+6q5t4+4q6t4+q3t5+3q4t5+7q5t5+8q6t5+4q7t5+q3t6+
2q4t6+5q5t6+10q6t6+9q7t6+2q8t6+ q4t7+3q5t7+7q6t7+12q7t7+7q8t7+
q9t7+ q4t8+2q5t8+5q6t8+10q7t8+14q8t8+4q9t8+ q5t9+3q6t9+7q7t9+
12q8t9+11q9t9+q10t9+q5t10+2q6t10+5q7t10+10q8t10+13q9t10+6q10t10+
q6t11+3q7t11+7q8t11+12q9t11+10q10t11+ q11t11+ q6t12+2q7t12+5q8t12+
10q9t12 + 13q10t12 + 3q11t12 + q7t13 + 3q8t13 + 7q9t13 + 11q10t13 + 9q11t13 +
q7t14+2q8t14+5q9t14+10q10t14+11q11t14+2q12t14+q8t15+3q9t15+7q10t15+
10q11t15+4q12t15+q8t16+2q9t16+5q10t16+9q11t16+8q12t16+q9t17+3q10t17+
7q11t17 + 8q12t17 + 2q13t17 + q9t18 + 2q10t18 + 5q11t18 + 8q12t18 + 3q13t18 +
q10t19+3q11t19+6q12t19+5q13t19+q10t20+2q11t20+5q12t20+6q13t20+q14t20+
q11t21+3q12t21+5q13t21+q14t21+q11t22+2q12t22+4q13t22+3q14t22+q12t23+
3q13t23+3q14t23+q12t24+2q13t24+3q14t24+q13t25+2q14t25+q15t25+q13t26+
2q14t26+ q15t26+ q14t27+ q15t27+ q14t28+ q15t28+ q15t29+ q15t30+ q16t32.
The last monomial here corresponds to the last entry in the table for
dimensions and deviations, namely {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} : dim = 0, κ = 16.
Some other approaches. Let us conclude the paper with some com-
ments of informal nature concerning other methods related to super-
polynomials. In [CDGZ], the uncolored Alexander polynomials for al-
gebraic knots are expressed in terms of the valuation semigroup Γ:
HR,rk=1(q, t= q, a=−1)/(1−q) =
∑
γ∈Γ q
γ in the DAHA parameters.
A major step was the Oblomkov-Schende conjecture [ObS], extended
to colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials and proved in [Ma].
Generally, the connection of the DAHA-superpolynomials to the
HOMFLY-PT polynomials (t = q) was established in [Ch2] for torus
knots, at the end of [ChD1] for iterated torus knots using Rosso-Jones
formula (it was done for A1, but this approach can be extended to
An), in [MoS] for torus iterated knots using the Skein, and in [ChD2]
for torus iterated links. In [MoS], the Skein was related to the Elliptic
Hall algebra for t = q (see [BSch, SV]), which is isomorphic to the sphe-
rical DAHA. The refined theory, which is for t 6= q, is generally that of
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the Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials, but there is an important physics
direction too [DGR, AS, GS, DMS]; for instance, the super-duality in
[GS] is due to the action of C∗ × C∗ in M5 theory.
The Skein played the key role in [BeS]. This paper conjecturally
relates spherical DAHA with arbitrary (not only torus iterated) knots;
formulas provided there are different from ours. For instance, the rela-
tion of the DAHA-Jones polynomials for C∨C1 from in [Ch3] to those
in [BeS] is unclear to us, including the case of torus knots T (2n +
1, 2). Also, our DAHA-Jones polynomials for iterated torus knots from
[ChD1] do not match those from [Sam]. At the end of [Ch3], the C∨C1
formulas there for proper parameters are identified with the superpoly-
nomials for T (2n+1, 2) colored by arbitrary rows. We note that there
is no formal definition of the Skein with q 6= t (the case of an elliptic
curve times a segment) by now; see [MoS, BeS] and the end of [ChD2].
Let us mention here paper [Mel], where the relation of the Khovanov-
Rozansky stable polynomials to DAHA superpolynomials (conjectured
in [Ch2]), and to Gorsky’s formulas [Gor1, Gor2] too, was verified for
uncolored torus knots using Soergel modules; this identification requires
significant amount of calculations of combinatorial nature. Soergel (bi-)
modules play an important role in [GNR]. Generally, arbitrary (uncol-
ored) knots can be considered in this approach.
Also, some refined invariants of knots on Riemann surfaces of genus
2 where constructed in [ArS] using refined 6j symbols. Furthermore,
there is an interpretation of uncolored superpolynomials via the Hilbert
scheme of C2 in [GN], and several papers and conjectures involve ra-
tional DAHA (see e.g. [GORS]); this is for uncolored torus knots.
The approaches we mentioned are almost always restricted to uncol-
ored knots (our paper is devoted to those colored by columns). The
new geometric construction we present here is a “refined continuation”
of [CDGZ, ObS, Ma]. It is based on our definition of “compactified Ja-
cobians in any ranks”. The latter are of obvious independent interest;
not much is known about the varieties of (torsion free) sheaves over
singular curves in ranks greater than 1.
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Appendix A. Dimensions for Γ = 〈4, 6, 15〉
Let us now provide potential dimensions ∂ − d for ℓ = 0, 1 in the
case of R = C[[z4, z6+z9]] and Γ = 〈4, 6, 15〉. Recall that they coincide
with actual dimensions of cells apart from the types M,N,L; the table
of non-affine cells must be used here. The formatting of the table is as
follows.
For 0–flags (ℓ = 0), there is no + and after D†0 we put ∂−d and then
the deviation |D0|. The pairs {D
†
0, D
†
1} extending thisD
†
0 are listed next
and marked by +; no deviations are needed since |D1| = |D0|+1. The
ordering is from left to right and then downward. The symbol “na”
means that the flag is non-admissible. In this table, δ = 9, ∂ = 4δ = 36,
the maximal deviation is 2δ = 18.
Potential dimensions for R = C[[z4, z6 + z9]], ℓ = 0, 1:
{ } : 36,0  +{ 34}: 37  +{ 35}: 36  
{ 34} : 35,1 +{ 4}: na +{ 22}: 37
+{ 26}: 36 +{ 34, 35}: 35 { 35} : 34,1
+{ 5}: na +{ 23}: 36 +{ 27}: 35
+{ 34, 35}: 34 { 4} : na,2 { 5} : na,2
{ 22} : 35,2 +{ 4, 22}: 37 +{ 22, 26}: 36
+{ 22, 35}: 35 { 23} : 34,2 +{ 5, 23}: 36
+{ 23, 27}: 35 +{ 23, 34}: 34 { 26} : 34,2
+{ 4, 26}: na +{ 18}: 36 +{ 22, 26}: 35
+{ 26, 35}: 34 { 27} : 33,2 +{ 5, 27}: na
+{ 19}: 35 +{ 23, 27}: 34 +{ 27, 34}: 33
{ 34, 35} : 32,2 +{ 4, 35}: na +{ 5, 34}: na
+{ 22, 35}: 35 +{ 23, 34}: 34 +{ 26, 35}: 33
+{ 27, 34}: 32 { 4, 22} : 35,3 +{ 4, 22, 26}: 36
+{ 4, 22, 35}: 35 { 4, 26} : na,3 { 4, 35} : na,3
{ 5, 23} : 34,3 +{ 5, 23, 27}: 35 +{ 5, 23, 34}: 34
{ 5, 27} : na,3 { 5, 34} : na,3 { 18} : 34,3
+{ 4, 18}: 36 +{ 18, 22}: 35 +{ 18, 35}: 34
{ 19} : 33,3 +{ 5, 19}: 35 +{ 19, 23}: 34
+{ 19, 34}: 33 { 22, 26} : 33,3 +{ 4, 22, 26}: 36
+{ 14}: 35 +{ 18, 22}: 34 +{ 22, 26, 35}: 33
{ 22, 35} : 33,3 +{ 4, 22, 35}: 35 +{ 5, 22}: na
+{ 22, 23}: 35 +{ 22, 26, 35}: 34 +{ 22, 27}: 33
{ 23, 27} : 32,3 +{ 5, 23, 27}: 35 +{ 15}: 34
+{ 19, 23}: 33 +{ 23, 27, 34}: 32 { 23, 34} : 32,3
+{ 4, 23}: na +{ 5, 23, 34}: 34 +{ 22, 23}: 34
+{ 23, 26}: 33 +{ 23, 27, 34}: 32 { 26, 35} : 31,3
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+{ 4, 26, 35}: na +{ 5, 26}: na +{ 18, 35}: 34
+{ 22, 26, 35}: 33 +{ 23, 26}: 32 +{ 26, 27}: 31
{ 27, 34} : 30,3 +{ 4, 27}: na +{ 5, 27, 34}: na
+{ 19, 34}: 33 +{ 22, 27}: 32 +{ 23, 27, 34}: 31
+{ 26, 27}: 30 { 4, 5} : na,4 { 4, 18} : 34,4
+{ 4, 18, 22}: 35 +{ 4, 18, 35}: 34 { 4, 22, 26} : 34,4
+{ 4, 14}: 36 +{ 4, 18, 22}: 35 +{ 4, 22, 26, 35}: 34
{ 4, 22, 35} : 33,4 +{ 4, 5, 22}: na +{ 4, 22, 23}: 35
+{ 4, 22, 26, 35}: 34 +{ 4, 22, 27}: 33 { 4, 23} : na,4
{ 4, 26, 35} : na,4 { 4, 27} : na,4 { 5, 19} : 33,4
+{ 5, 19, 23}: 34 +{ 5, 19, 34}: 33 { 5, 22} : na,4
{ 5, 23, 27} : 33,4 +{ 5, 15}: 35 +{ 5, 19, 23}: 34
+{ 5, 23, 27, 34}: 33 { 5, 23, 34} : 32,4 +{ 4, 5, 23}: na
+{ 5, 22, 23}: 34 +{ 5, 23, 26}: 33 +{ 5, 23, 27, 34}: 32
{ 5, 26} : na,4 { 5, 27, 34} : na,4 { 14} : 33,4
+{ 4, 14}: 35 +{ 14, 18}: 34 +{ 14, 35}: 33
{ 15} : 32,4 +{ 5, 15}: 34 +{ 15, 19}: 33
+{ 15, 34}: 32 { 18, 22} : 32,4 +{ 4, 18, 22}: 35
+{ 10}: 34 +{ 14, 18}: 33 +{ 18, 22, 35}: 32
{ 18, 35} : 32,4 +{ 4, 18, 35}: 34 +{ 5, 18}: na
+{ 18, 22, 35}: 34 +{ 18, 23}: 33 +{ 18, 27}: 32
{ 19, 23} : 31,4 +{ 5, 19, 23}: 34 +{ 11}: 33
+{ 15, 19}: 32 +{ 19, 23, 34}: 31 { 19, 34} : 31,4
+{ 4, 19}: na +{ 5, 19, 34}: 33 +{ 19, 22}: 33
+{ 19, 23, 34}: 32 +{ 19, 26}: 31 { 22, 23} : 32,4
+{ 4, 22, 23}: 35 +{ 5, 22, 23}: 34 +{ 22, 23, 26}: 33
+{ 22, 23, 27}: 32 { 22, 26, 35} : 31,4 +{ 4, 22, 26, 35}: 34
+{ 5, 22, 26}: na +{ 14, 35}: 33 +{ 18, 22, 35}: 33
+{ 22, 23, 26}: 32 +{ 22, 26, 27}: 31 { 22, 27} : 30,4
+{ 4, 22, 27}: 33 +{ 5, 22, 27}: na +{ 19, 22}: 32
+{ 22, 23, 27}: 31 +{ 22, 26, 27}: 30 { 23, 26} : 30,4
+{ 4, 23, 26}: na +{ 5, 23, 26}: 33 +{ 18, 23}: 32
+{ 22, 23, 26}: 31 +{ 23, 26, 27}: 30 { 23, 27, 34} : 29,4
+{ 4, 23, 27}: na +{ 5, 23, 27, 34}: 32 +{ 15, 34}: 32
+{ 19, 23, 34}: 31 +{ 22, 23, 27}: 30 +{ 23, 26, 27}: 29
{ 26, 27} : 28,4 +{ 4, 26, 27}: na +{ 5, 26, 27}: na
+{ 18, 27}: 31 +{ 19, 26}: 30 +{ 22, 26, 27}: 29
+{ 23, 26, 27}: 28 { 4, 5, 22} : na,5 { 4, 5, 23} : na,5
{ 4, 5, 26} : na,5 { 4, 5, 27} : na,5 { 4, 14} : 33,5
+{ 4, 14, 18}: 34 +{ 4, 14, 35}: 33 { 4, 18, 22} : 33,5
+{ 4, 10}: 35 +{ 4, 14, 18}: 34 +{ 4, 18, 22, 35}: 33
{ 4, 18, 35} : 32,5 +{ 4, 5, 18}: na +{ 4, 18, 22, 35}: 34
+{ 4, 18, 23}: 33 +{ 4, 18, 27}: 32 { 4, 19} : na,5
{ 4, 22, 23} : 33,5 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23}: 35 +{ 4, 22, 23, 26}: 34
+{ 4, 22, 23, 27}: 33 { 4, 22, 26, 35} : 32,5 +{ 4, 5, 22, 26}: na
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+{ 4, 14, 35}: 34 +{ 4, 18, 22, 35}: 34 +{ 4, 22, 23, 26}: 33
+{ 4, 22, 26, 27}: 32 { 4, 22, 27} : 31,5 +{ 4, 5, 22, 27}: na
+{ 4, 19, 22}: 33 +{ 4, 22, 23, 27}: 32 +{ 4, 22, 26, 27}: 31
{ 4, 23, 26} : na,5 { 4, 23, 27} : na,5 { 4, 26, 27} : na,5
{ 5, 15} : 32,5 +{ 5, 15, 19}: 33 +{ 5, 15, 34}: 32
{ 5, 18} : na,5 { 5, 19, 23} : 32,5 +{ 5, 11}: 34
+{ 5, 15, 19}: 33 +{ 5, 19, 23, 34}: 32 { 5, 19, 34} : 31,5
+{ 4, 5, 19}: na +{ 5, 19, 22}: 33 +{ 5, 19, 23, 34}: 32
+{ 5, 19, 26}: 31 { 5, 22, 23} : 32,5 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23}: 34
+{ 5, 22, 23, 26}: 33 +{ 5, 22, 23, 27}: 32 { 5, 22, 26} : na,5
{ 5, 22, 27} : na,5 { 5, 23, 26} : 31,5 +{ 4, 5, 23, 26}: na
+{ 5, 18, 23}: 33 +{ 5, 22, 23, 26}: 32 +{ 5, 23, 26, 27}: 31
{ 5, 23, 27, 34} : 30,5 +{ 4, 5, 23, 27}: na +{ 5, 15, 34}: 33
+{ 5, 19, 23, 34}: 32 +{ 5, 22, 23, 27}: 31 +{ 5, 23, 26, 27}: 30
{ 5, 26, 27} : na,5 { 10} : 32,5 +{ 4, 10}: 34
+{ 10, 14}: 33 +{ 10, 35}: 32 { 11} : 31,5
+{ 5, 11}: 33 +{ 11, 15}: 32 +{ 11, 34}: 31
{ 14, 18} : 31,5 +{ 4, 14, 18}: 34 +{ 6}: 33
+{ 10, 14}: 32 +{ 14, 18, 35}: 31 { 14, 35} : 31,5
+{ 4, 14, 35}: 33 +{ 5, 14}: na +{ 14, 18, 35}: 33
+{ 14, 23}: 32 +{ 14, 27}: 31 { 15, 19} : 30,5
+{ 5, 15, 19}: 33 +{ 7}: 32 +{ 11, 15}: 31
+{ 15, 19, 34}: 30 { 15, 34} : 30,5 +{ 4, 15}: na
+{ 5, 15, 34}: 32 +{ 15, 19, 34}: 32 +{ 15, 22}: 31
+{ 15, 26}: 30 { 18, 22, 35} : 31,5 +{ 4, 18, 22, 35}: 34
+{ 5, 18, 22}: 33 +{ 10, 35}: 32 +{ 14, 18, 35}: 32
+{ 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 18, 22, 27}: 31 { 18, 23} : 30,5
+{ 4, 18, 23}: 33 +{ 5, 18, 23}: 32 +{ 18, 22, 23}: 31
+{ 18, 23, 27}: 30 { 18, 27} : 29,5 +{ 4, 18, 27}: 32
+{ 5, 18, 27}: na +{ 18, 19}: 31 +{ 18, 22, 27}: 30
+{ 18, 23, 27}: 29 { 19, 22} : 30,5 +{ 4, 19, 22}: 33
+{ 5, 19, 22}: 32 +{ 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 19, 22, 26}: 30
{ 19, 23, 34} : 29,5 +{ 4, 19, 23}: na +{ 5, 19, 23, 34}: 32
+{ 11, 34}: 31 +{ 15, 19, 34}: 31 +{ 19, 22, 23}: 30
+{ 19, 23, 26}: 29 { 19, 26} : 28,5 +{ 4, 19, 26}: na
+{ 5, 19, 26}: 31 +{ 18, 19}: 30 +{ 19, 22, 26}: 29
+{ 19, 23, 26}: 28 { 22, 23, 26} : 29,5 +{ 4, 22, 23, 26}: 33
+{ 5, 22, 23, 26}: 32 +{ 14, 23}: 31 +{ 18, 22, 23}: 30
+{ 22, 23, 26, 27}: 29 { 22, 23, 27} : 28,5 +{ 4, 22, 23, 27}: 32
+{ 5, 22, 23, 27}: 31 +{ 15, 22}: 30 +{ 19, 22, 23}: 29
+{ 22, 23, 26, 27}: 28 { 22, 26, 27} : 27,5 +{ 4, 22, 26, 27}: 31
+{ 5, 22, 26, 27}: na +{ 14, 27}: 30 +{ 18, 22, 27}: 29
+{ 19, 22, 26}: 28 +{ 22, 23, 26, 27}: 27 { 23, 26, 27} : 26,5
+{ 4, 23, 26, 27}: na +{ 5, 23, 26, 27}: 30 +{ 15, 26}: 29
+{ 18, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 19, 23, 26}: 27 +{ 22, 23, 26, 27}: 26
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{ 4, 5, 18} : na,6 { 4, 5, 19} : na,6 { 4, 5, 22, 23} : 32,6
+{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26}: 33 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 27}: 32 { 4, 5, 22, 26} : na,6
{ 4, 5, 22, 27} : na,6 { 4, 5, 23, 26} : na,6 { 4, 5, 23, 27} : na,6
{ 4, 5, 26, 27} : na,6 { 4, 10} : 32,6 +{ 4, 10, 14}: 33
+{ 4, 10, 35}: 32 { 4, 14, 18} : 32,6 +{ 4, 6}: 34
+{ 4, 10, 14}: 33 +{ 4, 14, 18, 35}: 32 { 4, 14, 35} : 31,6
+{ 4, 5, 14}: na +{ 4, 14, 18, 35}: 33 +{ 4, 14, 23}: 32
+{ 4, 14, 27}: 31 { 4, 15} : na,6 { 4, 18, 22, 35} : 32,6
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22}: 34 +{ 4, 10, 35}: 33 +{ 4, 14, 18, 35}: 33
+{ 4, 18, 22, 23}: 33 +{ 4, 18, 22, 27}: 32 { 4, 18, 23} : 31,6
+{ 4, 5, 18, 23}: 33 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 4, 18, 23, 27}: 31
{ 4, 18, 27} : 30,6 +{ 4, 5, 18, 27}: na +{ 4, 18, 19}: 32
+{ 4, 18, 22, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 18, 23, 27}: 30 { 4, 19, 22} : 31,6
+{ 4, 5, 19, 22}: 33 +{ 4, 19, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 4, 19, 22, 26}: 31
{ 4, 19, 23} : na,6 { 4, 19, 26} : na,6 { 4, 22, 23, 26} : 31,6
+{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26}: 34 +{ 4, 14, 23}: 33 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23}: 32
+{ 4, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 31 { 4, 22, 23, 27} : 30,6 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 27}: 33
+{ 4, 15, 22}: 32 +{ 4, 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 30
{ 4, 22, 26, 27} : 29,6 +{ 4, 5, 22, 26, 27}: na +{ 4, 14, 27}: 32
+{ 4, 18, 22, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 19, 22, 26}: 30 +{ 4, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 29
{ 4, 23, 26, 27} : na,6 { 5, 11} : 31,6 +{ 5, 11, 15}: 32
+{ 5, 11, 34}: 31 { 5, 14} : na,6 { 5, 15, 19} : 31,6
+{ 5, 7}: 33 +{ 5, 11, 15}: 32 +{ 5, 15, 19, 34}: 31
{ 5, 15, 34} : 30,6 +{ 4, 5, 15}: na +{ 5, 15, 19, 34}: 32
+{ 5, 15, 22}: 31 +{ 5, 15, 26}: 30 { 5, 18, 22} : 31,6
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22}: 33 +{ 5, 10}: na +{ 5, 14, 18}: na
+{ 5, 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 5, 18, 22, 27}: 31 { 5, 18, 23} : 30,6
+{ 4, 5, 18, 23}: 32 +{ 5, 18, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 18, 23, 27}: 30
{ 5, 18, 27} : na,6 { 5, 19, 22} : 30,6 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22}: 32
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 19, 22, 26}: 30 { 5, 19, 23, 34} : 30,6
+{ 4, 5, 19, 23}: na +{ 5, 11, 34}: 32 +{ 5, 15, 19, 34}: 32
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 19, 23, 26}: 30 { 5, 19, 26} : 29,6
+{ 4, 5, 19, 26}: na +{ 5, 18, 19}: 31 +{ 5, 19, 22, 26}: 30
+{ 5, 19, 23, 26}: 29 { 5, 22, 23, 26} : 30,6 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26}: 33
+{ 5, 14, 23}: 32 +{ 5, 18, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 30
{ 5, 22, 23, 27} : 29,6 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 27}: 32 +{ 5, 15, 22}: 31
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23}: 30 +{ 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 29 { 5, 22, 26, 27} : na,6
{ 5, 23, 26, 27} : 28,6 +{ 4, 5, 23, 26, 27}: na +{ 5, 15, 26}: 31
+{ 5, 18, 23, 27}: 30 +{ 5, 19, 23, 26}: 29 +{ 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 28
{ 6} : 31,6 +{ 4, 6}: 33 +{ 6, 10}: 32
+{ 6, 35}: 31 { 7} : 30,6 +{ 5, 7}: 32
+{ 7, 11}: 31 +{ 7, 34}: 30 { 10, 14} : 30,6
+{ 2}: 33 +{ 4, 10, 14}: 32 +{ 6, 10}: 31
+{ 10, 14, 35}: 30 { 10, 35} : 30,6 +{ 4, 10, 35}: 32
+{ 5, 10}: na +{ 10, 14, 35}: 32 +{ 10, 23}: 31
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+{ 10, 27}: 30 { 11, 15} : 29,6 +{ 3}: 32
+{ 5, 11, 15}: 31 +{ 7, 11}: 30 +{ 11, 15, 34}: 29
{ 11, 34} : 29,6 +{ 4, 11}: na +{ 5, 11, 34}: 31
+{ 11, 15, 34}: 31 +{ 11, 22}: 30 +{ 11, 26}: 29
{ 14, 18, 35} : 30,6 +{ 4, 14, 18, 35}: 33 +{ 5, 14, 18}: 32
+{ 6, 35}: 31 +{ 10, 14, 35}: 31 +{ 14, 18, 23}: 31
+{ 14, 18, 27}: 30 { 14, 23} : 29,6 +{ 4, 14, 23}: 32
+{ 5, 14, 23}: 31 +{ 14, 18, 23}: 30 +{ 14, 23, 27}: 29
{ 14, 27} : 28,6 +{ 4, 14, 27}: 31 +{ 5, 14, 27}: na
+{ 14, 18, 27}: 30 +{ 14, 19}: 29 +{ 14, 23, 27}: 28
{ 15, 19, 34} : 29,6 +{ 4, 15, 19}: 32 +{ 5, 15, 19, 34}: 31
+{ 7, 34}: 30 +{ 11, 15, 34}: 30 +{ 15, 19, 22}: 30
+{ 15, 19, 26}: 29 { 15, 22} : 28,6 +{ 4, 15, 22}: 31
+{ 5, 15, 22}: 30 +{ 15, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 15, 22, 26}: 28
{ 15, 26} : 27,6 +{ 4, 15, 26}: na +{ 5, 15, 26}: 30
+{ 15, 18}: 29 +{ 15, 19, 26}: 28 +{ 15, 22, 26}: 27
{ 18, 19} : 28,6 +{ 4, 18, 19}: 31 +{ 5, 18, 19}: 30
+{ 18, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 18, 19, 23}: 28 { 18, 22, 23} : 28,6
+{ 4, 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 5, 18, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 10, 23}: 30
+{ 14, 18, 23}: 29 +{ 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28 { 18, 22, 27} : 27,6
+{ 4, 18, 22, 27}: 31 +{ 5, 18, 22, 27}: 30 +{ 10, 27}: 29
+{ 14, 18, 27}: 29 +{ 18, 19, 22}: 28 +{ 18, 22, 23, 27}: 27
{ 18, 23, 27} : 26,6 +{ 4, 18, 23, 27}: 30 +{ 5, 18, 23, 27}: 29
+{ 15, 18}: 28 +{ 18, 19, 23}: 27 +{ 18, 22, 23, 27}: 26
{ 19, 22, 23} : 27,6 +{ 4, 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 19, 22, 23}: 30
+{ 11, 22}: 29 +{ 15, 19, 22}: 28 +{ 19, 22, 23, 26}: 27
{ 19, 22, 26} : 26,6 +{ 4, 19, 22, 26}: 30 +{ 5, 19, 22, 26}: 29
+{ 14, 19}: 28 +{ 18, 19, 22}: 27 +{ 19, 22, 23, 26}: 26
{ 19, 23, 26} : 25,6 +{ 4, 19, 23, 26}: na +{ 5, 19, 23, 26}: 29
+{ 11, 26}: 28 +{ 15, 19, 26}: 27 +{ 18, 19, 23}: 26
+{ 19, 22, 23, 26}: 25 { 22, 23, 26, 27} : 24,6 +{ 4, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 29
+{ 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 28 +{ 14, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 15, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 18, 22, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 19, 22, 23, 26}: 24 { 2} : 31,7
+{ 2, 4}: 33 +{ 2, 6}: 32 +{ 2, 35}: 31
{ 3} : 30,7 +{ 3, 5}: 32 +{ 3, 7}: 31
+{ 3, 34}: 30 { 4, 5, 14} : na,7 { 4, 5, 15} : na,7
{ 4, 5, 18, 22} : 31,7 +{ 4, 5, 10}: na +{ 4, 5, 14, 18}: na
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 31 { 4, 5, 18, 23} : 30,7
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 18, 23, 27}: 30 { 4, 5, 18, 27} : na,7
{ 4, 5, 19, 22} : 30,7 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 26}: 30
{ 4, 5, 19, 23} : na,7 { 4, 5, 19, 26} : na,7 { 4, 5, 22, 23, 26} : 31,7
+{ 4, 5, 14, 23}: 33 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 31
{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 27} : 30,7 +{ 4, 5, 15, 22}: 32 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23}: 31
+{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 30 { 4, 5, 22, 26, 27} : na,7 { 4, 5, 23, 26, 27} : na,7
{ 4, 6} : 31,7 +{ 4, 6, 10}: 32 +{ 4, 6, 35}: 31
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{ 4, 10, 14} : 30,7 +{ 2, 4}: 32 +{ 4, 6, 10}: 31
+{ 4, 10, 14, 35}: 30 { 4, 10, 35} : 30,7 +{ 4, 5, 10}: na
+{ 4, 10, 14, 35}: 32 +{ 4, 10, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 10, 27}: 30
{ 4, 11} : na,7 { 4, 14, 18, 35} : 31,7 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18}: 33
+{ 4, 6, 35}: 32 +{ 4, 10, 14, 35}: 32 +{ 4, 14, 18, 23}: 32
+{ 4, 14, 18, 27}: 31 { 4, 14, 23} : 30,7 +{ 4, 5, 14, 23}: 32
+{ 4, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 14, 23, 27}: 30 { 4, 14, 27} : 29,7
+{ 4, 5, 14, 27}: na +{ 4, 14, 18, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 14, 19}: 30
+{ 4, 14, 23, 27}: 29 { 4, 15, 19} : 30,7 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19}: 32
+{ 4, 7}: na +{ 4, 11, 15}: na +{ 4, 15, 19, 22}: 31
+{ 4, 15, 19, 26}: 30 { 4, 15, 22} : 29,7 +{ 4, 5, 15, 22}: 31
+{ 4, 15, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 15, 22, 26}: 29 { 4, 15, 26} : na,7
{ 4, 18, 19} : 29,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19}: 31 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22}: 30
+{ 4, 18, 19, 23}: 29 { 4, 18, 22, 23} : 30,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23}: 33
+{ 4, 10, 23}: 32 +{ 4, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 30
{ 4, 18, 22, 27} : 29,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 32 +{ 4, 10, 27}: 31
+{ 4, 14, 18, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29
{ 4, 18, 23, 27} : 28,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 23, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 15, 18}: 30
+{ 4, 18, 19, 23}: 29 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28 { 4, 19, 22, 23} : 29,7
+{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 4, 11, 22}: 31 +{ 4, 15, 19, 22}: 30
+{ 4, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 29 { 4, 19, 22, 26} : 28,7 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 26}: 31
+{ 4, 14, 19}: 30 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 4, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 28
{ 4, 19, 23, 26} : na,7 { 4, 22, 23, 26, 27} : 27,7 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 31
+{ 4, 14, 23, 27}: 30 +{ 4, 15, 22, 26}: 29 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28
+{ 4, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 27 { 5, 7} : 30,7 +{ 5, 7, 11}: 31
+{ 5, 7, 34}: 30 { 5, 10} : na,7 { 5, 11, 15} : 29,7
+{ 3, 5}: 31 +{ 5, 7, 11}: 30 +{ 5, 11, 15, 34}: 29
{ 5, 11, 34} : 29,7 +{ 4, 5, 11}: na +{ 5, 11, 15, 34}: 31
+{ 5, 11, 22}: 30 +{ 5, 11, 26}: 29 { 5, 14, 18} : 30,7
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18}: 32 +{ 5, 6}: na +{ 5, 10, 14}: na
+{ 5, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 14, 18, 27}: 30 { 5, 14, 23} : 29,7
+{ 4, 5, 14, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23}: 30 +{ 5, 14, 23, 27}: 29
{ 5, 14, 27} : na,7 { 5, 15, 19, 34} : 29,7 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19}: 31
+{ 5, 7, 34}: 31 +{ 5, 11, 15, 34}: 31 +{ 5, 15, 19, 22}: 30
+{ 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29 { 5, 15, 22} : 28,7 +{ 4, 5, 15, 22}: 30
+{ 5, 15, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 15, 22, 26}: 28 { 5, 15, 26} : 28,7
+{ 4, 5, 15, 26}: na +{ 5, 15, 18}: 30 +{ 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29
+{ 5, 15, 22, 26}: 28 { 5, 18, 19} : 28,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19}: 30
+{ 5, 18, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 18, 19, 23}: 28 { 5, 18, 22, 23} : 29,7
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23}: 32 +{ 5, 10, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23}: 30
+{ 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29 { 5, 18, 22, 27} : 28,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 27}: 31
+{ 5, 10, 27}: na +{ 5, 14, 18, 27}: 30 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22}: 29
+{ 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28 { 5, 18, 23, 27} : 27,7 +{ 4, 5, 18, 23, 27}: 30
+{ 5, 15, 18}: 29 +{ 5, 18, 19, 23}: 28 +{ 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 27
{ 5, 19, 22, 23} : 28,7 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 11, 22}: 30
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+{ 5, 15, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 28 { 5, 19, 22, 26} : 27,7
+{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 26}: 30 +{ 5, 14, 19}: 29 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22}: 28
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 27 { 5, 19, 23, 26} : 27,7 +{ 4, 5, 19, 23, 26}: na
+{ 5, 11, 26}: 30 +{ 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29 +{ 5, 18, 19, 23}: 28
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 27 { 5, 22, 23, 26, 27} : 26,7 +{ 4, 5, 22, 23, 26, 27}: 30
+{ 5, 14, 23, 27}: 29 +{ 5, 15, 22, 26}: 28 +{ 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 26 { 6, 10} : 29,7 +{ 2, 6}: 31
+{ 4, 6, 10}: 30 +{ 6, 10, 35}: 29 { 6, 35} : 29,7
+{ 4, 6, 35}: 31 +{ 5, 6}: na +{ 6, 10, 35}: 31
+{ 6, 23}: 30 +{ 6, 27}: 29 { 7, 11} : 28,7
+{ 3, 7}: 30 +{ 5, 7, 11}: 29 +{ 7, 11, 34}: 28
{ 7, 34} : 28,7 +{ 4, 7}: na +{ 5, 7, 34}: 30
+{ 7, 11, 34}: 30 +{ 7, 22}: 29 +{ 7, 26}: 28
{ 10, 14, 35} : 29,7 +{ 2, 35}: 32 +{ 4, 10, 14, 35}: 31
+{ 5, 10, 14}: na +{ 6, 10, 35}: 30 +{ 10, 14, 23}: 30
+{ 10, 14, 27}: 29 { 10, 23} : 28,7 +{ 4, 10, 23}: 31
+{ 5, 10, 23}: 30 +{ 10, 14, 23}: 29 +{ 10, 23, 27}: 28
{ 10, 27} : 27,7 +{ 4, 10, 27}: 30 +{ 5, 10, 27}: na
+{ 10, 14, 27}: 29 +{ 10, 19}: 28 +{ 10, 23, 27}: 27
{ 11, 15, 34} : 28,7 +{ 3, 34}: 31 +{ 4, 11, 15}: na
+{ 5, 11, 15, 34}: 30 +{ 7, 11, 34}: 29 +{ 11, 15, 22}: 29
+{ 11, 15, 26}: 28 { 11, 22} : 27,7 +{ 4, 11, 22}: 30
+{ 5, 11, 22}: 29 +{ 11, 15, 22}: 28 +{ 11, 22, 26}: 27
{ 11, 26} : 26,7 +{ 4, 11, 26}: na +{ 5, 11, 26}: 29
+{ 11, 15, 26}: 28 +{ 11, 18}: 27 +{ 11, 22, 26}: 26
{ 14, 18, 23} : 27,7 +{ 4, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23}: 30
+{ 6, 23}: 29 +{ 10, 14, 23}: 28 +{ 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27
{ 14, 18, 27} : 27,7 +{ 4, 14, 18, 27}: 30 +{ 5, 14, 18, 27}: 29
+{ 6, 27}: 28 +{ 10, 14, 27}: 28 +{ 14, 18, 19}: 28
+{ 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27 { 14, 19} : 26,7 +{ 4, 14, 19}: 29
+{ 5, 14, 19}: 28 +{ 14, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 14, 19, 23}: 26
{ 14, 23, 27} : 25,7 +{ 4, 14, 23, 27}: 29 +{ 5, 14, 23, 27}: 28
+{ 14, 15}: 27 +{ 14, 18, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 14, 19, 23}: 25
{ 15, 18} : 26,7 +{ 4, 15, 18}: 29 +{ 5, 15, 18}: 28
+{ 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 15, 18, 22}: 26 { 15, 19, 22} : 26,7
+{ 4, 15, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 5, 15, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 7, 22}: 28
+{ 11, 15, 22}: 27 +{ 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26 { 15, 19, 26} : 25,7
+{ 4, 15, 19, 26}: 29 +{ 5, 15, 19, 26}: 28 +{ 7, 26}: 27
+{ 11, 15, 26}: 27 +{ 15, 18, 19}: 26 +{ 15, 19, 22, 26}: 25
{ 15, 22, 26} : 24,7 +{ 4, 15, 22, 26}: 28 +{ 5, 15, 22, 26}: 27
+{ 14, 15}: 26 +{ 15, 18, 22}: 25 +{ 15, 19, 22, 26}: 24
{ 18, 19, 22} : 25,7 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22}: 28
+{ 10, 19}: 27 +{ 14, 18, 19}: 26 +{ 18, 19, 22, 23}: 25
{ 18, 19, 23} : 24,7 +{ 4, 18, 19, 23}: 28 +{ 5, 18, 19, 23}: 27
+{ 11, 18}: 26 +{ 15, 18, 19}: 25 +{ 18, 19, 22, 23}: 24
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{ 18, 22, 23, 27} : 23,7 +{ 4, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 10, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 14, 18, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 15, 18, 22}: 24
+{ 18, 19, 22, 23}: 23 { 19, 22, 23, 26} : 22,7 +{ 4, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 27
+{ 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 26 +{ 11, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 14, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 15, 19, 22, 26}: 23 +{ 18, 19, 22, 23}: 22 { 2, 4} : 30,8
+{ 2, 4, 6}: 31 +{ 2, 4, 35}: 30 { 2, 6} : 29,8
+{ 2, 4, 6}: 30 +{ 2, 6, 35}: 29 { 2, 35} : 30,8
+{ 2, 4, 35}: 32 +{ 2, 5}: na +{ 2, 6, 35}: 31
+{ 2, 23}: 31 +{ 2, 27}: 30 { 3, 5} : 29,8
+{ 3, 5, 7}: 30 +{ 3, 5, 34}: 29 { 3, 7} : 28,8
+{ 3, 5, 7}: 29 +{ 3, 7, 34}: 28 { 3, 34} : 29,8
+{ 3, 4}: na +{ 3, 5, 34}: 31 +{ 3, 7, 34}: 30
+{ 3, 22}: 30 +{ 3, 26}: 29 { 4, 5, 10} : na,8
{ 4, 5, 11} : na,8 { 4, 5, 14, 18} : 30,8 +{ 4, 5, 6}: na
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14}: na +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 30
{ 4, 5, 14, 23} : 29,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 14, 23, 27}: 29
{ 4, 5, 14, 27} : na,8 { 4, 5, 15, 19} : 29,8 +{ 4, 5, 7}: na
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15}: na +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29
{ 4, 5, 15, 22} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 15, 22, 26}: 28
{ 4, 5, 15, 26} : na,8 { 4, 5, 18, 19} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22}: 29
+{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 23}: 28 { 4, 5, 18, 22, 23} : 30,8 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23}: 32
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 30 { 4, 5, 18, 22, 27} : 29,8
+{ 4, 5, 10, 27}: na +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22}: 30
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29 { 4, 5, 18, 23, 27} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18}: 30
+{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 23}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 28 { 4, 5, 19, 22, 23} : 29,8
+{ 4, 5, 11, 22}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 29
{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 26} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22}: 29
+{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 28 { 4, 5, 19, 23, 26} : na,8 { 4, 5, 22, 23, 26, 27} : 28,8
+{ 4, 5, 14, 23, 27}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 15, 22, 26}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29
+{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 28 { 4, 6, 10} : 28,8 +{ 2, 4, 6}: 29
+{ 4, 6, 10, 35}: 28 { 4, 6, 35} : 29,8 +{ 4, 5, 6}: na
+{ 4, 6, 10, 35}: 31 +{ 4, 6, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 6, 27}: 29
{ 4, 7} : na,8 { 4, 10, 14, 35} : 29,8 +{ 2, 4, 35}: 31
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14}: na +{ 4, 6, 10, 35}: 30 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23}: 30
+{ 4, 10, 14, 27}: 29 { 4, 10, 23} : 29,8 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23}: 31
+{ 4, 10, 14, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 10, 23, 27}: 29 { 4, 10, 27} : 28,8
+{ 4, 5, 10, 27}: na +{ 4, 10, 14, 27}: 30 +{ 4, 10, 19}: 29
+{ 4, 10, 23, 27}: 28 { 4, 11, 15} : na,8 { 4, 11, 22} : 28,8
+{ 4, 5, 11, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 11, 15, 22}: 29 +{ 4, 11, 22, 26}: 28
{ 4, 11, 26} : na,8 { 4, 14, 18, 23} : 29,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 32
+{ 4, 6, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 29
{ 4, 14, 18, 27} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 30 +{ 4, 6, 27}: 30
+{ 4, 10, 14, 27}: 30 +{ 4, 14, 18, 19}: 29 +{ 4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28
{ 4, 14, 19} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19}: 29 +{ 4, 14, 18, 19}: 28
+{ 4, 14, 19, 23}: 27 { 4, 14, 23, 27} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 23, 27}: 30
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+{ 4, 14, 15}: 29 +{ 4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 14, 19, 23}: 27
{ 4, 15, 18} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18}: 29 +{ 4, 15, 18, 19}: 28
+{ 4, 15, 18, 22}: 27 { 4, 15, 19, 22} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22}: 31
+{ 4, 7, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 11, 15, 22}: 29 +{ 4, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 28
{ 4, 15, 19, 26} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 30 +{ 4, 7, 26}: na
+{ 4, 11, 15, 26}: 29 +{ 4, 15, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27
{ 4, 15, 22, 26} : 26,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 22, 26}: 29 +{ 4, 14, 15}: 28
+{ 4, 15, 18, 22}: 27 +{ 4, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26 { 4, 18, 19, 22} : 27,8
+{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 10, 19}: 29 +{ 4, 14, 18, 19}: 28
+{ 4, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 27 { 4, 18, 19, 23} : 26,8 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 23}: 29
+{ 4, 11, 18}: 28 +{ 4, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 26
{ 4, 18, 22, 23, 27} : 26,8 +{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 30 +{ 4, 10, 23, 27}: 29
+{ 4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 15, 18, 22}: 27 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 26
{ 4, 19, 22, 23, 26} : 25,8 +{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 29 +{ 4, 11, 22, 26}: 28
+{ 4, 14, 19, 23}: 27 +{ 4, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 25
{ 5, 6} : na,8 { 5, 7, 11} : 27,8 +{ 3, 5, 7}: 28
+{ 5, 7, 11, 34}: 27 { 5, 7, 34} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 7}: na
+{ 5, 7, 11, 34}: 30 +{ 5, 7, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 7, 26}: 28
{ 5, 10, 14} : na,8 { 5, 10, 23} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23}: 30
+{ 5, 10, 14, 23}: 29 +{ 5, 10, 23, 27}: 28 { 5, 10, 27} : na,8
{ 5, 11, 15, 34} : 28,8 +{ 3, 5, 34}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15}: na
+{ 5, 7, 11, 34}: 29 +{ 5, 11, 15, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 11, 15, 26}: 28
{ 5, 11, 22} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 11, 22}: 29 +{ 5, 11, 15, 22}: 28
+{ 5, 11, 22, 26}: 27 { 5, 11, 26} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 11, 26}: na
+{ 5, 11, 15, 26}: 29 +{ 5, 11, 18}: 28 +{ 5, 11, 22, 26}: 27
{ 5, 14, 18, 23} : 28,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23}: 31 +{ 5, 6, 23}: 30
+{ 5, 10, 14, 23}: 29 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28 { 5, 14, 18, 27} : 27,8
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 27}: 29 +{ 5, 6, 27}: na +{ 5, 10, 14, 27}: 29
+{ 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27 { 5, 14, 19} : 26,8
+{ 4, 5, 14, 19}: 28 +{ 5, 14, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 14, 19, 23}: 26
{ 5, 14, 23, 27} : 26,8 +{ 4, 5, 14, 23, 27}: 29 +{ 5, 14, 15}: 28
+{ 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 5, 14, 19, 23}: 26 { 5, 15, 18} : 26,8
+{ 4, 5, 15, 18}: 28 +{ 5, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 15, 18, 22}: 26
{ 5, 15, 19, 22} : 27,8 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22}: 30 +{ 5, 7, 22}: 29
+{ 5, 11, 15, 22}: 28 +{ 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27 { 5, 15, 19, 26} : 26,8
+{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 26}: 29 +{ 5, 7, 26}: 29 +{ 5, 11, 15, 26}: 28
+{ 5, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26 { 5, 15, 22, 26} : 25,8
+{ 4, 5, 15, 22, 26}: 28 +{ 5, 14, 15}: 27 +{ 5, 15, 18, 22}: 26
+{ 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 25 { 5, 18, 19, 22} : 26,8 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22}: 29
+{ 5, 10, 19}: 28 +{ 5, 14, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 26
{ 5, 18, 19, 23} : 25,8 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 23}: 28 +{ 5, 11, 18}: 27
+{ 5, 15, 18, 19}: 26 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 25 { 5, 18, 22, 23, 27} : 25,8
+{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27}: 29 +{ 5, 10, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 5, 15, 18, 22}: 26 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 25 { 5, 19, 22, 23, 26} : 24,8
+{ 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 26}: 28 +{ 5, 11, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 5, 14, 19, 23}: 26
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+{ 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 24 { 6, 10, 35} : 28,8
+{ 2, 6, 35}: 30 +{ 4, 6, 10, 35}: 29 +{ 5, 6, 10}: na
+{ 6, 10, 23}: 29 +{ 6, 10, 27}: 28 { 6, 23} : 27,8
+{ 4, 6, 23}: 30 +{ 5, 6, 23}: 29 +{ 6, 10, 23}: 28
+{ 6, 23, 27}: 27 { 6, 27} : 26,8 +{ 4, 6, 27}: 29
+{ 5, 6, 27}: na +{ 6, 10, 27}: 28 +{ 6, 19}: 27
+{ 6, 23, 27}: 26 { 7, 11, 34} : 27,8 +{ 3, 7, 34}: 29
+{ 4, 7, 11}: na +{ 5, 7, 11, 34}: 28 +{ 7, 11, 22}: 28
+{ 7, 11, 26}: 27 { 7, 22} : 26,8 +{ 4, 7, 22}: 29
+{ 5, 7, 22}: 28 +{ 7, 11, 22}: 27 +{ 7, 22, 26}: 26
{ 7, 26} : 25,8 +{ 4, 7, 26}: na +{ 5, 7, 26}: 28
+{ 7, 11, 26}: 27 +{ 7, 18}: 26 +{ 7, 22, 26}: 25
{ 10, 14, 23} : 26,8 +{ 2, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23}: 29
+{ 5, 10, 14, 23}: 28 +{ 6, 10, 23}: 27 +{ 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26
{ 10, 14, 27} : 26,8 +{ 2, 27}: 29 +{ 4, 10, 14, 27}: 29
+{ 5, 10, 14, 27}: 28 +{ 6, 10, 27}: 27 +{ 10, 14, 19}: 27
+{ 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26 { 10, 19} : 25,8 +{ 4, 10, 19}: 28
+{ 5, 10, 19}: 27 +{ 10, 14, 19}: 26 +{ 10, 19, 23}: 25
{ 10, 23, 27} : 24,8 +{ 4, 10, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 5, 10, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 10, 15}: 25 +{ 10, 19, 23}: 24
{ 11, 15, 22} : 25,8 +{ 3, 22}: 29 +{ 4, 11, 15, 22}: 28
+{ 5, 11, 15, 22}: 27 +{ 7, 11, 22}: 26 +{ 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25
{ 11, 15, 26} : 25,8 +{ 3, 26}: 28 +{ 4, 11, 15, 26}: 28
+{ 5, 11, 15, 26}: 27 +{ 7, 11, 26}: 26 +{ 11, 15, 18}: 26
+{ 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 { 11, 18} : 24,8 +{ 4, 11, 18}: 27
+{ 5, 11, 18}: 26 +{ 11, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 11, 18, 22}: 24
{ 11, 22, 26} : 23,8 +{ 4, 11, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 5, 11, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 11, 14}: 25 +{ 11, 15, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 11, 18, 22}: 23
{ 14, 15} : 24,8 +{ 4, 14, 15}: 27 +{ 5, 14, 15}: 26
+{ 14, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 14, 15, 19}: 24 { 14, 18, 19} : 24,8
+{ 4, 14, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 5, 14, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 6, 19}: 26
+{ 10, 14, 19}: 25 +{ 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24 { 14, 18, 23, 27} : 23,8
+{ 4, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 6, 23, 27}: 25
+{ 10, 14, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 14, 15, 18}: 24 +{ 14, 18, 19, 23}: 23
{ 14, 19, 23} : 22,8 +{ 4, 14, 19, 23}: 26 +{ 5, 14, 19, 23}: 25
+{ 11, 14}: 24 +{ 14, 15, 19}: 23 +{ 14, 18, 19, 23}: 22
{ 15, 18, 19} : 23,8 +{ 4, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 15, 18, 19}: 26
+{ 7, 18}: 25 +{ 11, 15, 18}: 24 +{ 15, 18, 19, 22}: 23
{ 15, 18, 22} : 22,8 +{ 4, 15, 18, 22}: 26 +{ 5, 15, 18, 22}: 25
+{ 10, 15}: 24 +{ 14, 15, 18}: 23 +{ 15, 18, 19, 22}: 22
{ 15, 19, 22, 26} : 21,8 +{ 4, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 25
+{ 7, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 11, 15, 22, 26}: 23 +{ 14, 15, 19}: 22
+{ 15, 18, 19, 22}: 21 { 18, 19, 22, 23} : 20,8 +{ 4, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 25
+{ 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 24 +{ 10, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 11, 18, 22}: 22
+{ 14, 18, 19, 23}: 21 +{ 15, 18, 19, 22}: 20 { 2, 4, 6} : 27,9
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+{ 2, 4, 6, 35}: 27 { 2, 4, 35} : 29,9 +{ 2, 4, 5}: na
+{ 2, 4, 6, 35}: 30 +{ 2, 4, 23}: 30 +{ 2, 4, 27}: 29
{ 2, 5} : na,9 { 2, 6, 35} : 28,9 +{ 2, 4, 6, 35}: 29
+{ 2, 5, 6}: na +{ 2, 6, 23}: 29 +{ 2, 6, 27}: 28
{ 2, 23} : 28,9 +{ 2, 4, 23}: 31 +{ 2, 5, 23}: 30
+{ 2, 6, 23}: 29 +{ 2, 23, 27}: 28 { 2, 27} : 27,9
+{ 2, 4, 27}: 30 +{ 2, 5, 27}: na +{ 2, 6, 27}: 29
+{ 2, 19}: 28 +{ 2, 23, 27}: 27 { 3, 4} : na,9
{ 3, 5, 7} : 26,9 +{ 3, 5, 7, 34}: 26 { 3, 5, 34} : 28,9
+{ 3, 4, 5}: na +{ 3, 5, 7, 34}: 29 +{ 3, 5, 22}: 29
+{ 3, 5, 26}: 28 { 3, 7, 34} : 27,9 +{ 3, 4, 7}: na
+{ 3, 5, 7, 34}: 28 +{ 3, 7, 22}: 28 +{ 3, 7, 26}: 27
{ 3, 22} : 27,9 +{ 3, 4, 22}: 30 +{ 3, 5, 22}: 29
+{ 3, 7, 22}: 28 +{ 3, 22, 26}: 27 { 3, 26} : 26,9
+{ 3, 4, 26}: na +{ 3, 5, 26}: 29 +{ 3, 7, 26}: 28
+{ 3, 18}: 27 +{ 3, 22, 26}: 26 { 4, 5, 6} : na,9
{ 4, 5, 7} : na,9 { 4, 5, 10, 14} : na,9 { 4, 5, 10, 23} : 28,9
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23, 27}: 28 { 4, 5, 10, 27} : na,9
{ 4, 5, 11, 15} : na,9 { 4, 5, 11, 22} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22}: 28
+{ 4, 5, 11, 22, 26}: 27 { 4, 5, 11, 26} : na,9 { 4, 5, 14, 18, 23} : 29,9
+{ 4, 5, 6, 23}: 31 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 29
{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 27} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 6, 27}: na +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 30
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27 { 4, 5, 14, 19} : 26,9
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19, 23}: 26 { 4, 5, 14, 23, 27} : 27,9
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19, 23}: 27
{ 4, 5, 15, 18} : 26,9 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22}: 26
{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22} : 28,9 +{ 4, 5, 7, 22}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22}: 29
+{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 28 { 4, 5, 15, 19, 26} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 7, 26}: na
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27
{ 4, 5, 15, 22, 26} : 26,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22}: 27
+{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 26 { 4, 5, 18, 19, 22} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 10, 19}: 29
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 27 { 4, 5, 18, 19, 23} : 26,9
+{ 4, 5, 11, 18}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 26
{ 4, 5, 18, 22, 23, 27} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23, 27}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 29
+{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 27 { 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 26} : 26,9
+{ 4, 5, 11, 22, 26}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19, 23}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27
+{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 26 { 4, 6, 10, 35} : 27,9 +{ 2, 4, 6, 35}: 28
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10}: na +{ 4, 6, 10, 23}: 28 +{ 4, 6, 10, 27}: 27
{ 4, 6, 23} : 28,9 +{ 4, 5, 6, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 6, 10, 23}: 29
+{ 4, 6, 23, 27}: 28 { 4, 6, 27} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 6, 27}: na
+{ 4, 6, 10, 27}: 29 +{ 4, 6, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 6, 23, 27}: 27
{ 4, 7, 11} : na,9 { 4, 7, 22} : 27,9 +{ 4, 5, 7, 22}: 29
+{ 4, 7, 11, 22}: 28 +{ 4, 7, 22, 26}: 27 { 4, 7, 26} : na,9
{ 4, 10, 14, 23} : 27,9 +{ 2, 4, 23}: 30 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 29
+{ 4, 6, 10, 23}: 28 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27 { 4, 10, 14, 27} : 27,9
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+{ 2, 4, 27}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 29 +{ 4, 6, 10, 27}: 28
+{ 4, 10, 14, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27 { 4, 10, 19} : 26,9
+{ 4, 5, 10, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 10, 19, 23}: 26
{ 4, 10, 23, 27} : 26,9 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23, 27}: 29 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 28
+{ 4, 10, 15}: 27 +{ 4, 10, 19, 23}: 26 { 4, 11, 15, 22} : 26,9
+{ 3, 4, 22}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22}: 28 +{ 4, 7, 11, 22}: 27
+{ 4, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26 { 4, 11, 15, 26} : 26,9 +{ 3, 4, 26}: na
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 28 +{ 4, 7, 11, 26}: na +{ 4, 11, 15, 18}: 27
+{ 4, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26 { 4, 11, 18} : 25,9 +{ 4, 5, 11, 18}: 27
+{ 4, 11, 15, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 11, 18, 22}: 25 { 4, 11, 22, 26} : 25,9
+{ 4, 5, 11, 22, 26}: 28 +{ 4, 11, 14}: 27 +{ 4, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 4, 11, 18, 22}: 25 { 4, 14, 15} : 25,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15}: 27
+{ 4, 14, 15, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 14, 15, 19}: 25 { 4, 14, 18, 19} : 26,9
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 29 +{ 4, 6, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19}: 27
+{ 4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 26 { 4, 14, 18, 23, 27} : 25,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 28
+{ 4, 6, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18}: 26
+{ 4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25 { 4, 14, 19, 23} : 24,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19, 23}: 27
+{ 4, 11, 14}: 26 +{ 4, 14, 15, 19}: 25 +{ 4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24
{ 4, 15, 18, 19} : 25,9 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 4, 7, 18}: 27
+{ 4, 11, 15, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 25 { 4, 15, 18, 22} : 24,9
+{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22}: 27 +{ 4, 10, 15}: 26 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18}: 25
+{ 4, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 24 { 4, 15, 19, 22, 26} : 24,9 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 28
+{ 4, 7, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 4, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 4, 14, 15, 19}: 25
+{ 4, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 24 { 4, 18, 19, 22, 23} : 23,9 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 27
+{ 4, 10, 19, 23}: 26 +{ 4, 11, 18, 22}: 25 +{ 4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 4, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 23 { 5, 6, 10} : na,9 { 5, 6, 23} : 27,9
+{ 4, 5, 6, 23}: 29 +{ 5, 6, 10, 23}: 28 +{ 5, 6, 23, 27}: 27
{ 5, 6, 27} : na,9 { 5, 7, 11, 34} : 26,9 +{ 3, 5, 7, 34}: 27
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11}: na +{ 5, 7, 11, 22}: 27 +{ 5, 7, 11, 26}: 26
{ 5, 7, 22} : 26,9 +{ 4, 5, 7, 22}: 28 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22}: 27
+{ 5, 7, 22, 26}: 26 { 5, 7, 26} : 26,9 +{ 4, 5, 7, 26}: na
+{ 5, 7, 11, 26}: 28 +{ 5, 7, 18}: 27 +{ 5, 7, 22, 26}: 26
{ 5, 10, 14, 23} : 26,9 +{ 2, 5, 23}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23}: 28
+{ 5, 6, 10, 23}: 27 +{ 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26 { 5, 10, 14, 27} : 26,9
+{ 2, 5, 27}: na +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 27}: 28 +{ 5, 6, 10, 27}: na
+{ 5, 10, 14, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26 { 5, 10, 19} : 25,9
+{ 4, 5, 10, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 10, 14, 19}: 26 +{ 5, 10, 19, 23}: 25
{ 5, 10, 23, 27} : 25,9 +{ 4, 5, 10, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 5, 10, 15}: 26 +{ 5, 10, 19, 23}: 25 { 5, 11, 15, 22} : 25,9
+{ 3, 5, 22}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22}: 27 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22}: 26
+{ 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 { 5, 11, 15, 26} : 25,9 +{ 3, 5, 26}: 28
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 26}: 27 +{ 5, 7, 11, 26}: 27 +{ 5, 11, 15, 18}: 26
+{ 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 { 5, 11, 18} : 24,9 +{ 4, 5, 11, 18}: 26
+{ 5, 11, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 11, 18, 22}: 24 { 5, 11, 22, 26} : 24,9
+{ 4, 5, 11, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 5, 11, 14}: 26 +{ 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25
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+{ 5, 11, 18, 22}: 24 { 5, 14, 15} : 24,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15}: 26
+{ 5, 14, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 14, 15, 19}: 24 { 5, 14, 18, 19} : 25,9
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19}: 28 +{ 5, 6, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 10, 14, 19}: 26
+{ 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25 { 5, 14, 18, 23, 27} : 24,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 5, 6, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 5, 14, 15, 18}: 25
+{ 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24 { 5, 14, 19, 23} : 23,9 +{ 4, 5, 14, 19, 23}: 26
+{ 5, 11, 14}: 25 +{ 5, 14, 15, 19}: 24 +{ 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 23
{ 5, 15, 18, 19} : 24,9 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 7, 18}: 26
+{ 5, 11, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 24 { 5, 15, 18, 22} : 23,9
+{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22}: 26 +{ 5, 10, 15}: 25 +{ 5, 14, 15, 18}: 24
+{ 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 23 { 5, 15, 19, 22, 26} : 23,9 +{ 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26}: 27
+{ 5, 7, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 5, 14, 15, 19}: 24
+{ 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 23 { 5, 18, 19, 22, 23} : 22,9 +{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23}: 26
+{ 5, 10, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 5, 11, 18, 22}: 24 +{ 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 22 { 6, 10, 23} : 25,9 +{ 2, 6, 23}: 28
+{ 4, 6, 10, 23}: 27 +{ 5, 6, 10, 23}: 26 +{ 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25
{ 6, 10, 27} : 25,9 +{ 2, 6, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 6, 10, 27}: 27
+{ 5, 6, 10, 27}: na +{ 6, 10, 19}: 26 +{ 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25
{ 6, 19} : 24,9 +{ 4, 6, 19}: 27 +{ 5, 6, 19}: 26
+{ 6, 10, 19}: 25 +{ 6, 19, 23}: 24 { 6, 23, 27} : 23,9
+{ 4, 6, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 5, 6, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25
+{ 6, 15}: 24 +{ 6, 19, 23}: 23 { 7, 11, 22} : 24,9
+{ 3, 7, 22}: 27 +{ 4, 7, 11, 22}: 26 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22}: 25
+{ 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24 { 7, 11, 26} : 24,9 +{ 3, 7, 26}: 27
+{ 4, 7, 11, 26}: na +{ 5, 7, 11, 26}: 26 +{ 7, 11, 18}: 25
+{ 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24 { 7, 18} : 23,9 +{ 4, 7, 18}: 26
+{ 5, 7, 18}: 25 +{ 7, 11, 18}: 24 +{ 7, 18, 22}: 23
{ 7, 22, 26} : 22,9 +{ 4, 7, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 5, 7, 22, 26}: 25
+{ 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 7, 14}: 23 +{ 7, 18, 22}: 22
{ 10, 14, 19} : 23,9 +{ 2, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19}: 26
+{ 5, 10, 14, 19}: 25 +{ 6, 10, 19}: 24 +{ 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23
{ 10, 14, 23, 27} : 23,9 +{ 2, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26
+{ 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 6, 10, 23, 27}: 24 +{ 10, 14, 15}: 24
+{ 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 { 10, 15} : 22,9 +{ 4, 10, 15}: 25
+{ 5, 10, 15}: 24 +{ 10, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 10, 15, 19}: 22
{ 10, 19, 23} : 21,9 +{ 4, 10, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 5, 10, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 10, 11}: 23 +{ 10, 14, 19, 23}: 22 +{ 10, 15, 19}: 21
{ 11, 14} : 22,9 +{ 4, 11, 14}: 25 +{ 5, 11, 14}: 24
+{ 11, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 11, 14, 18}: 22 { 11, 15, 18} : 22,9
+{ 3, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 11, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 11, 15, 18}: 24
+{ 7, 11, 18}: 23 +{ 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 { 11, 15, 22, 26} : 21,9
+{ 3, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 4, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 24
+{ 7, 11, 22, 26}: 23 +{ 11, 14, 15}: 22 +{ 11, 15, 18, 22}: 21
{ 11, 18, 22} : 20,9 +{ 4, 11, 18, 22}: 24 +{ 5, 11, 18, 22}: 23
+{ 10, 11}: 22 +{ 11, 14, 18}: 21 +{ 11, 15, 18, 22}: 20
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{ 14, 15, 18} : 21,9 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 14, 15, 18}: 24
+{ 6, 15}: 23 +{ 10, 14, 15}: 22 +{ 14, 15, 18, 19}: 21
{ 14, 15, 19} : 20,9 +{ 4, 14, 15, 19}: 24 +{ 5, 14, 15, 19}: 23
+{ 7, 14}: 22 +{ 11, 14, 15}: 21 +{ 14, 15, 18, 19}: 20
{ 14, 18, 19, 23} : 19,9 +{ 4, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 6, 19, 23}: 22 +{ 10, 14, 19, 23}: 21 +{ 11, 14, 18}: 20
+{ 14, 15, 18, 19}: 19 { 15, 18, 19, 22} : 18,9 +{ 4, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 23
+{ 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 22 +{ 7, 18, 22}: 21 +{ 10, 15, 19}: 20
+{ 11, 15, 18, 22}: 19 +{ 14, 15, 18, 19}: 18 { 2, 4, 5} : na,10
{ 2, 4, 6, 35} : 26,10 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6}: na +{ 2, 4, 6, 23}: 27
+{ 2, 4, 6, 27}: 26 { 2, 4, 23} : 28,10 +{ 2, 4, 5, 23}: 30
+{ 2, 4, 6, 23}: 29 +{ 2, 4, 23, 27}: 28 { 2, 4, 27} : 27,10
+{ 2, 4, 5, 27}: na +{ 2, 4, 6, 27}: 29 +{ 2, 4, 19}: 28
+{ 2, 4, 23, 27}: 27 { 2, 5, 6} : na,10 { 2, 5, 23} : 27,10
+{ 2, 4, 5, 23}: 29 +{ 2, 5, 6, 23}: 28 +{ 2, 5, 23, 27}: 27
{ 2, 5, 27} : na,10 { 2, 6, 23} : 26,10 +{ 2, 4, 6, 23}: 28
+{ 2, 5, 6, 23}: 27 +{ 2, 6, 23, 27}: 26 { 2, 6, 27} : 26,10
+{ 2, 4, 6, 27}: 28 +{ 2, 5, 6, 27}: na +{ 2, 6, 19}: 27
+{ 2, 6, 23, 27}: 26 { 2, 19} : 25,10 +{ 2, 4, 19}: 28
+{ 2, 5, 19}: 27 +{ 2, 6, 19}: 26 +{ 2, 19, 23}: 25
{ 2, 23, 27} : 24,10 +{ 2, 4, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 2, 5, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 2, 6, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 2, 15}: 25 +{ 2, 19, 23}: 24
{ 3, 4, 5} : na,10 { 3, 4, 7} : na,10 { 3, 4, 22} : 27,10
+{ 3, 4, 5, 22}: 29 +{ 3, 4, 7, 22}: 28 +{ 3, 4, 22, 26}: 27
{ 3, 4, 26} : na,10 { 3, 5, 7, 34} : 25,10 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7}: na
+{ 3, 5, 7, 22}: 26 +{ 3, 5, 7, 26}: 25 { 3, 5, 22} : 26,10
+{ 3, 4, 5, 22}: 28 +{ 3, 5, 7, 22}: 27 +{ 3, 5, 22, 26}: 26
{ 3, 5, 26} : 26,10 +{ 3, 4, 5, 26}: na +{ 3, 5, 7, 26}: 28
+{ 3, 5, 18}: 27 +{ 3, 5, 22, 26}: 26 { 3, 7, 22} : 25,10
+{ 3, 4, 7, 22}: 27 +{ 3, 5, 7, 22}: 26 +{ 3, 7, 22, 26}: 25
{ 3, 7, 26} : 25,10 +{ 3, 4, 7, 26}: na +{ 3, 5, 7, 26}: 27
+{ 3, 7, 18}: 26 +{ 3, 7, 22, 26}: 25 { 3, 18} : 24,10
+{ 3, 4, 18}: 27 +{ 3, 5, 18}: 26 +{ 3, 7, 18}: 25
+{ 3, 18, 22}: 24 { 3, 22, 26} : 23,10 +{ 3, 4, 22, 26}: 27
+{ 3, 5, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 3, 7, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 3, 14}: 24
+{ 3, 18, 22}: 23 { 4, 5, 6, 10} : na,10 { 4, 5, 6, 23} : 27,10
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 27 { 4, 5, 6, 27} : na,10
{ 4, 5, 7, 11} : na,10 { 4, 5, 7, 22} : 26,10 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22}: 27
+{ 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 26 { 4, 5, 7, 26} : na,10 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 23} : 26,10
+{ 2, 4, 5, 23}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 27} : 26,10 +{ 2, 4, 5, 27}: na +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 27}: na
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26 { 4, 5, 10, 19} : 25,10
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 10, 19, 23}: 25 { 4, 5, 10, 23, 27} : 26,10
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 5, 10, 15}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 10, 19, 23}: 26
{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22} : 25,10 +{ 3, 4, 5, 22}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22}: 26
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+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 { 4, 5, 11, 15, 26} : 25,10 +{ 3, 4, 5, 26}: na
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 26}: na +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25
{ 4, 5, 11, 18} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 11, 18, 22}: 24
{ 4, 5, 11, 22, 26} : 25,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 11, 18, 22}: 25 { 4, 5, 14, 15} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 25
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 19}: 24 { 4, 5, 14, 18, 19} : 26,10 +{ 4, 5, 6, 19}: 28
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 26 { 4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 27} : 25,10
+{ 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 29 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25 { 4, 5, 14, 19, 23} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 19}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 24 { 4, 5, 15, 18, 19} : 25,10
+{ 4, 5, 7, 18}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 25
{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 22} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 10, 15}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 25
+{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 24 { 4, 5, 15, 19, 22, 26} : 25,10 +{ 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 28
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 19}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 25
{ 4, 5, 18, 19, 22, 23} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 10, 19, 23}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 11, 18, 22}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 24 { 4, 6, 10, 23} : 25,10
+{ 2, 4, 6, 23}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25
{ 4, 6, 10, 27} : 25,10 +{ 2, 4, 6, 27}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 27}: na
+{ 4, 6, 10, 19}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25 { 4, 6, 19} : 25,10
+{ 4, 5, 6, 19}: 27 +{ 4, 6, 10, 19}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 19, 23}: 25
{ 4, 6, 23, 27} : 25,10 +{ 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 4, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 4, 6, 15}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 19, 23}: 25 { 4, 7, 11, 22} : 24,10
+{ 3, 4, 7, 22}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22}: 25 +{ 4, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24
{ 4, 7, 11, 26} : na,10 { 4, 7, 18} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 7, 18}: 26
+{ 4, 7, 11, 18}: 25 +{ 4, 7, 18, 22}: 24 { 4, 7, 22, 26} : 24,10
+{ 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 4, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 4, 7, 14}: 25
+{ 4, 7, 18, 22}: 24 { 4, 10, 14, 19} : 24,10 +{ 2, 4, 19}: 27
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 10, 19}: 25 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24
{ 4, 10, 14, 23, 27} : 24,10 +{ 2, 4, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 26
+{ 4, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 4, 10, 14, 15}: 25 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24
{ 4, 10, 15} : 23,10 +{ 4, 5, 10, 15}: 25 +{ 4, 10, 14, 15}: 24
+{ 4, 10, 15, 19}: 23 { 4, 10, 19, 23} : 23,10 +{ 4, 5, 10, 19, 23}: 26
+{ 4, 10, 11}: 25 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 4, 10, 15, 19}: 23
{ 4, 11, 14} : 23,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14}: 25 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15}: 24
+{ 4, 11, 14, 18}: 23 { 4, 11, 15, 18} : 23,10 +{ 3, 4, 18}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 4, 7, 11, 18}: 24 +{ 4, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 23
{ 4, 11, 15, 22, 26} : 23,10 +{ 3, 4, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 4, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 23
{ 4, 11, 18, 22} : 22,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 18, 22}: 25 +{ 4, 10, 11}: 24
+{ 4, 11, 14, 18}: 23 +{ 4, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 { 4, 14, 15, 18} : 23,10
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 15}: 25 +{ 4, 10, 14, 15}: 24
+{ 4, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 23 { 4, 14, 15, 19} : 22,10 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 19}: 25
+{ 4, 7, 14}: 24 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 22
{ 4, 14, 18, 19, 23} : 22,10 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 26 +{ 4, 6, 19, 23}: 25
+{ 4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 4, 11, 14, 18}: 23 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 22
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{ 4, 15, 18, 19, 22} : 21,10 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 25 +{ 4, 7, 18, 22}: 24
+{ 4, 10, 15, 19}: 23 +{ 4, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 21
{ 5, 6, 10, 23} : 24,10 +{ 2, 5, 6, 23}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23}: 25
+{ 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 24 { 5, 6, 10, 27} : na,10 { 5, 6, 19} : 24,10
+{ 4, 5, 6, 19}: 26 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19}: 25 +{ 5, 6, 19, 23}: 24
{ 5, 6, 23, 27} : 24,10 +{ 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 26
+{ 5, 6, 15}: 25 +{ 5, 6, 19, 23}: 24 { 5, 7, 11, 22} : 23,10
+{ 3, 5, 7, 22}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22}: 24 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 23
{ 5, 7, 11, 26} : 24,10 +{ 3, 5, 7, 26}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 26}: na
+{ 5, 7, 11, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24 { 5, 7, 18} : 23,10
+{ 4, 5, 7, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18}: 24 +{ 5, 7, 18, 22}: 23
{ 5, 7, 22, 26} : 23,10 +{ 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 25
+{ 5, 7, 14}: 24 +{ 5, 7, 18, 22}: 23 { 5, 10, 14, 19} : 23,10
+{ 2, 5, 19}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19}: 25 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19}: 24
+{ 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 { 5, 10, 14, 23, 27} : 23,10 +{ 2, 5, 23, 27}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 5, 10, 14, 15}: 24
+{ 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 { 5, 10, 15} : 22,10 +{ 4, 5, 10, 15}: 24
+{ 5, 10, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 5, 10, 15, 19}: 22 { 5, 10, 19, 23} : 22,10
+{ 4, 5, 10, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 5, 10, 11}: 24 +{ 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 5, 10, 15, 19}: 22 { 5, 11, 14} : 22,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14}: 24
+{ 5, 11, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 5, 11, 14, 18}: 22 { 5, 11, 15, 18} : 22,10
+{ 3, 5, 18}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18}: 24 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18}: 23
+{ 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 { 5, 11, 15, 22, 26} : 22,10 +{ 3, 5, 22, 26}: 25
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15}: 23
+{ 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 { 5, 11, 18, 22} : 21,10 +{ 4, 5, 11, 18, 22}: 24
+{ 5, 10, 11}: 23 +{ 5, 11, 14, 18}: 22 +{ 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 21
{ 5, 14, 15, 18} : 22,10 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18}: 25 +{ 5, 6, 15}: 24
+{ 5, 10, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 22 { 5, 14, 15, 19} : 21,10
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 19}: 24 +{ 5, 7, 14}: 23 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15}: 22
+{ 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 21 { 5, 14, 18, 19, 23} : 21,10 +{ 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23}: 25
+{ 5, 6, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 5, 11, 14, 18}: 22
+{ 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 21 { 5, 15, 18, 19, 22} : 20,10 +{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22}: 24
+{ 5, 7, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 5, 10, 15, 19}: 22 +{ 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 21
+{ 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 20 { 6, 10, 19} : 22,10 +{ 2, 6, 19}: 25
+{ 4, 6, 10, 19}: 24 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19}: 23 +{ 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22
{ 6, 10, 23, 27} : 22,10 +{ 2, 6, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 4, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25
+{ 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 24 +{ 6, 10, 15}: 23 +{ 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22
{ 6, 15} : 21,10 +{ 4, 6, 15}: 24 +{ 5, 6, 15}: 23
+{ 6, 10, 15}: 22 +{ 6, 15, 19}: 21 { 6, 19, 23} : 20,10
+{ 4, 6, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 5, 6, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22
+{ 6, 11}: 21 +{ 6, 15, 19}: 20 { 7, 11, 18} : 21,10
+{ 3, 7, 18}: 24 +{ 4, 7, 11, 18}: 23 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18}: 22
+{ 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21 { 7, 11, 22, 26} : 21,10 +{ 3, 7, 22, 26}: 24
+{ 4, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 23 +{ 7, 11, 14}: 22
+{ 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21 { 7, 14} : 20,10 +{ 4, 7, 14}: 23
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+{ 5, 7, 14}: 22 +{ 7, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 7, 14, 18}: 20
{ 7, 18, 22} : 19,10 +{ 4, 7, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 5, 7, 18, 22}: 22
+{ 7, 10}: 21 +{ 7, 11, 18, 22}: 20 +{ 7, 14, 18}: 19
{ 10, 11} : 20,10 +{ 4, 10, 11}: 23 +{ 5, 10, 11}: 22
+{ 10, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 10, 11, 15}: 20 { 10, 14, 15} : 20,10
+{ 2, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 10, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 5, 10, 14, 15}: 22
+{ 6, 10, 15}: 21 +{ 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20 { 10, 14, 19, 23} : 19,10
+{ 2, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 4, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 22
+{ 6, 10, 19, 23}: 21 +{ 10, 11, 14}: 20 +{ 10, 14, 15, 19}: 19
{ 10, 15, 19} : 18,10 +{ 4, 10, 15, 19}: 22 +{ 5, 10, 15, 19}: 21
+{ 7, 10}: 20 +{ 10, 11, 15}: 19 +{ 10, 14, 15, 19}: 18
{ 11, 14, 15} : 19,10 +{ 3, 14}: 23 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15}: 22
+{ 5, 11, 14, 15}: 21 +{ 7, 11, 14}: 20 +{ 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19
{ 11, 14, 18} : 18,10 +{ 4, 11, 14, 18}: 22 +{ 5, 11, 14, 18}: 21
+{ 6, 11}: 20 +{ 10, 11, 14}: 19 +{ 11, 14, 15, 18}: 18
{ 11, 15, 18, 22} : 17,10 +{ 3, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 21
+{ 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 20 +{ 7, 11, 18, 22}: 19 +{ 10, 11, 15}: 18
+{ 11, 14, 15, 18}: 17 { 14, 15, 18, 19} : 16,10 +{ 4, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 21
+{ 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 20 +{ 6, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 7, 14, 18}: 18
+{ 10, 14, 15, 19}: 17 +{ 11, 14, 15, 18}: 16 { 2, 4, 5, 6} : na,11
{ 2, 4, 5, 23} : 26,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23}: 27 +{ 2, 4, 5, 23, 27}: 26
{ 2, 4, 5, 27} : na,11 { 2, 4, 6, 23} : 25,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23}: 26
+{ 2, 4, 6, 23, 27}: 25 { 2, 4, 6, 27} : 25,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 27}: na
+{ 2, 4, 6, 19}: 26 +{ 2, 4, 6, 23, 27}: 25 { 2, 4, 19} : 25,11
+{ 2, 4, 5, 19}: 27 +{ 2, 4, 6, 19}: 26 +{ 2, 4, 19, 23}: 25
{ 2, 4, 23, 27} : 25,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 23, 27}: 28 +{ 2, 4, 6, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 2, 4, 15}: 26 +{ 2, 4, 19, 23}: 25 { 2, 5, 6, 23} : 24,11
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23}: 25 +{ 2, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 24 { 2, 5, 6, 27} : na,11
{ 2, 5, 19} : 24,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 19}: 26 +{ 2, 5, 6, 19}: 25
+{ 2, 5, 19, 23}: 24 { 2, 5, 23, 27} : 24,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 23, 27}: 27
+{ 2, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 2, 5, 15}: 25 +{ 2, 5, 19, 23}: 24
{ 2, 6, 19} : 23,11 +{ 2, 4, 6, 19}: 25 +{ 2, 5, 6, 19}: 24
+{ 2, 6, 19, 23}: 23 { 2, 6, 23, 27} : 23,11 +{ 2, 4, 6, 23, 27}: 26
+{ 2, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 2, 6, 15}: 24 +{ 2, 6, 19, 23}: 23
{ 2, 15} : 22,11 +{ 2, 4, 15}: 25 +{ 2, 5, 15}: 24
+{ 2, 6, 15}: 23 +{ 2, 15, 19}: 22 { 2, 19, 23} : 21,11
+{ 2, 4, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 2, 5, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 2, 6, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 2, 11}: 22 +{ 2, 15, 19}: 21 { 3, 4, 5, 7} : na,11
{ 3, 4, 5, 22} : 25,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22}: 26 +{ 3, 4, 5, 22, 26}: 25
{ 3, 4, 5, 26} : na,11 { 3, 4, 7, 22} : 24,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22}: 25
+{ 3, 4, 7, 22, 26}: 24 { 3, 4, 7, 26} : na,11 { 3, 4, 18} : 24,11
+{ 3, 4, 5, 18}: 26 +{ 3, 4, 7, 18}: 25 +{ 3, 4, 18, 22}: 24
{ 3, 4, 22, 26} : 24,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 22, 26}: 27 +{ 3, 4, 7, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 3, 4, 14}: 25 +{ 3, 4, 18, 22}: 24 { 3, 5, 7, 22} : 23,11
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22}: 24 +{ 3, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 23 { 3, 5, 7, 26} : 24,11
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+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 26}: na +{ 3, 5, 7, 18}: 25 +{ 3, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 24
{ 3, 5, 18} : 23,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 18}: 25 +{ 3, 5, 7, 18}: 24
+{ 3, 5, 18, 22}: 23 { 3, 5, 22, 26} : 23,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 22, 26}: 26
+{ 3, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 3, 5, 14}: 24 +{ 3, 5, 18, 22}: 23
{ 3, 7, 18} : 22,11 +{ 3, 4, 7, 18}: 24 +{ 3, 5, 7, 18}: 23
+{ 3, 7, 18, 22}: 22 { 3, 7, 22, 26} : 22,11 +{ 3, 4, 7, 22, 26}: 25
+{ 3, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 3, 7, 14}: 23 +{ 3, 7, 18, 22}: 22
{ 3, 14} : 21,11 +{ 3, 4, 14}: 24 +{ 3, 5, 14}: 23
+{ 3, 7, 14}: 22 +{ 3, 14, 18}: 21 { 3, 18, 22} : 20,11
+{ 3, 4, 18, 22}: 24 +{ 3, 5, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 3, 7, 18, 22}: 22
+{ 3, 10}: 21 +{ 3, 14, 18}: 20 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 23} : 23,11
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 23 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 27} : na,11
{ 4, 5, 6, 19} : 24,11 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 24
{ 4, 5, 6, 23, 27} : 25,11 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 27 +{ 4, 5, 6, 15}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 25 { 4, 5, 7, 11, 22} : 22,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 22 { 4, 5, 7, 11, 26} : na,11 { 4, 5, 7, 18} : 23,11
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 23 { 4, 5, 7, 22, 26} : 24,11
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 7, 14}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 24
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19} : 23,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 19}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19}: 24
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 23, 27} : 23,11 +{ 2, 4, 5, 23, 27}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23
{ 4, 5, 10, 15} : 22,11 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 10, 15, 19}: 22
{ 4, 5, 10, 19, 23} : 23,11 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 4, 5, 10, 15, 19}: 23 { 4, 5, 11, 14} : 22,11 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 18}: 22 { 4, 5, 11, 15, 18} : 22,11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 18}: 24
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 { 4, 5, 11, 15, 22, 26} : 23,11
+{ 3, 4, 5, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15}: 24
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 23 { 4, 5, 11, 18, 22} : 22,11 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11}: 24
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 18}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 { 4, 5, 14, 15, 18} : 23,11
+{ 4, 5, 6, 15}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 23
{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 19} : 22,11 +{ 4, 5, 7, 14}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 22 { 4, 5, 14, 18, 19, 23} : 23,11 +{ 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 26
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 18}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 23
{ 4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 22} : 22,11 +{ 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 10, 15, 19}: 24
+{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 22 { 4, 6, 10, 19} : 22,11
+{ 2, 4, 6, 19}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19}: 23 +{ 4, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22
{ 4, 6, 10, 23, 27} : 23,11 +{ 2, 4, 6, 23, 27}: 25 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 25
+{ 4, 6, 10, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 23 { 4, 6, 15} : 22,11
+{ 4, 5, 6, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 6, 10, 15}: 23 +{ 4, 6, 15, 19}: 22
{ 4, 6, 19, 23} : 22,11 +{ 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 4, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 4, 6, 11}: 23 +{ 4, 6, 15, 19}: 22 { 4, 7, 11, 18} : 21,11
+{ 3, 4, 7, 18}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18}: 22 +{ 4, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21
{ 4, 7, 11, 22, 26} : 22,11 +{ 3, 4, 7, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 24
+{ 4, 7, 11, 14}: 23 +{ 4, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 22 { 4, 7, 14} : 21,11
+{ 4, 5, 7, 14}: 23 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14}: 22 +{ 4, 7, 14, 18}: 21
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{ 4, 7, 18, 22} : 21,11 +{ 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 24 +{ 4, 7, 10}: 23
+{ 4, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 7, 14, 18}: 21 { 4, 10, 11} : 21,11
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11}: 23 +{ 4, 10, 11, 14}: 22 +{ 4, 10, 11, 15}: 21
{ 4, 10, 14, 15} : 21,11 +{ 2, 4, 15}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 23
+{ 4, 6, 10, 15}: 22 +{ 4, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 21 { 4, 10, 14, 19, 23} : 21,11
+{ 2, 4, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 4, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 4, 10, 11, 14}: 22 +{ 4, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 21 { 4, 10, 15, 19} : 20,11
+{ 4, 5, 10, 15, 19}: 23 +{ 4, 7, 10}: 22 +{ 4, 10, 11, 15}: 21
+{ 4, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20 { 4, 11, 14, 15} : 20,11 +{ 3, 4, 14}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15}: 22 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 20
{ 4, 11, 14, 18} : 20,11 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 18}: 23 +{ 4, 6, 11}: 22
+{ 4, 10, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 20 { 4, 11, 15, 18, 22} : 19,11
+{ 3, 4, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21
+{ 4, 10, 11, 15}: 20 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19 { 4, 14, 15, 18, 19} : 19,11
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 23 +{ 4, 6, 15, 19}: 22 +{ 4, 7, 14, 18}: 21
+{ 4, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19 { 5, 6, 10, 19} : 21,11
+{ 2, 5, 6, 19}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19}: 22 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 21
{ 5, 6, 10, 23, 27} : 22,11 +{ 2, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 23, 27}: 24
+{ 5, 6, 10, 15}: 23 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22 { 5, 6, 15} : 21,11
+{ 4, 5, 6, 15}: 23 +{ 5, 6, 10, 15}: 22 +{ 5, 6, 15, 19}: 21
{ 5, 6, 19, 23} : 21,11 +{ 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 5, 6, 11}: 22 +{ 5, 6, 15, 19}: 21 { 5, 7, 11, 18} : 20,11
+{ 3, 5, 7, 18}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 20
{ 5, 7, 11, 22, 26} : 21,11 +{ 3, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22, 26}: 23
+{ 5, 7, 11, 14}: 22 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21 { 5, 7, 14} : 20,11
+{ 4, 5, 7, 14}: 22 +{ 5, 7, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 14, 18}: 20
{ 5, 7, 18, 22} : 20,11 +{ 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 5, 7, 10}: 22
+{ 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 14, 18}: 20 { 5, 10, 11} : 20,11
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11}: 22 +{ 5, 10, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 5, 10, 11, 15}: 20
{ 5, 10, 14, 15} : 20,11 +{ 2, 5, 15}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15}: 22
+{ 5, 6, 10, 15}: 21 +{ 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20 { 5, 10, 14, 19, 23} : 20,11
+{ 2, 5, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22
+{ 5, 10, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20 { 5, 10, 15, 19} : 19,11
+{ 4, 5, 10, 15, 19}: 22 +{ 5, 7, 10}: 21 +{ 5, 10, 11, 15}: 20
+{ 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 19 { 5, 11, 14, 15} : 19,11 +{ 3, 5, 14}: 22
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 11, 14}: 20 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19
{ 5, 11, 14, 18} : 19,11 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 18}: 22 +{ 5, 6, 11}: 21
+{ 5, 10, 11, 14}: 20 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19 { 5, 11, 15, 18, 22} : 18,11
+{ 3, 5, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 20
+{ 5, 10, 11, 15}: 19 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 18 { 5, 14, 15, 18, 19} : 18,11
+{ 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19}: 22 +{ 5, 6, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 14, 18}: 20
+{ 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 18 { 6, 10, 15} : 19,11
+{ 2, 6, 15}: 22 +{ 4, 6, 10, 15}: 21 +{ 5, 6, 10, 15}: 20
+{ 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19 { 6, 10, 19, 23} : 19,11 +{ 2, 6, 19, 23}: 22
+{ 4, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22 +{ 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 21 +{ 6, 10, 11}: 20
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+{ 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19 { 6, 11} : 18,11 +{ 4, 6, 11}: 21
+{ 5, 6, 11}: 20 +{ 6, 10, 11}: 19 +{ 6, 11, 15}: 18
{ 6, 15, 19} : 17,11 +{ 4, 6, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 5, 6, 15, 19}: 20
+{ 6, 7}: 19 +{ 6, 10, 15, 19}: 18 +{ 6, 11, 15}: 17
{ 7, 10} : 18,11 +{ 4, 7, 10}: 21 +{ 5, 7, 10}: 20
+{ 7, 10, 11}: 19 +{ 7, 10, 14}: 18 { 7, 11, 14} : 18,11
+{ 3, 7, 14}: 21 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14}: 20 +{ 5, 7, 11, 14}: 19
+{ 7, 11, 14, 18}: 18 { 7, 11, 18, 22} : 17,11 +{ 3, 7, 18, 22}: 21
+{ 4, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 20 +{ 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 19 +{ 7, 10, 11}: 18
+{ 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17 { 7, 14, 18} : 16,11 +{ 4, 7, 14, 18}: 20
+{ 5, 7, 14, 18}: 19 +{ 6, 7}: 18 +{ 7, 10, 14}: 17
+{ 7, 11, 14, 18}: 16 { 10, 11, 14} : 17,11 +{ 2, 11}: 21
+{ 4, 10, 11, 14}: 20 +{ 5, 10, 11, 14}: 19 +{ 6, 10, 11}: 18
+{ 10, 11, 14, 15}: 17 { 10, 11, 15} : 16,11 +{ 3, 10}: 20
+{ 4, 10, 11, 15}: 19 +{ 5, 10, 11, 15}: 18 +{ 7, 10, 11}: 17
+{ 10, 11, 14, 15}: 16 { 10, 14, 15, 19} : 15,11 +{ 2, 15, 19}: 20
+{ 4, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 18 +{ 6, 10, 15, 19}: 17
+{ 7, 10, 14}: 16 +{ 10, 11, 14, 15}: 15 { 11, 14, 15, 18} : 14,11
+{ 3, 14, 18}: 19 +{ 4, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 18 +{ 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 17
+{ 6, 11, 15}: 16 +{ 7, 11, 14, 18}: 15 +{ 10, 11, 14, 15}: 14
{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23} : 22,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 22 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 27} : na,12
{ 2, 4, 5, 19} : 23,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19}: 24 +{ 2, 4, 5, 19, 23}: 23
{ 2, 4, 5, 23, 27} : 24,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 26 +{ 2, 4, 5, 15}: 25
+{ 2, 4, 5, 19, 23}: 24 { 2, 4, 6, 19} : 22,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19}: 23
+{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23}: 22 { 2, 4, 6, 23, 27} : 23,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 25
+{ 2, 4, 6, 15}: 24 +{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23}: 23 { 2, 4, 15} : 22,12
+{ 2, 4, 5, 15}: 24 +{ 2, 4, 6, 15}: 23 +{ 2, 4, 15, 19}: 22
{ 2, 4, 19, 23} : 22,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 19, 23}: 25 +{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 2, 4, 11}: 23 +{ 2, 4, 15, 19}: 22 { 2, 5, 6, 19} : 21,12
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19}: 22 +{ 2, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 21 { 2, 5, 6, 23, 27} : 22,12
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 24 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15}: 23 +{ 2, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 22
{ 2, 5, 15} : 21,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 15}: 23 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15}: 22
+{ 2, 5, 15, 19}: 21 { 2, 5, 19, 23} : 21,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 19, 23}: 24
+{ 2, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 2, 5, 11}: 22 +{ 2, 5, 15, 19}: 21
{ 2, 6, 15} : 20,12 +{ 2, 4, 6, 15}: 22 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15}: 21
+{ 2, 6, 15, 19}: 20 { 2, 6, 19, 23} : 20,12 +{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 2, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 22 +{ 2, 6, 11}: 21 +{ 2, 6, 15, 19}: 20
{ 2, 11} : 19,12 +{ 2, 4, 11}: 22 +{ 2, 5, 11}: 21
+{ 2, 6, 11}: 20 +{ 2, 11, 15}: 19 { 2, 15, 19} : 18,12
+{ 2, 4, 15, 19}: 22 +{ 2, 5, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 2, 6, 15, 19}: 20
+{ 2, 7}: 19 +{ 2, 11, 15}: 18 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 22} : 21,12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 21 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 26} : na,12 { 3, 4, 5, 18} : 22,12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18}: 23 +{ 3, 4, 5, 18, 22}: 22 { 3, 4, 5, 22, 26} : 23,12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 25 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14}: 24 +{ 3, 4, 5, 18, 22}: 23
{ 3, 4, 7, 18} : 21,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18}: 22 +{ 3, 4, 7, 18, 22}: 21
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{ 3, 4, 7, 22, 26} : 22,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 24 +{ 3, 4, 7, 14}: 23
+{ 3, 4, 7, 18, 22}: 22 { 3, 4, 14} : 21,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14}: 23
+{ 3, 4, 7, 14}: 22 +{ 3, 4, 14, 18}: 21 { 3, 4, 18, 22} : 21,12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 18, 22}: 24 +{ 3, 4, 7, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 3, 4, 10}: 22
+{ 3, 4, 14, 18}: 21 { 3, 5, 7, 18} : 20,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18}: 21
+{ 3, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 20 { 3, 5, 7, 22, 26} : 21,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 23
+{ 3, 5, 7, 14}: 22 +{ 3, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 21 { 3, 5, 14} : 20,12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 14}: 22 +{ 3, 5, 7, 14}: 21 +{ 3, 5, 14, 18}: 20
{ 3, 5, 18, 22} : 20,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 18, 22}: 23 +{ 3, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 22
+{ 3, 5, 10}: 21 +{ 3, 5, 14, 18}: 20 { 3, 7, 14} : 19,12
+{ 3, 4, 7, 14}: 21 +{ 3, 5, 7, 14}: 20 +{ 3, 7, 14, 18}: 19
{ 3, 7, 18, 22} : 19,12 +{ 3, 4, 7, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 3, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 21
+{ 3, 7, 10}: 20 +{ 3, 7, 14, 18}: 19 { 3, 10} : 18,12
+{ 3, 4, 10}: 21 +{ 3, 5, 10}: 20 +{ 3, 7, 10}: 19
+{ 3, 10, 14}: 18 { 3, 14, 18} : 17,12 +{ 3, 4, 14, 18}: 21
+{ 3, 5, 14, 18}: 20 +{ 3, 6}: 19 +{ 3, 7, 14, 18}: 18
+{ 3, 10, 14}: 17 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 19} : 20,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19}: 21
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 20 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 23, 27} : 22,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 23, 27}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22 { 4, 5, 6, 15} : 21,12
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 21 { 4, 5, 6, 19, 23} : 22,12
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 24 +{ 4, 5, 6, 11}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 22
{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18} : 19,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 19
{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 22, 26} : 21,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22, 26}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14}: 22
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21 { 4, 5, 7, 14} : 20,12 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14}: 21
+{ 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 20 { 4, 5, 7, 18, 22} : 21,12 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 21 { 4, 5, 10, 11} : 20,12
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15}: 20 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 15} : 20,12
+{ 2, 4, 5, 15}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20
{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23} : 21,12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 21 { 4, 5, 10, 15, 19} : 20,12
+{ 4, 5, 7, 10}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20
{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15} : 19,12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14}: 20
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19 { 4, 5, 11, 14, 18} : 20,12 +{ 4, 5, 6, 11}: 22
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 20 { 4, 5, 11, 15, 18, 22} : 19,12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15}: 20
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19 { 4, 5, 14, 15, 18, 19} : 20,12 +{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 23
+{ 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 22 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 20
{ 4, 6, 10, 15} : 19,12 +{ 2, 4, 6, 15}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15}: 20
+{ 4, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19 { 4, 6, 10, 19, 23} : 20,12 +{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23}: 22
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 22 +{ 4, 6, 10, 11}: 21 +{ 4, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 20
{ 4, 6, 11} : 19,12 +{ 4, 5, 6, 11}: 21 +{ 4, 6, 10, 11}: 20
+{ 4, 6, 11, 15}: 19 { 4, 6, 15, 19} : 19,12 +{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 22
+{ 4, 6, 7}: 21 +{ 4, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 4, 6, 11, 15}: 19
{ 4, 7, 10} : 19,12 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10}: 21 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11}: 20
+{ 4, 7, 10, 14}: 19 { 4, 7, 11, 14} : 18,12 +{ 3, 4, 7, 14}: 20
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+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14}: 19 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 18 { 4, 7, 11, 18, 22} : 18,12
+{ 3, 4, 7, 18, 22}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 20 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11}: 19
+{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 18 { 4, 7, 14, 18} : 18,12 +{ 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 21
+{ 4, 6, 7}: 20 +{ 4, 7, 10, 14}: 19 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 18
{ 4, 10, 11, 14} : 18,12 +{ 2, 4, 11}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14}: 20
+{ 4, 6, 10, 11}: 19 +{ 4, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 18 { 4, 10, 11, 15} : 17,12
+{ 3, 4, 10}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15}: 19 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11}: 18
+{ 4, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 17 { 4, 10, 14, 15, 19} : 17,12 +{ 2, 4, 15, 19}: 21
+{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 4, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 4, 7, 10, 14}: 18
+{ 4, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 17 { 4, 11, 14, 15, 18} : 16,12 +{ 3, 4, 14, 18}: 20
+{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 19 +{ 4, 6, 11, 15}: 18 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17
+{ 4, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 16 { 5, 6, 10, 15} : 18,12 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15}: 20
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15}: 19 +{ 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 18 { 5, 6, 10, 19, 23} : 19,12
+{ 2, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23}: 21 +{ 5, 6, 10, 11}: 20
+{ 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19 { 5, 6, 11} : 18,12 +{ 4, 5, 6, 11}: 20
+{ 5, 6, 10, 11}: 19 +{ 5, 6, 11, 15}: 18 { 5, 6, 15, 19} : 18,12
+{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 5, 6, 7}: 20 +{ 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19
+{ 5, 6, 11, 15}: 18 { 5, 7, 10} : 18,12 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10}: 20
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11}: 19 +{ 5, 7, 10, 14}: 18 { 5, 7, 11, 14} : 17,12
+{ 3, 5, 7, 14}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14}: 18 +{ 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17
{ 5, 7, 11, 18, 22} : 17,12 +{ 3, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22}: 19
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11}: 18 +{ 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17 { 5, 7, 14, 18} : 17,12
+{ 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 20 +{ 5, 6, 7}: 19 +{ 5, 7, 10, 14}: 18
+{ 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17 { 5, 10, 11, 14} : 17,12 +{ 2, 5, 11}: 20
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14}: 19 +{ 5, 6, 10, 11}: 18 +{ 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 17
{ 5, 10, 11, 15} : 16,12 +{ 3, 5, 10}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15}: 18
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11}: 17 +{ 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 16 { 5, 10, 14, 15, 19} : 16,12
+{ 2, 5, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 18
+{ 5, 7, 10, 14}: 17 +{ 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 16 { 5, 11, 14, 15, 18} : 15,12
+{ 3, 5, 14, 18}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18}: 18 +{ 5, 6, 11, 15}: 17
+{ 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 16 +{ 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 15 { 6, 7} : 16,12
+{ 4, 6, 7}: 19 +{ 5, 6, 7}: 18 +{ 6, 7, 10}: 17
+{ 6, 7, 11}: 16 { 6, 10, 11} : 16,12 +{ 2, 6, 11}: 19
+{ 4, 6, 10, 11}: 18 +{ 5, 6, 10, 11}: 17 +{ 6, 10, 11, 15}: 16
{ 6, 10, 15, 19} : 15,12 +{ 2, 6, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 4, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 18
+{ 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 17 +{ 6, 7, 10}: 16 +{ 6, 10, 11, 15}: 15
{ 6, 11, 15} : 14,12 +{ 3, 6}: 18 +{ 4, 6, 11, 15}: 17
+{ 5, 6, 11, 15}: 16 +{ 6, 7, 11}: 15 +{ 6, 10, 11, 15}: 14
{ 7, 10, 11} : 15,12 +{ 3, 7, 10}: 18 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11}: 17
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11}: 16 +{ 7, 10, 11, 14}: 15 { 7, 10, 14} : 14,12
+{ 2, 7}: 18 +{ 4, 7, 10, 14}: 17 +{ 5, 7, 10, 14}: 16
+{ 6, 7, 10}: 15 +{ 7, 10, 11, 14}: 14 { 7, 11, 14, 18} : 13,12
+{ 3, 7, 14, 18}: 17 +{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 16 +{ 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 15
+{ 6, 7, 11}: 14 +{ 7, 10, 11, 14}: 13 { 10, 11, 14, 15} : 12,12
+{ 2, 11, 15}: 17 +{ 3, 10, 14}: 16 +{ 4, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 15
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+{ 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 14 +{ 6, 10, 11, 15}: 13 +{ 7, 10, 11, 14}: 12
{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19} : 19,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 19 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 23, 27} : 21,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15}: 22 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 21 { 2, 4, 5, 15} : 20,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15}: 21 +{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19}: 20 { 2, 4, 5, 19, 23} : 21,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 23 +{ 2, 4, 5, 11}: 22 +{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19}: 21
{ 2, 4, 6, 15} : 19,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15}: 20 +{ 2, 4, 6, 15, 19}: 19
{ 2, 4, 6, 19, 23} : 20,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 22 +{ 2, 4, 6, 11}: 21
+{ 2, 4, 6, 15, 19}: 20 { 2, 4, 11} : 19,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 11}: 21
+{ 2, 4, 6, 11}: 20 +{ 2, 4, 11, 15}: 19 { 2, 4, 15, 19} : 19,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19}: 22 +{ 2, 4, 6, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 2, 4, 7}: 20
+{ 2, 4, 11, 15}: 19 { 2, 5, 6, 15} : 18,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15}: 19
+{ 2, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 18 { 2, 5, 6, 19, 23} : 19,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 21
+{ 2, 5, 6, 11}: 20 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 19 { 2, 5, 11} : 18,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 11}: 20 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11}: 19 +{ 2, 5, 11, 15}: 18
{ 2, 5, 15, 19} : 18,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19}: 21 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 20
+{ 2, 5, 7}: 19 +{ 2, 5, 11, 15}: 18 { 2, 6, 11} : 17,13
+{ 2, 4, 6, 11}: 19 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11}: 18 +{ 2, 6, 11, 15}: 17
{ 2, 6, 15, 19} : 17,13 +{ 2, 4, 6, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 19
+{ 2, 6, 7}: 18 +{ 2, 6, 11, 15}: 17 { 2, 7} : 16,13
+{ 2, 4, 7}: 19 +{ 2, 5, 7}: 18 +{ 2, 6, 7}: 17
+{ 2, 7, 11}: 16 { 2, 11, 15} : 15,13 +{ 2, 3}: 19
+{ 2, 4, 11, 15}: 18 +{ 2, 5, 11, 15}: 17 +{ 2, 6, 11, 15}: 16
+{ 2, 7, 11}: 15 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 18} : 18,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 18
{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 22, 26} : 20,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14}: 21 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 20
{ 3, 4, 5, 14} : 19,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14}: 20 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14, 18}: 19
{ 3, 4, 5, 18, 22} : 20,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 22 +{ 3, 4, 5, 10}: 21
+{ 3, 4, 5, 14, 18}: 20 { 3, 4, 7, 14} : 18,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14}: 19
+{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18}: 18 { 3, 4, 7, 18, 22} : 19,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 21
+{ 3, 4, 7, 10}: 20 +{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18}: 19 { 3, 4, 10} : 18,13
+{ 3, 4, 5, 10}: 20 +{ 3, 4, 7, 10}: 19 +{ 3, 4, 10, 14}: 18
{ 3, 4, 14, 18} : 18,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14, 18}: 21 +{ 3, 4, 6}: 20
+{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18}: 19 +{ 3, 4, 10, 14}: 18 { 3, 5, 7, 14} : 17,13
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14}: 18 +{ 3, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 17 { 3, 5, 7, 18, 22} : 18,13
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 20 +{ 3, 5, 7, 10}: 19 +{ 3, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 18
{ 3, 5, 10} : 17,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 10}: 19 +{ 3, 5, 7, 10}: 18
+{ 3, 5, 10, 14}: 17 { 3, 5, 14, 18} : 17,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14, 18}: 20
+{ 3, 5, 6}: 19 +{ 3, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 18 +{ 3, 5, 10, 14}: 17
{ 3, 6} : 16,13 +{ 3, 4, 6}: 19 +{ 3, 5, 6}: 18
+{ 3, 6, 7}: 17 +{ 3, 6, 10}: 16 { 3, 7, 10} : 16,13
+{ 3, 4, 7, 10}: 18 +{ 3, 5, 7, 10}: 17 +{ 3, 7, 10, 14}: 16
{ 3, 7, 14, 18} : 15,13 +{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18}: 18 +{ 3, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 17
+{ 3, 6, 7}: 16 +{ 3, 7, 10, 14}: 15 { 3, 10, 14} : 14,13
+{ 2, 3}: 18 +{ 3, 4, 10, 14}: 17 +{ 3, 5, 10, 14}: 16
+{ 3, 6, 10}: 15 +{ 3, 7, 10, 14}: 14 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 15} : 17,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15}: 18 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 17 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 19, 23} : 19,13
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+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19
{ 4, 5, 6, 11} : 18,13 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 18
{ 4, 5, 6, 15, 19} : 19,13 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7}: 21 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 20
+{ 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 19 { 4, 5, 7, 10} : 18,13 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11}: 19
+{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 18 { 4, 5, 7, 11, 14} : 16,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14}: 17
+{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 16 { 4, 5, 7, 11, 18, 22} : 17,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22}: 19
+{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11}: 18 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17 { 4, 5, 7, 14, 18} : 18,13
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 18
{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14} : 17,13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 11}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 17 { 4, 5, 10, 11, 15} : 16,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 10}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 16 { 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19} : 17,13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 17 { 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 18} : 16,13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 14, 18}: 19
+{ 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 18 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 16
{ 4, 6, 7} : 17,13 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7}: 19 +{ 4, 6, 7, 10}: 18
+{ 4, 6, 7, 11}: 17 { 4, 6, 10, 11} : 16,13 +{ 2, 4, 6, 11}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11}: 17 +{ 4, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 16 { 4, 6, 10, 15, 19} : 16,13
+{ 2, 4, 6, 15, 19}: 19 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 18 +{ 4, 6, 7, 10}: 17
+{ 4, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 16 { 4, 6, 11, 15} : 15,13 +{ 3, 4, 6}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 17 +{ 4, 6, 7, 11}: 16 +{ 4, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 15
{ 4, 7, 10, 11} : 15,13 +{ 3, 4, 7, 10}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11}: 16
+{ 4, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 15 { 4, 7, 10, 14} : 15,13 +{ 2, 4, 7}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 17 +{ 4, 6, 7, 10}: 16 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 15
{ 4, 7, 11, 14, 18} : 14,13 +{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 16
+{ 4, 6, 7, 11}: 15 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 14 { 4, 10, 11, 14, 15} : 13,13
+{ 2, 4, 11, 15}: 17 +{ 3, 4, 10, 14}: 16 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 15
+{ 4, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 14 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 13 { 5, 6, 7} : 16,13
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7}: 18 +{ 5, 6, 7, 10}: 17 +{ 5, 6, 7, 11}: 16
{ 5, 6, 10, 11} : 15,13 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11}: 16
+{ 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 15 { 5, 6, 10, 15, 19} : 15,13 +{ 2, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 18
+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19}: 17 +{ 5, 6, 7, 10}: 16 +{ 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 15
{ 5, 6, 11, 15} : 14,13 +{ 3, 5, 6}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 16
+{ 5, 6, 7, 11}: 15 +{ 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 14 { 5, 7, 10, 11} : 14,13
+{ 3, 5, 7, 10}: 16 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11}: 15 +{ 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 14
{ 5, 7, 10, 14} : 14,13 +{ 2, 5, 7}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 16
+{ 5, 6, 7, 10}: 15 +{ 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 14 { 5, 7, 11, 14, 18} : 13,13
+{ 3, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 16 +{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18}: 15 +{ 5, 6, 7, 11}: 14
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 13 { 5, 10, 11, 14, 15} : 12,13 +{ 2, 5, 11, 15}: 16
+{ 3, 5, 10, 14}: 15 +{ 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15}: 14 +{ 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 13
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 12 { 6, 7, 10} : 13,13 +{ 2, 6, 7}: 16
+{ 4, 6, 7, 10}: 15 +{ 5, 6, 7, 10}: 14 +{ 6, 7, 10, 11}: 13
{ 6, 7, 11} : 12,13 +{ 3, 6, 7}: 15 +{ 4, 6, 7, 11}: 14
+{ 5, 6, 7, 11}: 13 +{ 6, 7, 10, 11}: 12 { 6, 10, 11, 15} : 11,13
+{ 2, 6, 11, 15}: 15 +{ 3, 6, 10}: 14 +{ 4, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 13
+{ 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 12 +{ 6, 7, 10, 11}: 11 { 7, 10, 11, 14} : 10,13
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+{ 2, 7, 11}: 14 +{ 3, 7, 10, 14}: 13 +{ 4, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 12
+{ 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 11 +{ 6, 7, 10, 11}: 10 { 2, 3} : 16,14
+{ 2, 3, 4}: 19 +{ 2, 3, 5}: 18 +{ 2, 3, 6}: 17
+{ 2, 3, 7}: 16 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 15} : 16,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 16
{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 23} : 18,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11}: 19 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 18
{ 2, 4, 5, 11} : 17,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11}: 18 +{ 2, 4, 5, 11, 15}: 17
{ 2, 4, 5, 15, 19} : 18,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 20 +{ 2, 4, 5, 7}: 19
+{ 2, 4, 5, 11, 15}: 18 { 2, 4, 6, 11} : 16,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11}: 17
+{ 2, 4, 6, 11, 15}: 16 { 2, 4, 6, 15, 19} : 17,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 19
+{ 2, 4, 6, 7}: 18 +{ 2, 4, 6, 11, 15}: 17 { 2, 4, 7} : 16,14
+{ 2, 4, 5, 7}: 18 +{ 2, 4, 6, 7}: 17 +{ 2, 4, 7, 11}: 16
{ 2, 4, 11, 15} : 15,14 +{ 2, 3, 4}: 18 +{ 2, 4, 5, 11, 15}: 17
+{ 2, 4, 6, 11, 15}: 16 +{ 2, 4, 7, 11}: 15 { 2, 5, 6, 11} : 15,14
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11}: 16 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 15 { 2, 5, 6, 15, 19} : 16,14
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 18 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7}: 17 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 16
{ 2, 5, 7} : 15,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 7}: 17 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7}: 16
+{ 2, 5, 7, 11}: 15 { 2, 5, 11, 15} : 14,14 +{ 2, 3, 5}: 17
+{ 2, 4, 5, 11, 15}: 16 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 15 +{ 2, 5, 7, 11}: 14
{ 2, 6, 7} : 14,14 +{ 2, 4, 6, 7}: 16 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7}: 15
+{ 2, 6, 7, 11}: 14 { 2, 6, 11, 15} : 13,14 +{ 2, 3, 6}: 16
+{ 2, 4, 6, 11, 15}: 15 +{ 2, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 14 +{ 2, 6, 7, 11}: 13
{ 2, 7, 11} : 12,14 +{ 2, 3, 7}: 15 +{ 2, 4, 7, 11}: 14
+{ 2, 5, 7, 11}: 13 +{ 2, 6, 7, 11}: 12 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 14} : 15,14
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 15 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 18, 22} : 17,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10}: 18
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 17 { 3, 4, 5, 10} : 16,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10}: 17
+{ 3, 4, 5, 10, 14}: 16 { 3, 4, 5, 14, 18} : 17,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6}: 19
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 18 +{ 3, 4, 5, 10, 14}: 17 { 3, 4, 6} : 16,14
+{ 3, 4, 5, 6}: 18 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7}: 17 +{ 3, 4, 6, 10}: 16
{ 3, 4, 7, 10} : 15,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10}: 16 +{ 3, 4, 7, 10, 14}: 15
{ 3, 4, 7, 14, 18} : 15,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 17 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7}: 16
+{ 3, 4, 7, 10, 14}: 15 { 3, 4, 10, 14} : 14,14 +{ 2, 3, 4}: 17
+{ 3, 4, 5, 10, 14}: 16 +{ 3, 4, 6, 10}: 15 +{ 3, 4, 7, 10, 14}: 14
{ 3, 5, 6} : 15,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6}: 17 +{ 3, 5, 6, 7}: 16
+{ 3, 5, 6, 10}: 15 { 3, 5, 7, 10} : 14,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10}: 15
+{ 3, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 14 { 3, 5, 7, 14, 18} : 14,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 16
+{ 3, 5, 6, 7}: 15 +{ 3, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 14 { 3, 5, 10, 14} : 13,14
+{ 2, 3, 5}: 16 +{ 3, 4, 5, 10, 14}: 15 +{ 3, 5, 6, 10}: 14
+{ 3, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 13 { 3, 6, 7} : 13,14 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7}: 15
+{ 3, 5, 6, 7}: 14 +{ 3, 6, 7, 10}: 13 { 3, 6, 10} : 12,14
+{ 2, 3, 6}: 15 +{ 3, 4, 6, 10}: 14 +{ 3, 5, 6, 10}: 13
+{ 3, 6, 7, 10}: 12 { 3, 7, 10, 14} : 11,14 +{ 2, 3, 7}: 14
+{ 3, 4, 7, 10, 14}: 13 +{ 3, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 12 +{ 3, 6, 7, 10}: 11
{ 4, 5, 6, 7} : 16,14 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 16
{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11} : 14,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11}: 15 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 14
{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19} : 15,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19}: 17 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 16
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+{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 15 { 4, 5, 6, 11, 15} : 14,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6}: 16
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 15 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 14 { 4, 5, 7, 10, 11} : 13,14
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10}: 14 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 13 { 4, 5, 7, 10, 14} : 14,14
+{ 2, 4, 5, 7}: 16 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 15 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 14
{ 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18} : 13,14 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18}: 15 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 14
+{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 13 { 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 15} : 12,14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 11, 15}: 15
+{ 3, 4, 5, 10, 14}: 14 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 13 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 12
{ 4, 6, 7, 10} : 13,14 +{ 2, 4, 6, 7}: 15 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 14
+{ 4, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 13 { 4, 6, 7, 11} : 12,14 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7}: 14
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 13 +{ 4, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 12 { 4, 6, 10, 11, 15} : 11,14
+{ 2, 4, 6, 11, 15}: 14 +{ 3, 4, 6, 10}: 13 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 12
+{ 4, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 11 { 4, 7, 10, 11, 14} : 10,14 +{ 2, 4, 7, 11}: 13
+{ 3, 4, 7, 10, 14}: 12 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 11 +{ 4, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 10
{ 5, 6, 7, 10} : 12,14 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7}: 14 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 13
+{ 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 12 { 5, 6, 7, 11} : 11,14 +{ 3, 5, 6, 7}: 13
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 12 +{ 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 11 { 5, 6, 10, 11, 15} : 10,14
+{ 2, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 13 +{ 3, 5, 6, 10}: 12 +{ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15}: 11
+{ 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 10 { 5, 7, 10, 11, 14} : 9,14 +{ 2, 5, 7, 11}: 12
+{ 3, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 11 +{ 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14}: 10 +{ 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 9
{ 6, 7, 10, 11} : 8,14 +{ 2, 6, 7, 11}: 11 +{ 3, 6, 7, 10}: 10
+{ 4, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 9 +{ 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 8 { 2, 3, 4} : 15,15
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5}: 17 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6}: 16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 7}: 15
{ 2, 3, 5} : 14,15 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5}: 16 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6}: 15
+{ 2, 3, 5, 7}: 14 { 2, 3, 6} : 13,15 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6}: 15
+{ 2, 3, 5, 6}: 14 +{ 2, 3, 6, 7}: 13 { 2, 3, 7} : 12,15
+{ 2, 3, 4, 7}: 14 +{ 2, 3, 5, 7}: 13 +{ 2, 3, 6, 7}: 12
{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11} : 13,15 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 13 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 19} : 15,15
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 16 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 15 { 2, 4, 5, 7} : 14,15
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 15 +{ 2, 4, 5, 7, 11}: 14 { 2, 4, 5, 11, 15} : 13,15
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5}: 15 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 7, 11}: 13
{ 2, 4, 6, 7} : 13,15 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 14 +{ 2, 4, 6, 7, 11}: 13
{ 2, 4, 6, 11, 15} : 12,15 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6}: 14 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 13
+{ 2, 4, 6, 7, 11}: 12 { 2, 4, 7, 11} : 11,15 +{ 2, 3, 4, 7}: 13
+{ 2, 4, 5, 7, 11}: 12 +{ 2, 4, 6, 7, 11}: 11 { 2, 5, 6, 7} : 12,15
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 13 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 12 { 2, 5, 6, 11, 15} : 11,15
+{ 2, 3, 5, 6}: 13 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 12 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 11
{ 2, 5, 7, 11} : 10,15 +{ 2, 3, 5, 7}: 12 +{ 2, 4, 5, 7, 11}: 11
+{ 2, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 10 { 2, 6, 7, 11} : 9,15 +{ 2, 3, 6, 7}: 11
+{ 2, 4, 6, 7, 11}: 10 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 9 { 3, 4, 5, 6} : 14,15
+{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 15 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}: 14 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 10} : 12,15
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 12 { 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 18} : 13,15 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 14
+{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 13 { 3, 4, 5, 10, 14} : 12,15 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5}: 14
+{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}: 13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 12 { 3, 4, 6, 7} : 12,15
+{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 13 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10}: 12 { 3, 4, 6, 10} : 11,15
+{ 2, 3, 4, 6}: 13 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}: 12 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10}: 11
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{ 3, 4, 7, 10, 14} : 10,15 +{ 2, 3, 4, 7}: 12 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 11
+{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10}: 10 { 3, 5, 6, 7} : 11,15 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 12
+{ 3, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 11 { 3, 5, 6, 10} : 10,15 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6}: 12
+{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}: 11 +{ 3, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 10 { 3, 5, 7, 10, 14} : 9,15
+{ 2, 3, 5, 7}: 11 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 10 +{ 3, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 9
{ 3, 6, 7, 10} : 8,15 +{ 2, 3, 6, 7}: 10 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10}: 9
+{ 3, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 8 { 4, 5, 6, 7, 10} : 11,15 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 12
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 11 { 4, 5, 6, 7, 11} : 10,15 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 11
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 10 { 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15} : 9,15 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15}: 11
+{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}: 10 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 9 { 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14} : 8,15
+{ 2, 4, 5, 7, 11}: 10 +{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14}: 9 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 8
{ 4, 6, 7, 10, 11} : 7,15 +{ 2, 4, 6, 7, 11}: 9 +{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10}: 8
+{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 7 { 5, 6, 7, 10, 11} : 6,15 +{ 2, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 8
+{ 3, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 7 +{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}: 6 { 2, 3, 4, 5} : 12,16
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: 13 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}: 12 { 2, 3, 4, 6} : 11,16
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: 12 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}: 11 { 2, 3, 4, 7} : 10,16
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}: 11 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}: 10 { 2, 3, 5, 6} : 10,16
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: 11 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}: 10 { 2, 3, 5, 7} : 9,16
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}: 10 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}: 9 { 2, 3, 6, 7} : 8,16
+{ 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}: 9 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}: 8 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 7} : 10,16
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 10 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15} : 9,16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: 10
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 9 { 2, 4, 5, 7, 11} : 8,16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}: 9
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 8 { 2, 4, 6, 7, 11} : 7,16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}: 8
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 7 { 2, 5, 6, 7, 11} : 6,16 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}: 7
+{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 6 { 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} : 9,16 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 9
{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10} : 8,16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: 9 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 8
{ 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14} : 7,16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}: 8 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 7
{ 3, 4, 6, 7, 10} : 6,16 +{ 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}: 7 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 6
{ 3, 5, 6, 7, 10} : 5,16 +{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}: 6 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 5
{ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11} : 4,16 +{ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11}: 5 +{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10}: 4
{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} : 7,17 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 7 { 2, 3, 4, 5, 7} : 6,17
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 6 { 2, 3, 4, 6, 7} : 5,17 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 5
{ 2, 3, 5, 6, 7} : 4,17 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 4 { 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11} : 3,17
+{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 3 { 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10} : 2,17 +{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: 2
{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} : 0,18
Dimensions and deviations for rk = 2,Γ = 〈4, 6, 15〉
Let us provide the full DAHA superpolynomial for R = C[[z4, z6 +
z9]] and rk = 2. It presumably coincides with the so-called reduced
stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomial for Cab(15, 2)T (3, 2) colored by
ω2 upon some change of variables q, t, a and normalization. Though we
must mention that the theory of reduced and coloredKhR–polynomials
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is not sufficiently established (even for simple torus knots). The for-
mula is:
r = {3, 2}, s = {2, 3},H{3,2},{2,3}(ω2; q, t, a) =
1+q2t+q3t+q4t+q5t+q6t+q7t+q4t2+q5t2+2q6t2+2q7t2+3q8t2+3q9t2+
3q10t2+ q11t2+ q12t2+ q6t3+ q7t3+2q8t3+3q9t3+4q10t3+5q11t3+6q12t3+
5q13t3+3q14t3+2q15t3+q8t4+q9t4+2q10t4+3q11t4+5q12t4+6q13t4+8q14t4+
8q15t4+8q16t4+4q17t4+2q18t4+q10t5+q11t5+2q12t5+3q13t5+5q14t5+7q15t5+
9q16t5+10q17t5+11q18t5+9q19t5+4q20t5+2q21t5+ q12t6+ q13t6+2q14t6+
3q15t6+5q16t6+7q17t6+10q18t6+11q19t6+13q20t6+12q21t6+9q22t6+3q23t6+
q24t6+ q14t7+ q15t7+2q16t7+3q17t7+5q18t7+7q19t7+10q20t7+12q21t7+
14q22t7+14q23t7+10q24t7+6q25t7+ q26t7+ q16t8+ q17t8+2q18t8+3q19t8+
5q20t8+7q21t8+10q22t8+12q23t8+15q24t8+14q25t8+11q26t8+4q27t8+q28t8+
q18t9+q19t9+2q20t9+3q21t9+5q22t9+7q23t9+10q24t9+12q25t9+15q26t9+
15q27t9+7q28t9+2q29t9+q20t10+q21t10+2q22t10+3q23t10+5q24t10+7q25t10+
10q26t10+12q27t10+15q28t10+10q29t10+4q30t10+q22t11+q23t11+2q24t11+
3q25t11+5q26t11+7q27t11+10q28t11+12q29t11+10q30t11+5q31t11+q24t12+
q25t12+2q26t12+3q27t12+5q28t12+7q29t12+10q30t12+8q31t12+4q32t12 +
q26t13+q27t13+2q28t13+3q29t13+5q30t13+7q31t13+6q32t13+3q33t13+q28t14+
q29t14+2q30t14+3q31t14+5q32t14+4q33t14+2q34t14+q30t15+q31t15+2q32t15+
3q33t15+2q34t15+q35t15+q32t16+q33t16+2q34t16+q35t16+q34t17+q35t17+
q36t18+a6
(
q27+q29t+q30t+q31t2+q32t2+q33t2+q33t3+q34t3+q35t3+q36t3+
q35t4+q36t4+q37t4+q37t5+q38t5+q39t6
)
+a5
(
q20+q21+q22+q23+q24+q25+
q22t+2q23t+3q24t+3q25t+3q26t+3q27t+q28t+q24t2+2q25t2+4q26t2+5q27t2+
5q28t2+5q29t2+3q30t2+q31t2+q26t3+2q27t3+4q28t3+6q29t3+7q30t3+7q31t3+
5q32t3+3q33t3+q34t3+q28t4+2q29t4+4q30t4+6q31t4+8q32t4+8q33t4+5q34t4+
3q35t4+q36t4+q30t5+2q31t5+4q32t5+6q33t5+7q34t5+7q35t5+4q36t5+q37t5+
q32t6+2q33t6+4q34t6+6q35t6+6q36t6+4q37t6+q38t6+q34t7+2q35t7+4q36t7+
4q37t7+2q38t7+q39t7+q36t8+2q37t8+2q38t8+q39t8+q38t9+q39t9
)
+a4
(
q14+
q15+2q16+2q17+3q18+2q19+2q20+q21+q22+q16t+2q17t+4q18t+6q19t+
8q20t+9q21t+8q22t+6q23t+4q24t+2q25t+q18t2+2q19t2+5q20t2+8q21t2+
13q22t2+15q23t2+17q24t2+13q25t2+10q26t2+5q27t2+2q28t2+q20t3+2q21t3+
5q22t3+9q23t3 +15q24t3 +20q25t3+23q26t3+22q27t3+17q28t3 +11q29t3 +
5q30t3+2q31t3+q22t4+2q23t4+5q24t4+9q25t4+16q26t4+22q27t4+28q28t4+
27q29t4+24q30t4+15q31t4+8q32t4+3q33t4+q34t4+q24t5+2q25t5+5q26t5+
9q27t5+16q28t5+23q29t5+ 29q30t5 +30q31t5 +24q32t5 +15q33t5 +6q34t5 +
2q35t5+q26t6+2q27t6+5q28t6+9q29t6+16q30t6+23q31t6+30q32t6+26q33t6+
19q34t6+9q35t6+3q36t6+q28t7+2q29t7+5q30t7+9q31t7+16q32t7+23q33t7+
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24q34t7+18q35t7+9q36t7+3q37t7+q30t8+2q31t8+5q32t8+9q33t8+16q34t8+
17q35t8+14q36t8+6q37t8+2q38t8+q32t9+2q33t9+5q34t9+9q35t9+11q36t9+
8q37t9+3q38t9+q39t9+q34t10+2q35t10+5q36t10+5q37t10+4q38t10+q39t10+
q36t11+2q37t11+2q38t11+q39t11+q38t12
)
+a3
(
q9+q10+2q11+3q12+3q13+
3q14+3q15+2q16+ q17+ q18+ q11t+2q12t+4q13t+7q14t+10q15t+12q16t+
13q17t+12q18t+9q19t+6q20t+3q21t+q22t+q13t2+2q14t2+5q15t2+9q16t2+
15q17t2+21q18t2+26q19t2+27q20t2+24q21t2+18q22t2+10q23t2+5q24t2+
q25t2+q15t3+2q16t3+5q17t3+10q18t3+17q19t3+26q20t3+36q21t3+41q22t3+
40q23t3+34q24t3+22q25t3+12q26t3+5q27t3+q28t3+q17t4+2q18t4+5q19t4+
10q20t4+18q21t4+28q22t4+41q23t4+51q24t4+54q25t4+49q26t4+36q27t4+
22q28t4+10q29t4+4q30t4+q31t4+q19t5+2q20t5+5q21t5+10q22t5+18q23t5+
29q24t5+43q25t5+56q26t5+63q27t5+60q28t5+45q29t5+27q30t5+12q31t5+
4q32t5+q33t5+q21t6+2q22t6+5q23t6+10q24t6+18q25t6+29q26t6+44q27t6+
58q28t6+66q29t6+62q30t6+43q31t6+23q32t6+9q33t6+2q34t6+q23t7+2q24t7+
5q25t7+10q26t7+18q27t7+29q28t7+44q29t7+58q30t7+63q31t7+52q32t7+
30q33t7+13q34t7+3q35t7+q25t8+2q26t8+5q27t8+10q28t8+18q29t8+29q30t8+
44q31t8+54q32t8+48q33t8+31q34t8+13q35t8+3q36t8+q27t9+2q28t9+5q29t9+
10q30t9+18q31t9+29q32t9+40q33t9+38q34t9+24q35t9+11q36t9+2q37t9+
q29t10+2q30t10+5q31t10+10q32t10+18q33t10+26q34t10+25q35t10+16q36t10+
6q37t10+ q38t10+ q31t11+2q32t11+5q33t11+10q34t11+15q35t11+14q36t11+
8q37t11 + 3q38t11 + q33t12 + 2q34t12 + 5q35t12 + 8q36t12 + 6q37t12 + 3q38t12 +
q39t12+q35t13+2q36t13+3q37t13+2q38t13+q37t14+q38t14
)
+a2
(
q5+q6+2q7+
2q8+3q9+2q10+2q11+q12+q13+q7t+2q8t+4q9t+6q10t+9q11t+11q12t+
11q13t+10q14t+8q15t+5q16t+2q17t+q18t+q9t2+2q10t2+5q11t2+8q12t2+
14q13t2+19q14t2+25q15t2+25q16t2+25q17t2+18q18t2+12q19t2+5q20t2+
2q21t2+q11t3+2q12t3+5q13t3+9q14t3+16q15t3+24q16t3+34q17t3+41q18t3+
43q19t3+38q20t3+27q21t3+16q22t3+6q23t3+2q24t3+q13t4+2q14t4+5q15t4+
9q16t4+17q17t4+26q18t4+39q19t4+50q20t4+60q21t4+56q22t4+47q23t4+
30q24t4+16q25t4+6q26t4+2q27t4+q15t5+2q16t5+5q17t5+9q18t5+17q19t5+
27q20t5+41q21t5+55q22t5+69q23t5+73q24t5+63q25t5+46q26t5+25q27t5+
11q28t5+3q29t5+q30t5+q17t6+2q18t6+5q19t6+9q20t6+17q21t6+27q22t6+
42q23t6+57q24t6+74q25t6+80q26t6+75q27t6+52q28t6+29q29t6+11q30t6+
3q31t6+q19t7+2q20t7+5q21t7+9q22t7+17q23t7+27q24t7+42q25t7+58q26t7+
75q27t7+83q28t7+72q29t7+48q30t7+21q31t7+7q32t7+q33t7+q21t8+2q22t8+
5q23t8+9q24t8 +17q25t8 +27q26t8+42q27t8+58q28t8+76q29t8 +75q30t8 +
58q31t8+29q32t8+10q33t8+q34t8+q23t9+2q24t9+5q25t9+9q26t9+17q27t9+
27q28t9 +42q29t9 +58q30t9 +67q31t9 +57q32t9+31q33t9+11q34t9+ q35t9 +
q25t10+2q26t10+5q27t10+9q28t10+17q29t10+27q30t10+42q31t10+50q32t10+
47q33t10+26q34t10+9q35t10+ q36t10+ q27t11 +2q28t11+5q29t11+9q30t11 +
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17q31t11+27q32t11+35q33t11+32q34t11+18q35t11+6q36t11+q29t12+2q30t12+
5q31t12+9q32t12+17q33t12+21q34t12+20q35t12+10q36t12+3q37t12+q31t13+
2q32t13+5q33t13 +9q34t13+12q35t13+10q36t13 +4q37t13+ q38t13+ q33t14 +
2q34t14+5q35t14+5q36t14+4q37t14+q38t14+q35t15+2q36t15+2q37t15+q38t15+
q37t16
)
+a
(
q2+ q3+ q4+ q5+ q6+ q7+ q4t+2q5t+3q6t+4q7t+5q8t+6q9t+
5q10t+3q11t+2q12t+ q13t+ q6t2+2q7t2+4q8t2+6q9t2+9q10t2+12q11t2+
14q12t2+13q13t2+10q14t2+7q15t2+3q16t2+ q17t2+ q8t3+2q9t3+4q10t3+
7q11t3+11q12t3+16q13t3+21q14t3+24q15t3+23q16t3+18q17t3+11q18t3+
5q19t3+q20t3+q10t4+2q11t4+4q12t4+7q13t4+12q14t4+18q15t4+25q16t4+
31q17t4+35q18t4+32q19t4+22q20t4+13q21t4+5q22t4+q23t4+q12t5+2q13t5+
4q14t5+7q15t5 +12q16t5 +19q17t5+27q18t5+35q19t5+42q20t5 +44q21t5 +
36q22t5+23q23t5+11q24t5+4q25t5+q26t5+q14t6+2q15t6+4q16t6+7q17t6+
12q18t6+19q19t6+28q20t6+37q21t6+46q22t6+51q23t6+46q24t6+33q25t6+
17q26t6+6q27t6+q28t6+q16t7+2q17t7+4q18t7+7q19t7+12q20t7+19q21t7+
28q22t7+38q23t7+48q24t7+54q25t7+50q26t7+36q27t7+17q28t7+5q29t7+
q30t7+q18t8+2q19t8+4q20t8+7q21t8+12q22t8+19q23t8+28q24t8+38q25t8+
49q26t8 + 55q27t8 + 47q28t8 + 29q29t8 + 11q30t8 + 2q31t8 + q20t9 + 2q21t9 +
4q22t9+7q23t9 +12q24t9 +19q25t9+28q26t9+38q27t9+49q28t9 +51q29t9 +
36q30t9 +16q31t9 +3q32t9 + q22t10 +2q23t10 + 4q24t10 +7q25t10 +12q26t10 +
19q27t10 + 28q28t10 + 38q29t10 + 44q30t10 + 37q31t10 + 18q32t10 + 4q33t10 +
q24t11+2q25t11+4q26t11+7q27t11+12q28t11+19q29t11+28q30t11+34q31t11+
30q32t11+16q33t11+3q34t11+q26t12+2q27t12+4q28t12+7q29t12+12q30t12+
19q31t12+24q32t12+22q33t12+11q34t12+2q35t12+q28t13+2q29t13+4q30t13+
7q31t13+12q32t13+16q33t13+14q34t13+7q35t13+ q36t13+ q30t14+2q31t14+
4q32t14 + 7q33t14 + 9q34t14 + 8q35t14 + 3q36t14 + q32t15 + 2q33t15 + 4q34t15 +
5q35t15+3q36t15+q37t15+q34t16+2q35t16+2q36t16+q37t16+q36t17+q37t17
)
.
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